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Abstract

Legal text processing (Ashley, 2017) is a growing research area where Natural Language
Processing (nlp) techniques are applied in the legal domain. There are several appli-
cations such as legal text segmentation (Mencia, 2009; Hasan et al., 2008), legal topic
classification (Mencia and Fürnkranzand, 2007; Nallapati and Manning, 2008), legal judg-
ment prediction and analysis (Wang et al., 2012; Aletras et al., 2016), legal information
extraction (Kiyavitskaya et al., 2008; Dozier et al., 2010; Asooja et al., 2015), and le-
gal question answering (Kim et al., 2015b, 2016b). These applications and relevant nlp

techniques arise from three main sub-domains, i.e, legislation, court cases, and legal agree-
ments (contracts). In all three sub-domains, documents are much longer than in most
other modern nlp applications. They also have different characteristics concerning the
use of language, the writing style, and their structuring, compared to non-legal text.

Given the rapid growth of deep learning technologies (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Gold-
berg, 2017), the goal of this thesis is to explore and advance deep learning methods for
legal tasks, such as contract element and obligation extraction, legal judgment predic-
tion, legal topic classification, and information retrieval, that have already been discussed
in the literature (but not in the context of deep learning) or that were first addressed
during the work of this thesis. In this direction, we aim to answer two main research
questions: First and foremost on the adaptability of neural methods that have been pro-
posed for related nlp tasks in other domains and how they are affected by legal language,
writing, and structure; and second on providing explanations of neural models’ decisions
(predictions).

Considering the first research question we find and highlight several cases, where either
legal language affects a model’s performance or suitable modeling is needed to imitate the
document structure. To this end, we pre-train and use in-domain word representations
and neural language models, while we also propose new methods with state-of-the-art
performance. With respect to model explainability, we initially experiment with saliency
(attention) heat-maps and highlight their limitations as a means for the explanation of the
model’s decisions, especially in the most challenging task of legal judgment prediction,
where it is most important. To overcome these limitations we further study rationale
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extraction techniques as a prominent methodology towards model explainability.
In lack of publicly available annotated datasets in order to experiment with deep learn-

ing methods, we curate and publish five datasets for various legal tasks (contract element
extraction, legal topic classification, legal judgment prediction and rationale extraction,
and legal information retrieval), while we also publish legal word embeddings and a legal
pre-trained language model to assist legal text processing research and development.

We consider our work, a first, fundamental, step among other recent efforts, towards
improving legal natural language understanding using state-of-the-art deep learning tech-
niques, which further promotes the adaptation of new technologies and sheds light on the
emerging field of legal text processing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of this thesis

Legal text processing (Ashley, 2017) is a growing research area where Natural Language
Processing (nlp) techniques are applied in the legal domain. There are several appli-
cations, such as legal text segmentation (Mencia, 2009; Hasan et al., 2008), legal topic
classification (Mencia and Fürnkranzand, 2007; Nallapati and Manning, 2008), legal judg-
ment prediction and analysis (Wang et al., 2012; Aletras et al., 2016), legal information
extraction (Dozier et al., 2010), and legal question answering (Kim et al., 2015b, 2016b),
which mainly target three sub-domains: legislation, court cases, and legal agreements.
A large number of companies, including hundreds of start-ups, operate in the emerging
legal-tech and reg-tech industries in order to provide text analytics,1 targeting a wide
variety of use cases that are currently poorly handled due to the excessive amount of
data (documents), which is difficult to be analyzed by humans. The interest for public
access to all sorts of legal documents and the use of intelligent legal services is growing
rapidly, leading to disputes between established legal service providers and newcomers
(start-ups), who aim to build new services and platforms.2 These tectonic changes in the
law industry may have contributed to the introduction of new measures for the simplifi-
cation of legal language, i.e., the Plain Writing Act 2010 (U.S.A.) and the Plain Language
Act 2020 (Ireland),3 and public open access to law, i.e., Open Courts Act 2020 (U.S.A.).4

1“713% Growth: Legal Tech Set An Investment Record In 2018”, V. Pivovarov, Forbes, 2019, https:
//www.forbes.com/sites/valentinpivovarov/2019/01/15/legaltechinvestment2018

2“ROSS Shuts Down Operations, Citing Financial Burden From Thomson Reuters Lawsuit”, R. Dip-
shan, Law.com, 2020, https://www.law.com/legaltechnews/2020/12/11/ross-shuts-down-opera
tions-citing-financial-burden-from-thomson-reuters-lawsuit

3“Cross-party support for new Irish Plain Language Bill”, L. Austen-Gray, europa.eu, 2019, https:
//epale.ec.europa.eu/en/content/cross-party-support-new-irish-plain-language-bill

4“House Passes Bill for PACER”, J.T., Law.com, 2020, https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal
/2020/12/08/rejecting-opposition-from-judiciary-house-passes-bill-to-make-pacer-free

1

https://www.forbes.com/sites/valentinpivovarov/2019/01/15/legaltechinvestment2018
https://www.forbes.com/sites/valentinpivovarov/2019/01/15/legaltechinvestment2018
https://www.law.com/legaltechnews/2020/12/11/ross-shuts-down-operations-citing-financial-burden-from-thomson-reuters-lawsuit
https://www.law.com/legaltechnews/2020/12/11/ross-shuts-down-operations-citing-financial-burden-from-thomson-reuters-lawsuit
https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/content/cross-party-support-new-irish-plain-language-bill
https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/content/cross-party-support-new-irish-plain-language-bill
https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2020/12/08/rejecting-opposition-from-judiciary-house-passes-bill-to-make-pacer-free
https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2020/12/08/rejecting-opposition-from-judiciary-house-passes-bill-to-make-pacer-free
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Considering the aforementioned reality and the rapid growth and adaptation of deep
learning technologies in nlp (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Goldberg, 2017), the goal of this
Ph.D. thesis is to explore and advance deep learning methods for various legal tasks
across different fields of law (legislation, court cases, contracts), jurisdictions (eu, uk,
and us) and nlp areas (information extraction, text classification, information retrieval),
including tasks that have already been discussed in the literature or arisen in this thesis.
More specifically this thesis seeks to answer two main research questions:

• How well do Deep Neural Networks (dnns) that have been proposed for nlp tasks
in other domains (e.g., named entity recognition in news articles, movie reviews
sentiment classification, biomedical information retrieval) perform in the legal do-
main (e.g., when attempting to extract contractor names, start/end dates, amounts
from contracts or classify and retrieve relevant legislation or case law)? Does the
legal language and writing affect their performance? How can they be made more
effective for the legal domain (e.g., capture legal language and document structure)?

• Can we provide explanations to support the decisions (predictions) of systems?
Current dnns are often worse than traditional rule-based approaches and systems
with manually crafted features when it comes to producing explanations of their
outputs. This is also a very hot research area in dnns for nlp (Serrano and Smith,
2019; Jain and Wallace, 2019; Wiegreffe and Pinter, 2019), but it has not been yet
explored in the legal domain, where it is of crucial importance in many cases (e.g.,
when predicting the outcome of a trial) given the sensitivity of the domain.

1.1.1 The three pillars of Law

The scope of Law can be divided into two domains. Public law concerns government
and society, including constitutional law, administrative law, and criminal law. Private
law deals with legal disputes between individuals and/or organizations in areas such
as contracts, property, and commercial law. From a text processing point of view in
this work, we mainly consider a more typical and fundamental distinction categorizing
legal documents in three major collections. In general, legal documents, also referred
to as legal instruments, means any formally executed written document that can be
formally attributed to its author (e.g., legislature, court officials, or any other person or
organization), which records and expresses a legally enforceable act, right or obligation.
The term “legal documents” may refer, but is not limited to any document filed by
legislatures, courts, or any other authority (quasi-judicial body) that has the right to
interpret the law. It can also refer to any other deed, mortgage, or contract. In this work,
we experiment with datasets derived from three major categories of legal documents:
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Legislation: Legislation is law that has been promulgated by a legislature. A legislature
is a body with the authority to make laws, commonly parliaments or congresses. In this
thesis, we consider United Kingdom (uk) and European Union (eu) legislation in Chap-
ters 3-5. In uk, legislation can be introduced mainly by the parliaments of England and
Scotland and the national assemblies of Wales and Northern Ireland.5 In eu, legislation
is usually proposed by the European Commission and approved by the Council of the
European Union and European Parliament to become law.6

Court documents: Court documents are a broad collection of documents relevant to
legal cases and proceedings. Briefly we can categorize court documents following typical
judicial processes into: (a) A pleading, which is a written presentation by a litigant in
a lawsuit setting forth the facts upon which the litigant claims legal relief or challenges
the claims of the defendant. They are usually followed by hearings. (b) A hearing which
is a formal examination before a judge according to the laws of a particular jurisdiction.
Considering parties’ positions and hearings, the court (judges) usually proceed in a formal
judgment. (c) A judgment, which is a decision of a court regarding the rights and
liabilities of parties in a legal action or proceeding. In most cases, the aforementioned
documents are not publicly available as a whole. In this project, we consider cases from
the European Court of Human Rights (ecthr) in Chapter 4. ecthr judges discuss and
rule on the violation, or not, of specific articles of the European Convention of Human
Rights (echr) as being alleged by the applicants (civilians or organizations) against the
defendants (eu states).

Legal agreements (contracts): A legal agreement (contract) is a “legally binding doc-
ument between at least two parties that defines and governs the rights and duties of the
parties to an agreement” (Fergus, 2006). A contract typically involves the exchange of
goods (e.g., purchase agreements), services (e.g., service agreements), money (e.g., loan
and credit agreements), property (e.g., lease agreements) among others (e.g., employment
agreements, NDAs etc.). The formation of a contract requires offer and acceptance be-
tween parties. In practice, contracts are drafted and negotiated until the parties accept
the terms as a whole. In this theiss, we consider U.S. Contracts in Chapter 2 that have
been publicly filed in the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).

5The entire collection of uk legislation is publicly available at https://www.legislation.gov.uk.
For additional details on the law-making procedure refer to https://www.legislation.gov.uk/under

standing-legislation#Howlegislationworks.
6eu legislation is publicly available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu. For additional details on the

law-making procedure refer to https://europa.eu/european-union/law.

https://www.legislation.gov.uk
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/understanding-legislation#Howlegislationworks
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/understanding-legislation#Howlegislationworks
https://eur-lex.europa.eu
https://europa.eu/european-union/law
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1.1.2 Why is legal language any different?

As with other specialized domains (e.g., biomedical, finance), legal text (e.g., legislation,
court documents, contracts) has distinct characteristics compared to generic corpora, such
as specialized vocabulary, peculiar syntax, semantics based on extensive domain-specific
knowledge, etc., to the extent that legal language is often classified as a ‘sublanguage’
(Tiersma, 1999; Williams, 2007; Haigh, 2018). In fact, there are different kinds (genres)
of legal writing: for example, academic legal writing as in law journals, juridical legal
writing as in court judgments, or legislative legal writing as in laws, regulations, and
contracts (Bhatia, 1994). Our work focuses on English, so here we describe how legal
English differs from standard English. In terms of the vocabulary, the most important
differences are the following:

Legal terminology. Similarly to the language used in other domains (finance, medical,
etc.), legal English includes technical terminology that is not common for the general
population (e.g., ‘waiver’, ‘restrictive covenant’, ‘promissory estoppel’, ‘tort’, ‘fee simple’,
‘arbitration’, ‘novation’).

In-domain use of words. There are also ordinary words that are being used with
special meanings in the legal sector. For example ‘consideration’ is usually mentioned in
contracts to denote a promise from one party to another. The word ‘action’ usually refers
to a ‘lawsuit’, ‘sentence’ refers to ‘punishment’, ‘executed’ is used in contract meaning
that an agreement is signed and effective, and of course, the word ‘party’ refers to a legal
entity (person or organization) engaged in a legal agreement.

Use of French and Latin. Legal English borrows words and phrases from French (e.g.,
‘estoppel’, ‘laches’, and ‘voir dire’) and Latin (‘certiorari’, ‘habeas corpus’, ‘inter alia’,
‘sub judice’), which are considered foreign words in standard English.

Use of pronominal adverbs. Legal scholars use pronominal adverbs dating from the
16th century that are not used in standard English nowadays. These words are usually
formed with the words ‘here’, ‘there’ and ‘where’ as a prefix and have derivatives by
including ‘-at’, ‘-in’, ‘-after’, ‘-before’, ‘-with’, ‘-by’, ‘-above’, ‘-on’, ‘-upon’ as a suffix
(e.g., ‘herein’, ‘hereto’, hereby, ‘whereby’, and ‘wherefore’). Their use in legal English
is primarily to avoid repeating names or phrases, such as “the parties hereto” instead of
“the parties to this contract”.

Moreover with respect to syntax and document structure, there are the following notable
differences:

Use of long sentences. In common English, the guidelines recommend an average of
15–20 words per sentence (Cutts, 2009), which is usually followed, as smaller and clearer
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sentences improve text readability. However, the complexity of legal text often leads
to extensive sentences, which are 15-70 words on average. The difference is more wide-
spread in contracts, where the average sentence is 20-70 words, comparing to legislation
and court documents, where the average sentence is 15-45 words.

Unusual word order. In many cases, there is a notable difference in the word order used
compared to standard English, especially in contracts. For example, “the provisions for
termination hereinafter appearing or will at the cost of the borrower forthwith comply with
the same” and “In cases in which a claimant receives reimbursement under this subpart
for expenses that also will or may be reimbursed from another source, the claimant shall
subrogate the United States to the claim for payment from the collateral source up to the
amount for which the claimant was reimbursed under this subpart.”.

Extensive use of bullet lists. In legal writing, especially contract and legislative
drafting, bullet lists are extensively used to break down complicated information, i.e.,
sub-cases and exceptions with respect to an event, or combination of terms to fulfil an
action. They are usually structured as conditional expressions, similar to those used in
programming languages (nested if-then-else statements). For example, “In the event of
X, Seller shall (a) If Y1 is the case, do A1; (b) If Y2 is the case, do A2.”

To further highlight the importance of the distinction, in the past there was also a formal
degree associated with legal English. The International Legal English Certificate (ILEC)7

was considered a high-level English language qualification for lawyers. The ILEC exam
was discontinued in December 2016. The discontinuation can be viewed on par with
a general public interest to simplify legal writing, also referred to as legalese. In this
direction, in 1978 U.S. President Carter issued executive orders intended to make gov-
ernment regulations “cost-effective and easy-to-understand by those who were required
to comply with them”, which later became a federal requirement with the “Plain Writing
Act 2010” under President Obama’s administration.8 Similar concerns and measures to
simplify legal writing were part of the public discourse in the UK, as early as in 1950,
and has been intensified after the foundation of the Plain English Campaign in 1979.
Also, a new bill named “Plain Language Act”, was drafted in Ireland in 2019, and will
possibly get enacted soon after COVID-19 pandemic with cross-party support.91011 All
the aforementioned events highlight a growing trend towards simpler language in official

7https://www.britishcouncil.es/en/exam/ilec-international-legal-english-certificate
8https://www.plainlanguage.gov/about/history/
9http://www.ourcivilisation.com/smartboard/shop/gowerse/complete/chap1.htm

10http://www.plainenglish.co.uk
11https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/content/cross-party-support-new-irish-plain-language

-bill

https://www.britishcouncil.es/en/exam/ilec-international-legal-english-certificate
https://www.plainlanguage.gov/about/history/
http://www.ourcivilisation.com/smartboard/shop/gowerse/complete/chap1.htm
http://www.plainenglish.co.uk
https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/content/cross-party-support-new-irish-plain-language-bill
https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/content/cross-party-support-new-irish-plain-language-bill
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and legal documents (e.g., legislation, regulations, etc.).
Given the fact that such active measures were only recently adopted, if at all, we

suspect that legal language affects the performance of generic nlp models to a greater or
lesser degree. Modern neural nlp methods typically rely on pre-trained word embeddings
or pre-trained language models. Hence, we suspect that pre-training with in-domain
corpora in order to better capture the aforementioned characteristics may provide in-
domain knowledge that is missing from generic corpora that are usually used to pre-train
generic nlp models. Furthermore, structural differences, such as long sentences and
bullet lists can also affect models’ performance, in case long-distance relationships and
document’s structure play an important role in specific legal tasks.

1.1.3 Early Adoption of Deep Learning in the Legal Domain

Recently, Deep Learning (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Goldberg, 2017; Charniak, 2019) has
gained significant attention in the Natural Language Processing (nlp) research commu-
nity, like in many areas of Artificial Intelligence, as a promising family of techniques. Deep
Neural Networks (dnns) have been rapidly replacing rule-based approaches, dictionary-
based models, and traditional machine learning techniques (i.e., linear models, decision
trees), which in their majority require intensive manual feature engineering. Manual fea-
ture engineering and traditional bag-of-words representations cannot effectively capture
polysemy, synonyms, and semantics in general, contrary to neural continuous vector rep-
resentations (Mikolov et al., 2013b,c) used by dnns. The above-said techniques fall short
in capturing language semantics and linguistic structures along with their long-distance
relationships (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al., 2010; Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013).

On the other hand, dnns mainly rely on two characteristic technical features, multi-
layering and non-linear activations, i.e., stacking layers that typically perform matrix
multiplications followed by non-linear activations to learn and enhance feature represen-
tations with respect to the network’s objectives. Thus, we usually refer to dnns as feature
learners or extractors. Moreover, the more sophisticated recursive (rnns) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997; Gers and Schmidhuber, 2001) and convolutional (cnns) (LeCun and
Bengio, 1998; Kim, 2014) neural networks, as well as transformers (Vaswani et al.,
2017), better capture natural language. Recently, all these variants have extended their
analytical and processing capacity to better capture language syntax and semantics; re-
lying on gating and attention mechanisms (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017),
while also exploiting massive pre-training considering language modeling and sentence-
ordering classification tasks (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019b; Raffel et al., 2020).
These models usually perform close or better to human performance in several down-
stream nlp tasks on generic benchmark datasets, such as glue (Wang et al., 2018),
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super-glue (Wang et al., 2019), and squad (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).

dnns have also been gradually introduced in the legal domain. Traditionally, re-
searchers employed manually crafted knowledge bases and patterns to capture legal con-
cepts, terms of interest, and synonyms that were defined beforehand. Previous work
relied on the structure of the legal documents to be able to segment and process text.
Nevertheless, the presumed structure was not consistent across different laws and legis-
lation. Furthermore, the legal concepts evolve and the maintenance of legal knowledge
bases is tedious and expensive. Also, ontological representations that model legal knowl-
edge as a whole are too generic and often lack details to be useful in practice. Similarly,
taxonomies crafted to fit a particular task may become outdated rapidly.

Early work employing dnns in legal question answering using cnns (Kim, 2014) and
obligation extraction using rnns (O’Neill et al., 2017) seems primitive, comparing to
today standards, but also quite hasty with respect to studying domain peculiarities (how
legal language, writing and structure affect performance). While the examined dnns
outperform traditional methods, they do not closely follow the state-of-the-art in the
nlp literature. More importantly, in-domain pre-training was ignored alongside proper
modeling of document structure. In this work, we aim to meet and surpass the most
up-to-date standards in deep learning literature, extensively compare neural methods
alongside non-neural methods, and most importantly study and highlight how domain
peculiarities affect the performance of the examined models.

1.2 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

New legal NLP datasets: We compile and publish five new annotated datasets for
various legal tasks (contract element extraction, legislation classification, legal judgment
prediction, and legal information retrieval) for academic research.

Domain-specific word embeddings and pretrained models: We introduce new
domain-specific English word embeddings trained on legal corpora that better capture le-
gal language, compared to generic word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014; Bojanowski
et al., 2016) trained on data derived from the web. Furthermore, given the excessive use
of numbers in the legal text, we use number normalization, i.e., all digits are considered to
be the same, which is important to generalize across similar numeric-based entities, i.e.,
dates, amounts, postcodes, etc., and avoid out-of-vocabulary (OOV) issues. Following
the most recent advances in nlp, we also introduce a family of English bert language
models (Devlin et al., 2019) pre-trained on legal corpora.
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In the case of contract element extraction (Chapter 2), we find that domain-specific
word embeddings and in-domain pre-training of neural language models improves the
performance in two out of three entity groups. The positive effect of domain adaptation
is minimal in the rest of the tasks, which consider eu legislation (Chapter 3) and ecthr

cases (Chapter 4); with the exception of multi-label classification on ecthr.

lstms beat bert in contract element extraction: Considering the challenging
task of contract element extraction, we show that lstm-based methods (Graves et al.,
2013; Huang et al., 2015) outperform pre-trained transformer-based models (Devlin
et al., 2019) that currently dominate in nlp, even compared with the legal bert model
(Chapter 2). This finding is mostly correlated with the use of context-sensitive entities
and to a lesser degree with occasional severe fragmentation of tokens by transformer-
based models.

Hierarchical lstm and bert models to cope with document structure: To suc-
cessfully tackle the task of obligation extraction from contracts (Chapter 2), we propose
a slightly modified version of the Hierarchical Attention Network (Yang et al., 2016) for
sentence tagging (classification) to capture inter-sentence relations and relations between
sentences and listed clauses in a document. The new method has state-of-the-art per-
formance, out-performing flat methods that do not consider neighboring sentences or
consider them in a non-hierarchical manner. We have similar findings for legal judgment
predictions, where we employ the Hierarchical Attention Network (han) to capture the
document structure of echr cases (Chapter 4). Furthermore, we propose a hierarchical
variation of bert (hier-bert). While both methods have been recently used by several
researchers in various classification tasks, we were among the first who proposed and used
hierarchical neural networks, especially for sentence tagging.

New state-of-the-art methods for legal topic classification: With respect to legal
topic classification (Chapter 3), a Large-Scale Multi-label Text Classification (lmtc)
application, we study the effect of using rnn-based, plt-based (Prabhu et al., 2018) and
transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) methods. We show that rnn-based baselines
(bigru-att, han) outperform current state-of-the-art Label-Wise Attention Networks
(lwans) (Mullenbach et al., 2018) that rely on cnn encoders (cnn-lwan), while we
propose a new bigru-based lwan which is even better. Moreover, we show that newly
introduced pre-trained transformer-based methods (bert, roberta) further improve
results, without relying on the label-wise attention mechanism, thus we propose a new
state-of-the-art method that combines bert with lwan (bert-lwan) achieving the best
results overall. In a more general perspective, we validate our findings in other non-
legal lmtc benchmark datasets (amazon13k, mimic-iii). We have similar findings for
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amazon13k, while we interestingly show that transformer-based methods under-
perform in mimic-iii and study the possible reasons for this result.

Moreover, few-shot and zero-shot learning are vastly understudied in Large-scale
Multi-label Text Classification (lmtc). Following the work of Rios and Kavuluru (2018)
for few and zero-shot learning in the biomedical domain, we investigate the use of struc-
tural information from the label hierarchy in lwan. We propose new zero-shot capable
lwan-based models with improved performance in these settings.

New task and model for explainability in legal judgment prediction: We study
explainability in the legal domain and find the use of saliency (attention) maps prob-
lematic in legal judgment prediction (Chapter 4). To this end, we introduce a new legal
prediction task accompanied by the extraction of paragraph-level rationales. While we
adopt and compare various rationale constraints (regularizers) from the literature in the
new paragraph-level setting, we also propose new constraints (regularizers) that produce
state-of-the-art results by improving rationale quality, while also improving faithfulness.

New task, dataset, and models for legal document-to-document IR: We intro-
duce regulatory information retrieval, an application of document to document ir, which
is a new family of ir tasks, where both queries and documents are long, typically con-
taining thousands of words (Chapter 5). We show that fine-tuning bert on an in-domain
classification task produces the best document representations with respect to ir and im-
proves pre-fetching results compared to various methods including the traditional bm25

and generic bert models (bert-base of Devlin et al. (2019), s-bert of Reimers and
Gurevych (2019)).

1.3 Outline of the remainder of this thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents our research
on information extraction from legal documents, specifically contracts, targeting two
applications (contract element extraction and obligation extraction); Chapter 3 presents
our research on Large-scale Multi-label Text Classification (lmtc) for legal documents
targeting the application of classifying eu legislation with eurovoc concepts; Chapter 4
presents our research on Legal Judgment Prediction and Explainability for cases of the
European Court of Human Rights (ecthr); Chapter 5 presents our research in Legal
Document to Document Information Retrieval targeting the application of Regulatory
Compliance between uk and eu legislation; and lastly Chapter 6 concludes, highlights
limitations and proposes directions for future research.



Chapter 2

Information Extraction for legal

documents

2.1 Introduction

We focus on two legal information extraction tasks for contracts. The first application is
contract element extraction, an entity extraction task, where we aim to extract contract
elements that are common and particularly useful in legal text analytics applications.
The second application is obligation extraction, where we aim to identify obligations and
prohibitions, two major types of agreed terms between contract parties. The automation
of these nlp applications, among others could benefit two major use cases:

Due Diligence/Contract Negotiations: Thousands of agreements are signed every
day between businesses and individuals. There is an excessive need for checks by all
interested parties during negotiations in order to control the terms and the obligations
that will govern the implementation of each agreement, where each party comes with its
own playbook (agenda) to protect their interests.

Contract Management/Vendor Management: Most established companies need to
maintain a large portfolio of legal agreements for various business processes (employment,
services/vendors, loans, investments, confidentiality). All of them include details on
different contract terms, pay rates, rights for termination, etc. Using intelligent services
in order to organize and review these agreements is vital in order to prevent several issues
such as missing payments, revenue leakage, invalid contracts, etc.

So far, there is not much work for information extraction from legal documents. There
are three main limitations in the relevant literature described in Section 2.2: (a) tasks are
usually being mishandled or oversimplified; (b) there are no publicly available datasets
and the ones used often contain a small number of instances (e.g., less than 1,000); (c)

10
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the methods used are usually out-dated, limited to lookup tables, rule-based systems and
linear classifiers (svms) with bag-of-word representations and hand-crafted features.

In our work, we aim to develop and evaluate neural methods following the relevant
nlp literature, while also considering some crucial in-domain aspects. Legal documents,
like contracts in our study, are usually very long, comprising thousands of words and
structured (e.g., with sections, bullet/numbered lists), which had not been considered
before in information extraction. We show that modeling structure is particularly im-
portant in one of the two tasks that we study. Both characteristics (excessive length and
structure of the documents) are particularly problematic for current neural methods.

Another important aspect, which we face in one out of the two applications, is
the amount of domain-specific tags (labels), which is also not common in information
extraction. Moreover, depending on their types, entities (meaning entity types) oc-
cur in different particular sections (or other zones) of the documents, where they may
co-occur with entities of particular other types, contrary to the entity types used in
generic ner (e.g., persons, organizations, locations), which can be present across docu-
ments. The entity types are also more refined, including many similar ones, e.g., types
of dates/locations/organizations, instead of universal types describing broader concepts.
In this case, broader context is more crucial to determine the correct entity type, for
example, to discriminate one type of date from another, as the entity text itself and local
context may possibly not provide the necessary information.

2.2 Related Work

Curtotti and Mccreath (2010) classified lines (separated by line breaks) of Australian con-
tracts into 32 classes (e.g., ‘titleline’, ‘clausehead’, ‘recitalhead’, ‘recitalline’, ‘partyline’,
‘datemadeline’, ‘contactofficer’, ‘emailline’, etc.). Although many of the aforementioned
classes (elements) correspond to entities (multi-word expressions), Curtotti and Mccreath
(2010) addressed the task as text (line) classification instead of sequence labeling. The au-
thors experimented with several machine learning algorithms (e.g., svms, decision trees),
using 40 hand-crafted features. They obtained their best results (83.48% accuracy) with
a single multi-class classifier that combined machine learning (Random Forest) and man-
ually written tagging rules (which provided additional features to the Random Forest).
They experimented, however, with only 30 contracts from a corpus of 256.

Indukuri and Krishna (2010) employed svms and n-gram features to classify contract
sentences as clauses or non-clauses, and classify clauses as payment terms or not, experi-
menting with only 73 sentences. Gao et al. (2012) used 2,647 contracts, but experimented
only with manually crafted patterns to detect exception clauses (e.g., “in case of defect”).
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In the broader context of legal text analytics, Mencia (2009) used SVMs and hand-
crafted features to segment French laws (e.g., identify titles, articles), experimenting with
181 texts (1,146 articles). Hasan et al. (2008) relied on heuristics to segment Spanish
legislative bulletins into their components (e.g., articles), assuming that each bulletin
includes a table of contents, and experimenting with 50 texts. Biagioli et al. (2005) used
an SVM with bag-of-words features to detect paragraphs of Italian laws with particular
types of information (e.g., obligation, sanction). Then they employed pattern matching
to fill in type-specific slots (e.g., entity sanctioned), experimenting with 582 paragraphs.

Dozier et al. (2010) identified judges, attorneys, companies, jurisdictions, and courts
in US trial documents. A Conditional Random Field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) with n-
gram, positional, and punctuation features was used to segment each document into zones.
Then lists of known entities (e.g., courts) and hand-crafted patterns were used to extract
named entities from particular zones. Manually constructed rules were employed to map
each extracted entity to a record (e.g., containing fields for the first name and surname
of an extracted attorney name, along with city names that occurred near the attorney
name) and retrieve candidate matching records from authority files (e.g., records of known
attorneys). svms with field-specific similarity measures as features were subsequently
used to select the ‘best’ authority file record per extracted named entity record.

Kiyavitskaya et al. (2008) used grammars, word lists, and heuristics to extract rights,
obligations, exceptions, and other constraints from us and Italian regulations. Asooja
et al. (2015) employed svms with n-gram and manually crafted features to extract para-
graphs of money laundering regulations into five classes (e.g., enforcement, monitoring,
reporting), experimenting with 212 paragraphs.

More recently, O’Neill et al. (2017) extracted contractual terms from financial leg-
islation, classified in three categories (obligations, prohibitions, and permissions), ex-
perimenting with 2,000 pre-splitted sentences. Similarly, Waltl et al. (2017) classified
statements from German tenancy law into 22 classes (including prohibition, permission,
consequence), using active learning with Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression (lr), and mlp

classifiers, experimenting with 504 sentences.

2.3 Contributions

• We compile two new annotated datasets extracted from contracts including thou-
sands of instances, for two legal information extraction tasks: Contract Element
Extraction and Obligation Extraction. While both datasets adhere to IPR, we pub-
lish the contract element extraction dataset for academic research in an encoded
form, i.e., replace words with identifiers, to preserve the interests of the owner.
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• We show that in contract element extraction, lstm-based methods (Graves et al.,
2013; Huang et al., 2015) outperform pre-trained transformer-based models (De-
vlin et al., 2019) that currently dominate in nlp, even compared with a new trans-

former-based model pre-trained on legal corpora. This finding is mostly correlated
with the use of context-sensitive entities and to a lesser degree with occasional severe
fragmentation of tokens by transformer-based models.

• We propose a slightly modified version of the Hierarchical Attention Network (Yang
et al., 2016) for sentence tagging (classification) to capture inter-sentence relations
and relations between sentences and listed clauses in a document. The new method
has state-of-the-art performance, outperforming flat methods that do not consider
neighboring sentences or consider them in a non-hierarchical manner. The new
method has state-of-the-art performance in obligation extraction, out-performing
flat methods that do not consider or consider neighboring sentences in a non-
hierarchical (structured) manner. While this method has been recently used by
several researchers in various classification tasks, we were among the first who pro-
posed and used hierarchical neural networks, especially for sentence tagging.

2.4 Contract Element Extraction

Extracting information from contracts and other legal agreements is an important part
of daily business worldwide. Thousands of agreements are written up every day, resulting
in a huge volume of legal documents relating to several business processes, such as em-
ployment, services/vendors, loans, leases, investments, to name a few. These documents
contain crucial information (e.g., contract terms, pay rates, termination rights). More
importantly, when negotiating or revising agreements, the parties involved need to scru-
tinize all the terms of the agreements as recorded in the corresponding documents. From
another point of view, taxation authorities may need to focus on contracts involving par-
ticular parties and large payments. Many of these tasks can be automated by extracting
particular contract elements (e.g., termination dates, legislation references, contracting
parties, agreed payments). Contract element extraction, however, is currently performed
mostly manually, which is tedious and costly.

2.4.1 Contract Structure and Elements

Contracts typically start with a preamble, which contains the contract title (Figure 2.1a,
point 1) and specifies the start or effective date (points 2, 3) and contracting parties
(points 4). It is also common to use a cover page with the same information followed
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(a) Typical structure of a contract, with con-

tract elements highlighted.

(b) Typical structure of a lease header, with

contract elements highlighted.

Figure 2.1: Contract samples annotated with contract elements.

by a table of contents, before the preamble. The preamble is usually followed by the
recitals (Figure 2.1a), which provide background information. The remainder of the
contract is organized in clauses, often called ‘chapters’, ‘articles’, ‘sections’ etc. to reflect
a hierarchical structure. Clauses have headings (Figure 2.1a, points 5), which indicate
their topics (e.g., ‘Definitions’, ‘Termination’, ‘Payments’). In this paper, we focus on
extracting the following types of contract elements, when present. More contract element
types can be defined, but the types we focus on are common and particularly useful in
analytics applications like the ones highlighted in Section 2.1.

Contract Header: The first set of contract elements are present in the contract header,
i.e., the cover page and/or introduction.

• Contract Title (Figure 2.1a, point 1). The title usually indicates the type of the
contract (e.g., services, employment, loan) and often also the version of the contract
(e.g., ‘second amendment’).

• Contracting Parties (Figure 2.1a, points 4). Contract Parties are all the legal en-
tities (persons or organizations) that are engaged in a contract, i.e., service provider
and client, employer and employee, lender and borrower, landlord and tenant, etc.

• Start, Effective Dates: The start date (Figure 2.1a, point 2) is when the con-
tract was signed. The effective date (points 3) specifies when the contract becomes
effective. In many cases, the contract is immediately effective after signing, which
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means that the start and effective date are the same, thus effective date is usu-
ally not referred in these cases. Contrary, if the effective date differs, it is usually
referred alongside the start date in the cover and/or introduction.

Contract Termination: The second set of contract elements is relevant to the termi-
nation of the contract. The termination date (Figure 2.1a, points 7) specify when the
contract terminates, while in other cases the contract specifies the contract period (point
6), which is the number of working or calendar days the contract will be effective for. One
out of two is referred to in the contract, as both convey the same information, e.g., one
can compute the contract period, if he/she is aware of both the effective and termination
date.

Applicable Law: The third set of contract elements is relevant to the judicial aspect
of the contracts. The governing law (Figure 2.1a, point 8) specifies the country or state
whose laws apply. The jurisdiction (point 9) specifies the courts responsible to resolve
disputes. Both elements are particularly important as the legislation and case law are
different across countries or even states/provinces in the same country.

Lease Header: The last set of contract elements is present in the header of lease
agreements, i.e., the cover page and/or introduction and/or specific sections named as
‘Lease Details’ or ‘Lease Header’ (Figure 2.1b), and contain the following information in
free text or tabular format:

• Property. Property is the location of the leased property (e.g., building, apart-
ment, store, etc.) (Figure 2.1b, point 4). This is usually described with the formal
address (floor, street number, city, postcode) of the location.

• Landlord and Tenant. Landlord (point 2) is the contracting party who owns
the leased property, while the tenant (point 3) is the one who rents (leases) this
property. Those can be either persons or organizations.

• Rent amount. Rent amount (point 7) is the monetary amount provided by the
tenant to the landlord, usually monthly or yearly, that both parties agreed upon.

• Start, Effective, Termination Dates, and Period. These contract elements
are usually referred to in ‘Lease Header’ sections and have the same meaning, as
described above.
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Inferring Contract Structure from Headings: Clause Headings (Figure 2.1a, points
5) are needed to automatically build a table of contents (for contracts that do not include
one) and split the text of each contract after the recitals into clauses (from clause head-
ing to clause heading). We also note that most clause headings contain typical words or
phrases that indicate their topics. For example, many contracts include a clause whose
heading contains phrases like ‘Governing Law’ or ‘Applicable Law’; the governing law
contract element (e.g., ‘Laws of England & Wales’ in Figure 2.1a, point 8) is then found
in that clause. Similarly, many contracts include a clause whose heading contains words
or phrases like ‘Termination’ or ‘Termination of Agreement’; the termination date (e.g.,
‘October 16, 2014’ in Figure 2.1a, point 7) is then found in that clause. Alternatively,
other contracts include a more general clause whose heading contains words or phrases
like ‘Term’, ‘Period’, ‘Term of Agreement’; clauses of this kind typically include the
termination date and/or the contract period. Hence, identifying clause headings (and
then looking for indicative words or phrases in the headings) is also a first step towards
identifying clauses where other contract elements are expected to be found.

2.4.2 Relation to Named Entity Recognition

Generic named entity recognizers (ners) (Bikel et al., 1999; Nadeau and Sekine, 2007),
which typically recognize persons, organizations, locations, dates, amounts, etc., are not
directly applicable to contract element extraction without retraining them on contracts
and possibly modifying their feature sets.1 For example, a generic NER may recognize
dates, but without distinguishing between start, effective, termination, and other dates
(e.g., payment or delivery dates, which we do not aim to extract). Note that several
of these date types may occur in the same extraction zones; for example, start and
effective dates typically occur both on the cover page and in the preamble. Hence, the
date types we aim to extract cannot be distinguished simply by observing the extraction
zones they occur in. Similarly, a generic NER may recognize persons and organizations,
but not all persons and organizations mentioned in a contract are contracting parties;
for example, a law firm that prepared the contract or a third-party service provider
may be mentioned (sometimes in the same extraction zones as the contracting parties),
without being contracting parties. Moreover, in the case of lease agreements, we want
to discriminate contract parties in landlords and tenants. Similar comments apply to
the property, governing law, and jurisdiction elements, which are not simply locations.
Furthermore, contract titles and clause headings are not supported by generic NERs.

1Consider, for example, the NERs of Stanford University (http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CR
F-NER.shtml) and spaCy (http://spacy.io/docs/usage/entity-recognition).

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
http://spacy.io/docs/usage/entity-recognition
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Contract Element Type Instances Tokens Contract Element Type Instances Tokens

Contract Header Lease Header

Contract Title 4,486 17,324 Property 2,552 19,271

Contracting Parties 8,030 35,413 Landlord 2,828 12,287

Start Date 2,503 10,950 Tenant 2,629 11,778

Effective Date 679 2,993 Start Date 1,804 8,693

Contract Termination Effective Date 1,219 4,991

Termination Date 534 2,140 Termination Date 1,037 4,054

Contract Period 421 1,628 Contract Period 1,065 5,103

Applicable Law Rent Amount 2,233 4,570

Governing Law 2,369 14,561 Contract Structure

Jurisdiction 1,474 11,627 Clause Headings 38,269 ∼183K

Table 2.1: Statistics of the us-contracts-ner labeled dataset.

2.4.3 Dataset

The benchmark datasets are produced by approximately 1,000 contracts annotated with
clause headings (Contract Structure), 2,500 contracts annotated with contract ele-
ments of Contract Header, Contract Termination and Applicable Law and
2,000 contracts (lease agreements) annotated with contract elements in Lease Header.
Table 2.1 shows the number of contract elements (instances) and tokens per contract
element type in the labeled datasets; a contract element may consist of multiple tokens,
which is why we also report the overall number of tokens.

The gold contract element annotations of the benchmark datasets were provided by
10 law students following specific guidelines curated in collaboration with legal experts.
Each contract was annotated by one student. Before the final annotation, however,
we used three rounds of preliminary experiments and two pairs of annotators (the same
pairs in all rounds) to measure the inter-annotator agreement and improve the annotation
guidelines. The average agreement reached 0.80 in the third round as the guidelines were
improved. All the contracts of the benchmark datasets are in English.2

The test contracts of the benchmark datasets include gold (correct) extraction zones
(contract sections) per contract element type (Contract Header, Contract Ter-

mination and Applicable Law and Lease Header), as already discussed (Sec-
tion 2.4.1). For each test contract and each contract element type (e.g., contracting

2All datasets are publicly available at http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/software_and_datasets/CONT

RACTS_ICAIL2017/index.html. We cannot reveal the actual texts, due to privacy and IPR issues,
but we provide them in an encoded form, where each vocabulary word has been replaced by a unique
integer (e.g, ‘agreement’ is mapped to ‘[TOKEN_146]’). We also provide hand-crafted features, word
embeddings, pos tag, and token shape embeddings per token, further discussed below.

http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/software_and_datasets/CONTRACTS_ICAIL2017/index.html
http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/software_and_datasets/CONTRACTS_ICAIL2017/index.html
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parties), the tokens (word occurrences) of the corresponding extraction zones that are
parts of contract elements of that type (e.g., the tokens of contracting parties, as indi-
cated by the gold contract element annotations) are treated as positive test instances
(e.g., tokens that should be classified as contracting parties), whereas the other tokens
of the extraction zones are treated as negative test instances (e.g., tokens that should
not be classified as contracting parties). To reduce the manual annotation effort that
was required to produce the labeled dataset, the training contracts of the dataset do not
contain extraction zones. Instead, we produce automatically generated pseudo-extraction
zones of the training contracts. For each contract element type (e.g., contracting parties),
the pseudo-extraction zones of a training contract contain the tokens (word occurrences)
of the contract elements of that type (e.g., the tokens of the contracting parties, as in-
dicated by the gold contract element annotations of the training contract) and up to 50
tokens before and after each contract element of that type in the training contract (e.g.,
50 tokens before and after each contracting party).

Our assumption is that these pseudo-extraction zones used only during training time,
approximate the gold extraction zones, i.e., a paragraph including co-occurring contract
elements. At the same time, they reduce the class imbalance of negative vs. positive
tokens during training. In preliminary experiments, we trained contract extractors con-
sidering the full text of contracts. Given the huge class imbalance in favor of negative
tokens, i.e., thousands of words except a few positive instances, extractors had terrible
performance. Especially for clause headings, the pseudo-extraction zones are entirely
located in the text after the recitals of each contract, with each zone starting up to 20
tokens before and ending up to 20 tokens after a line break (‘\n’).

2.4.4 Methods

Word, Part-of-Speech tag and Shape Embeddings: We applied word2vec (skip-
gram model) (Mikolov et al., 2013b) to approximately 750,000 English contracts (approx.
9 billion tokens). We produced 200-dimensional word embeddings, one for each vocab-
ulary word.3 The vocabulary size of word2vec was approximately 500,000. Out of
vocabulary words are mapped to random embeddings. To generalize across numbers
with similar patterns and tokens that differ only in the use of upper and lower case, the
training corpora were pre-processed to lower-case its tokens and replace all digits by ‘D’.
For example, ‘Agreement’ became ‘agreement’, ‘October 16, 2014’ became ‘october DD,
DDDD’, and ‘CO2’ became ‘coD’, respectively.

3We used Gensim’s implementation of word2vec (http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/), with 10
minimum occurrences per word and default values for other parameters.

http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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We also use 25-dimensional Part-Of-Speech (pos) tag embeddings, which were ob-
tained by applying word2vec (again, skip-gram model, same other settings) to approx-
imately 50,0000 contracts, after replacing the words by their pos tags, again as predicted
by a generic pos tagger. We empirically found that spacy’s pos tagger provided better
results than nltk’s.4 We use fewer dimensions in the pos tag embeddings compared
to the word embeddings (25 instead of 200), because the pos tag embeddings need to
represent only 45 points (pos tags) in their vector space, whereas the word embeddings
need to represent the entire vocabulary.

We also use 25-dimensional token shape embeddings reflecting the corresponding token
shape. We built a vocabulary of the 5,000 most frequent token shapes by replacing all
uppercase letters with ‘C’, lowercase letters with ‘c’, digits with ‘d’ and retained all punc-
tuation marks, i.e., ‘Google’ became ‘Cccccc’, ’P2P’ became ‘CdC’, and ‘2,500’ became
‘d,ddd’. Again, we obtained the token shape embeddings by applying word2vec.

Hand-Crafted Features: In early work, we also used hand-crafted features with slid-
ing window linear classifiers. The values of these features are automatically computed; by
‘hand-crafted’ we mean that the particular feature sets and the meaning of each feature
(what each feature stands for) were chosen by ourselves; by contrast, the components
of word embedding vectors cannot be directly mapped to human-interpretable concepts.
The first 14 hand-crafted features are the same regardless of the type of contract element
being detected: 4 binary features for all upper, all lower, mixed case tokens, tokens con-
taining numbers; 7 binary features indicating the length of the token (the first feature is
true if the length of the token is 1-2 characters, the second feature is true if the length
is 3-4 characters, and similarly for lengths 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, >12); 3 binary features
indicating if the token is numeric, a special character, or stop-word. The rest of hand-
crafted features are also binary, but differ per contract element type. They indicate if
the token is common inside or near elements of the particular type, or if it is matched
by regular expressions that detect frequent parts of elements of the particular type (e.g.,
‘1.1’, ‘1.2.1’ for clause headings, ‘inc.’, ‘corp.’ for contracting parties ‘2009’, ‘13th’ for
dates, ‘laws’ and ‘courts’ for governing law and jurisdiction, etc.).

Methods

Sliding window svms classifier: Our first method (sw-svms) uses a separate linear
svm classifier (Vapnik, 1995; Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000) per contract element
type (11 classifiers).5 For each token t being classified, each classifier considers a slid-

4Available at https://spacy.io and https://www.nltk.org
5We employ the scikit-learn implementation of svm (http://scikit-learn.org/).

https://spacy.io
https://www.nltk.org
http://scikit-learn.org/
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Figure 2.2: bilstms extractor for a particular contract element type.

ing window of 5-6 tokens around t (11-13 tokens); the exact size of the window varies,
depending on the type of contract elements that each classifier extracts. The window
is turned into a feature vector containing the concatenated word embeddings, pos tag
embeddings, and hand-crafted features of all the tokens in the sliding window (e.g., 11
tokens × (200 + 25 + 17) = 2, 662 features). We call this method (sw-svm-all). In
early experiments, we found that using either the pre-trained embeddings or hand-crafted
features harms performance in development data. We also experimented with a similar
method with Logistic Regression (lr) instead of svms, with comparable results. We omit
the results for these experiments (partial feature set and use of lr) for brevity.

bilstms: In the first neural method we consider (Figure 2.2), we use stacked bidirectional
lstms (Graves et al., 2013) to convert the concatenated word, pos tag, and token shape
embeddings of each token to context-aware token embeddings, as follows:

−→
h t = lstm

(−→
h t−1, et

)
(2.1)

←−
h t = lstm

(←−
h t+1, et

)
(2.2)

←→
ht = [

−→
h t;
←−
h t] (2.3)

where et is the concatenated word, pos tag, and token shape embeddings and
−→
h t,
←−
h t
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Figure 2.3: dilated-cnns extractor for a particular contract element type.

are the context-aware embeddings given left and right context, respectively.
←→
ht is the

concatenation of both
−→
h t and

←−
h t, which may be forwarded to a second or more stacked

bilstms. In order to avoid vanishing gradients, we use skip-connections, also known as
residual connections (He et al., 2016), between each stacked bilstm layer:

ht =
(
Wh ·

←→
ht

)
+ et (2.4)

As vectors et and
←→
ht may have different dimensionality (Dh 6= De) we have to transform

←→
ht using a trainable matrixWh ∈ RDh×De before we add it to et. The final context-aware
token embedding (ht) is then passed on to a Logistic Regression (lr) layer followed by the
softmax (or sigmoid) function to estimate the probability that the corresponding token is
positive or negative with respect to the contract element type of the particular extractor.

dilated-cnns: In the second neural method (Figure 2.3), we use dilated-cnns
(Kalchbrenner et al., 2016) instead of bilstms to produce context-aware token embed-
dings. When applied to text, cnns with only one convolution layer Kim (2014) contextu-
alize each word by considering only local context (the text span considered during each
convolution). When using cnns with multiple stacked convolution layers, the receptive
field (the text span each context-aware word representation depends on) increases at each
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layer, and this helps cnns capture longer-distance dependencies. dilated-cnns are also
stacked cnns, but incrementally increase the gaps between the words each convolution
considers as we move to higher layers (Figure 2.3), to more quickly increase the recep-
tive field to grasp broader relationships with fewer stacked convolution. More concretely,
dilated-cnns use stacked convolutional blocks.

Each block (Equations 2.6-2.7) includes convolutions, denoted conv below, that op-
erate on the representations of three words (when using trigram convolution filters, as in
this work), either word embeddings or word representations built by lower blocks. The
gaps between the three words (the dilation rate) are increasingly larger as we move to
higher stacked blocks (Figure 2.3):

e′t = We · RELU(et) (2.5)
←→
ht = RELU(conv

(
e′t−d, e

′
t, e
′
t+d

)
) (2.6)

ht =
←→
ht + et (2.7)

Here et is the representation of the t-th token built by the immediately lower block (or
embeddings in the case of the lower block). e′t a projection of et pre-activated with RELU

activation. In Equation 2.6, d denotes the dilation rate controlling which tokens will be
considered as neighbors of e′t at each level. d = 2l−1 at the l-th stacked convolution
block in the model. For example, in our case where we use windows of tri-grams, in
the second and fourth block a token has been conditioned by 6 and 30 neighbor tokens,
respectively. Similarly to bilstms, we use residual connections in between convolution
blocks (Equation 2.7). Strubell et al. (2017) showed that dilated-cnns have comparable
performance to bilstms in generic ner datasets (conll-2003 and onto-notes).

transformers - bert: Given the rise of pre-trained transformer-based (Vaswani
et al., 2017) language models and their success in generic ner tasks among other nlp

tasks, we also explore the use of bert (Devlin et al., 2019) as an alternative encoder.
transformers (Figure 2.4) is originally an encoder-decoder architecture, which ingests
an input sequence of tokens and produces an output sequence conditioned on the input.
The encoder, similarly to the previous methods, represents each token with an embed-
ding et. Since the model contains no recurrence and no convolution, it uses positional
embeddings (pt), in order to capture the order of the tokens in the input sequence, i.e.,
e′t = et+pt to form a position-aware token embedding (e′t). In the original work of trans-

formers (Vaswani et al., 2017), sinusoidal positional embeddings were used, computed
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Figure 2.4: transformers extractor for a particular contract element type.

as follows:

p[t, i] =


sin
(

i
100002i/dmodel

)
i even

cos
(

i
100002i/dmodel

)
i odd

(2.8)

In later work (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019b; Raffel et al., 2020), the posi-
tional embeddings are casual trainable vectors, like any other set of embeddings. The
position-aware token embeddings (e′t) are forwarded to transformer blocks. Each
transformer block comprises a multi-headed self-attention mechanism (Cheng et al.,
2016) followed by a bottleneck feed-forward network. Both of these layers (multi-headed
self-attention, feed-forward network) include a residual connection and layer normaliza-
tion (Ba et al., 2016). For each head hi in the multi-headed self-attention of the lth
transformer block, we have the following for token t:

qhi
t = Qhi

· o(l−1)
t (2.9) khi

t = Khi
· o(l−1)

t (2.10) vhi
t = Vhi

· o(l−1)
t (2.11)

ahi
t = softmax

(
qhi
t · khi

t

>

√
dk

)
vhi
t (2.12)

where Qhi
, Khi

, Vhi
, are the “query”, “key”, and “value” projection matrices for head

hi, respectively. o
(l−1)
t equals e′t in the first transformer block and represents the

output of the previous (l − 1) transformer block for the rest of the stacked blocks.
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The self-attention outputs aht for all H heads are then concatenated and projected with
matrix O along with a residual connection and layer normalization as follows:

ht = LayerNorm



a1
t
...
aHt

O + e′t

 (2.13)

The output of the multi-headed self-attention mechanism is then passed through a
bottleneck feed-forward network that operates on each sequence element independently.
Specifically, the feed-forward network consists of an up projection followed by a RELU

activation, and another down projection as follows:

h′t = Wdown · RELU(Wup · ht + bup) + bdown (2.14)

ot = LayerNorm(h′t + ht) (2.15)

The output h′t, similarly to previous layers, passes through a residual connection
followed by layer normalization. We omit the decoder, as it mainly targets sequence
generation tasks and thus it not used in any experiment across the chapters of the thesis.

bert (Devlin et al., 2019) is a transformer-based encoder, pre-trained on large
corpora, namely English Wikipedia and the Children Books Corpus (Hill et al., 2016) in
order to acquire a general knowledge (syntax, semantics) of the English language. bert is
pre-trained in a multi-task setup that comprises two tasks: (a) mask language modelling
(cloze task), where random tokens from the input sequence have been masked and the
model predicts the missing tokens; and (b) next sentence prediction, where the model
predicts if the input sequence provided comprises two originally sequential sentences or
not (random sentences). bert uses sub-word token embedding and trainable positional
embeddings that both are tuned in the pre-training phase, as described.

Similarly to previous work, we use the token representation from the final bert layer
and add a Logistic Regression (lr) layer on top. Devlin et al. (2019) showed that bert

outperforms former state-of-the-art bilstm-based methods in the aforementioned generic
named entity recognition datasets. Additionally to the original bert model, we experi-
ment with a non-pre-trained transformer-based model using the concatenated word,
pos tag, token shape, and sinusoidal positional embeddings (Equation 2.8).

crf-augmented methods: In all encoders, a dense layer with a softmax activation
operates on the top-level representation of each token, providing a probability distribution
over the labels, which is fed to the linear crf layer. crfs consider the global assignment of
the sequence and provide categorical labels, instead of probabilities. The crf-augmented
models are named bilstm-crf, dilated-cnns-crf, transformers-crf and bert-

crf, respectively.
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Additional neural representations: We also experiment with models using elmo

(Peters et al., 2018) to obtain context-sensitive token embeddings, which we concatenate
with the pre-trained word, pos tag, and token shape embeddings. elmo is a pre-trained
bilstm-based language model. Further on, similarly to recent literature (Ma and Hovy,
2016; Peters et al., 2018; Akbik et al., 2019), we study the use of character-level encoders,
in our case cnn-based ones. Character-level encoders consider tokens as sequences of
characters represented by trainable character embeddings that are then passed through
multi-filter cnns, similar to those of Kim (2014). The character-level encoder finally
applies max-pooling on top of the cnn context-aware character representations to produce
a character-aware token embedding, which can be concatenated with the rest of the pre-
trained embeddings (word, pos tag, token shape, and elmo).

2.4.5 Experimental Setup

Across experiments, we used hyperopt and 5-fold Monte Carlo cross-validation on the
training subset to tune hyper-parameters for all methods.6 In the case of the sliding
window svm classifiers, we explore the following hyper-parameters on the training data
with the following ranges: window size {5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15} and regularizer C {0.01, 0.1,
1}. In the case of bilstms and dilated-cnns, we explore the following hyper-parameters
on the training data with the following ranges: encoder output units {100, 150, 200, 250,
300}, encoder units per layer {1, 2, 3, 4}, batch size {8, 12, 16, 24, 32}, dropout rate
{0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6}, word dropout rate {0.0, 0.05, 0.1}. We use the adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with initial learning rate 1e-3 and early stopping with patience
for five epochs on validation loss. In the case of bert, we grid-search for learning rate
{2e-5, 3e-5, 4e-5, 5e-5}, as suggested by Devlin et al. (2019). All models were evaluated
in precision, recall and F1-score per entity as defined in SemEval-2013 Task 9.1.7

2.4.6 Experiments

bilstm-crfs vs. sliding windows svms: In early experiments we compared a rule-
based classifier (rules), with sw-svms and bilstm-crf across all contract elements of
Contract Header, Contract Termination, Applicable Law, and Contract

Structure, which were initially available.8 We trained a separate (binary) classifier
for each contract element type. The results are presented in Table 2.2. On this batch
of early experiments, scores are computed per entity with partial match.9 As expected,

6We use the Tree of Parzen Estimators (tpe) algorithm (http://hyperopt.github.io/hyperopt/).
7For details on the evaluation rules, see https://www.cs.york.ac.uk/semeval-2013/task9/data/

uploads/semeval_2013-task-9_1-evaluation-metrics.pdf
8Lease Header dataset was annotated and used in a second phase of experiments.
9Partial match considers as true positives even extracted entities than partially match gold entities.

http://hyperopt.github.io/hyperopt/
https://www.cs.york.ac.uk/semeval-2013/task9/data/uploads/semeval_2013-task-9_1-evaluation-metrics.pdf
https://www.cs.york.ac.uk/semeval-2013/task9/data/uploads/semeval_2013-task-9_1-evaluation-metrics.pdf
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Contract Header

rules sw-svms-all bilstm-crf

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Title 96.8 54.0 69.4 88.2 85.7 87.3 97.3 94.7 95.3

Party 96.1 39.2 55.7 89.7 81.6 86.2 98.7 87.3 92.8

S. Date 68.3 88.4 77.2 84.3 93.3 87.7 92.6 96.3 93.7

E. Date 84.1 94.7 88.6 44.2 53.2 48.4 94.5 86.1 84.2

macro-avg 86.3 69.2 72.8 76.5 78.5 77.6 95.6 91.2 91.5

contract termination

rules sw-svms-all bilstm-crf

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
T. Date 66.3 97.6 79.2 49.1 85.3 61.8 74.4 98.3 84.2

Period 14.1 82.2 24.0 45.4 73.1 55.6 62.3 78.7 70.5

macro-avg 40.2 74.3 51.6 47.3 79.2 58.7 68.3 88.5 77.3

Applicable Law

rules sw-svms-all bilstm-crf

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Jurisdiction 99.3 59.4 74.2 65.3 84.2 74.4 93.4 85.4 89.3

Gov. Law 97.2 90.1 92.8 93.7 91.3 91.6 99.2 96.2 97.2

macro-avg 98.3 74.7 83.5 79.5 87.7 83.0 96.3 90.8 93.3

Contract Structure

rules sw-svms-all bilstm-crf

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Headings 79.8 86.2 83.1 60.3 70.9 64.9 99.3 88.4 94.3

Table 2.2: Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score across initially considered binary con-
tract element extraction methods.

we find that bilstm-crfs outperform sw-svm-all extractors across contract elements,
usually by a large margin. In the rest of the experiments, we use a single (multi-class)
classifier for all the contract elements that may reside in each of the following contract
zones: Contract Header, Applicable Law, and Lease Header, which allows the
classifier of each zone to generalize across the entity types.

Alternative neural encoders: Table 2.3 reports results with different sequence en-
coders, always followed by a crf layer. With all encoders, a dense layer with a softmax
activation operates on the top-level representation of each token, providing a probability
distribution over the labels, which is fed to the crf. In these experiments except for
bert-crf, which uses its own sub-word embeddings, input representation of each token
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Contract Header

bilstm-crf dilated-cnns-crf transformers-crf bert-crf

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Title 96.0 96.4 96.2 94.7 94.9 94.8 93.1 93.2 93.1 93.0 93.7 93.4
Party 95.3 88.9 92.0 93.7 86.2 89.8 88.4 79.4 83.6 89.4 87.2 88.3
S. Date 96.8 97.4 97.1 91.3 96.6 93.8 91.3 92.7 92.0 94.4 96.3 95.3
E. Date 94.6 96.9 95.7 96.9 95.1 95.9 92.0 88.5 90.1 86.9 91.3 89.0

macro-avg 95.7 94.9 95.2 94.1 93.2 93.6 91.2 88.4 89.7 90.9 92.1 91.5

Applicable Law

bilstm-crf dilated-cnns-crf transformers-crf bert-crf

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Jurisdiction 79.7 72.4 75.9 69.6 67.6 68.4 73.6 58.5 65.0 74.7 66.8 70.5
Gov. Law 98.1 96.3 97.2 95.1 92.5 93.8 98.0 90.3 94.0 93.8 92.2 93.0

macro-avg 88.9 84.4 86.5 82.3 80.0 81.1 85.8 74.4 79.5 84.3 79.5 81.8

Lease Header

bilstm-crf dilated-cnns-crf transformers-crf bert-crf

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Property 67.0 65.8 66.2 61.8 61.8 61.7 53.9 50.1 51.8 54.1 56.1 55.1
Landlord 87.7 86.6 87.2 83.4 83.8 83.6 76.5 68.7 72.3 80.6 81.9 81.2
Tenant 90.7 90.9 90.8 89.7 87.8 88.7 81.5 72.4 76.6 85.1 87.1 86.1
S. Date 92.4 95.0 93.7 91.7 93.4 92.5 88.2 90.5 89.3 89.8 93.2 91.5
E. Date 88.7 90.8 89.7 81.1 87.5 84.1 79.9 71.1 75.2 85.1 91.9 88.3
T. Date 93.9 85.4 89.3 91.3 84.2 87.6 73.2 67.7 70.2 86.3 87.0 86.6
Period 86.6 89.1 87.8 81.9 87.0 84.3 76.5 75.5 75.8 81.8 88.8 84.7
Rent 86.5 86.0 86.2 81.2 82.5 81.7 81.4 74.3 77.5 82.2 88.2 85.0

macro-avg 86.7 86.2 86.4 82.8 83.5 83.0 76.4 71.3 73.6 80.6 84.2 82.3

Table 2.3: Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score across neural methods, now always
using a crf layer on top.

is the concatenation of its word, pos, and shape embeddings. Contrary to recent find-
ings in sequence labeling (Strubell et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2019), bilstms outperform
dilated-cnns, stacked transformers, and bert in all cases. Notice the particularly
poor performance of transformers-crf, which uses the same pre-trained word2vec

embeddings as bilstm-crf and no other pre-training. This observation highlights the
superiority of bilstms over transformers, when pre-training is limited to word embed-
dings, in the tasks we consider. More precisely, comparing transformer-based methods
(transformers-crf, bert-crf) to bilstms across entity types, we observe that the
largest performance drop is in: parties (8.4 and 3.7 F1 decrease for transformers-crf

and bert bert-crf, respectively), jurisdiction (10.9, 5.4), property (14.4, 11.1), land-
lord (14.9, 6), tenant (14.2, 4.7), and period (12.0, 3.1). This could be attributed to the
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fact that, although transformers and bert include positional embeddings and have
large receptive fields, bilstm-based models still cope better with long-term dependencies
and sequentiality, which are important in legal documents. For example, to distinguish
start and effective dates, or tenants, landlords and other parties (e.g., guarantors, etc.),
or property address and other locations, one often has to consider a broader context than
in generic named entity recognition. The particular order (sequentiality) of the context
words is also important. For example, in the sentence “This Service Agreement is signed
on February 26th, 2021, and effective as of May 1st, 2021.”, the relative position of
the words ‘signed’ and ‘effective’ is crucial to discriminate the two dates.

Considering these initial findings for the crf-augmented neural methods, we conduct ad-
ditional ablations studies to measure (a) the impact of crfs; (b) the impact of alternative
feature representations, such as glove embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014), adding a
character-level encoder, and elmo embeddings (Peters et al., 2018); and (c) the impact
of in-domain pre-training and lack of recurrency for bert.

Contract Header Applicable Law Lease Header

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
bilstms 93.4 94.0 93.7 81.6 80.7 81.1 82.0 82.7 82.3
+ crf 95.7 94.9 95.2 88.9 84.4 86.5 86.7 86.2 86.4

dilated-cnns 84.2 88.0 86.0 68.7 72.7 70.5 65.9 74.3 69.8
+ crf 94.1 93.2 93.6 82.3 80.0 81.1 82.8 83.5 83.0

transformers 81.8 86.4 84.0 54.5 53.9 54.1 58.0 64.1 60.8
+ crf 91.2 88.4 89.7 85.8 74.4 79.5 76.4 71.3 73.6

bert 90.0 90.9 90.4 78.3 78.1 78.2 77.0 79.8 78.2
+ crf 90.9 92.1 91.5 84.3 79.5 81.8 80.6 84.2 82.3

Table 2.4: Macro-averaged results with/without crf layers.

Impact of crfs: Table 2.4 compares the performance of all encoders with and without
crfs. In each dataset, results are macro-averaged over contract element types. Similarly
to prior sequence labeling studies (Lample et al., 2016; Strubell et al., 2017), we find
that crfs always improve performance, especially for non-bilstm encoders that lack
recurrency (dilated-cnns, transformers). dilated-cnns stack convolutional layers
with increasingly larger strides to quickly obtain a large receptive field, as already dis-
cussed. transformers solely rely on additive positional embeddings and are otherwise
insensitive to word order.

Alternative Feature Representations: Table 2.5 compares the performance of bilstm-

crf, the best encoder, with different input representations. Generic word embeddings
(glove) are vastly outperformed by domain-specific ones (w2v-word) in two out of
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Contract Header Applicable Law Lease Header

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
glove (generic) 90.2 89.6 89.9 88.7 84.3 86.4 66.1 65.8 65.9
w2v-word (domain-specific) 95.7 95.1 95.4 89.0 84.1 86.5 87.0 86.2 86.6
w2v-all (incl. pos, shape) 95.7 94.9 95.2 88.9 84.4 86.5 86.7 86.2 86.4
w2v-all+char 96.1 94.0 95.0 89.3 82.2 85.5 87.8 86.1 86.9

w2v-all+elmo 95.8 94.8 95.3 89.3 84.2 86.7 86.0 87.5 86.7

Table 2.5: Macro-averaged bilstm-crf results with alternative input representations.

three datasets (Contract Header, Lease Header). Adding pos tag and token shape
embeddings (w2v-all) does not improve overall performance (see F1 scores). Adding
character-level word embeddings (w2v-word+char) also has no consistent or signifi-
cant positive impact on F1. elmo embeddings also do not lead to consistent noticeable
improvements, possibly because the generic corpora that elmo was trained on are very
different than contracts. We suspect that in-domain knowledge is not important in Ap-

plicable Law, as entities (governing law, jurisdiction) are mostly locations (e.g., us

states or districts and nationality adjectives) that are properly covered in generic corpora
used to pre-train glove and elmo.

Contract Header Applicable Law Lease Particulars

Full Vocab. Entities Full Vocab. Entities Full Vocab. Entities
bert 2.10 1.81 1.71 1.23 2.55 2.47
legal-bert 2.09 1.92 1.61 1.39 2.45 2.47

Table 2.6: Word Fragmentation Ratio (wfr), i.e., average ratio of sub-word units per
word, for both bert variants. We report wfrs (i) for the full vocabulary in each dataset
and (ii) only for vocabulary tokens included in entities.

Why is bert worse than bilstm? In order to better understand the failure of bert,
which currently dominates nlp, in contract element extraction, we study three factors
(see Table 2.7): (a) the importance of in-domain pre-training, where we compare legal-

bert (a new bert model pre-trained on legal corpora) with the original pre-trained
bert; (b) the impact of recurrency, comparing with a bilstm-based model that operates
on top of bert (bert-bilstm-crf) or on top of legal-bert (legal-bert-bilstm-

crf) in two different settings (fine-tuned vs. frozen, i.e., without fine-tuning); and (c)
the impact of using sub-word embeddings that lead to word fragmentation (Table 2.6),
again comparing to bert-bilstm-crf and legal-bert-bilstm-crf. Models relying
on sub-word tokens need to correctly classify more tokens, contrary to models relying on
words, which may lead to a performance drop, especially when sub-word tokenizers lead
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Contract Header Applicable Law Lease Particulars

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Fine-tuned Stand-alone Pre-trained transformers

bert-crf 90.9 92.1 91.5 84.3 79.5 81.8 80.6 84.2 82.3
legal-bert-crf 93.6 93.5 93.5 81.6 78.8 80.1 81.6 83.2 82.4

bilstm-crf (Similar to Table 2.5)

word2vec 95.7 95.1 95.4 89.0 84.1 86.5 87.0 86.2 86.6
bert (frozen) 95.1 92.4 93.7 90.5 83.9 87.1 84.4 85.5 84.9
legal-bert (frozen) 95.0 95.4 95.1 90.6 83.4 86.7 85.1 88.2 86.6

Finetuning End-to-End (bert-bilstm-crf)

bert-bilstm-crf 94.0 94.1 94.0 88.1 82.7 85.2 83.8 86.4 85.0
legalbert-bilstm-crf 96.3 95.3 95.8 87.3 82.4 84.7 86.9 87.1 86.9

Table 2.7: Macro-averaged results for bert-based variants: stand-alone (upper section)
and combined with bilstms (middle, lower). In the middle section, the bilstm is fed with
frozen word2vec embeddings, or frozen embeddings produced by bert or legal-bert.
In the lower section, bert and legal-bert are also fine-tuned during training.

to more word fragmentation. Table 2.7 reports results for the aforementioned models.
Our observations are the following:

• Inspecting Table 2.7, we observe that legal-bert leads to better performance
than bert in two out of three datasets, further highlighting the importance of in-
domain knowledge in Contract Header and Lease Header, as we originally
observed in Table 2.5. While bert is better in the Applicable Law subset,
legal-bert seems to better cover companies and their roles, as suggested by the
higher F1-score of legal-bert-crf comparing to bert-crf in the corresponding
entity types, i.e., party (89.6 vs. 88.3), landlord (85.2 vs. 81.2) and tenant (90.5 vs.
86.1).10 This observation is consistent across all methods presented in Table 2.7,
especially when bilstms are included. Note that legal-bert uses a vocabulary
that presumably better accommodates legal language and has been pre-trained on
legal corpora, while bert uses a generic vocabulary and has been pre-trained in
English Wikipedia and the Children Books Corpus (Hill et al., 2016).

• Inspecting the mid and lower sections of Table 2.7, we observe that the methods
that combine bert or legal-bert with bilstm-crf are comparable to bilstm-

crf relying on word2vec embeddings, especially when models are fine-tuned end-
to-end (Table 2.7, lower section). These empirical results support two important

10Per entity type scores are not presented in Table 2.7 for brevity.
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findings: (a) despite their ability to capture long-term dependencies, the lack of
recurrency in transformer-based methods leads to worse performance, as most
of the entity types greatly depend on context and sequentiality, which can be better
captured by bilstms; (b) bilstm-crf has comparable performance when operating
on in-domain word2vec or legal-bert embeddings; thus, there is no concrete
evidence that the use of sub-words and the corresponding word fragmentation neg-
atively affect performance. It seems that adding a bilstm-crf on top of bert or
legal-bert subword embeddings alleviates any potential negative impact caused
by the word fragmentation.

An important take away is that in contract element extraction, the much simpler (at
least in terms of number of trainable parameters) bilstm-crf with frozen in-domain
word2vec embeddings is very competitive to methods that employ bert models, even
when the latter are given in-domain pre-training (legal-bert) and combined with bil-

stms (legal-bert-bilstm-crf). Following the in depth quantitative analysis (evalu-
ation), where we compare classification performance across all methods, it would be in-
teresting to conduct a qualitative (error) analysis to identify the most prominent sources
of errors. Although given the extend of this study, we leave this part for future work.
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No. Gold Class Sentences/Clauses

1 Obligation The Supplier is obliged to meet and comply with the Approved Re-
quirements.

None Details shall be determined in the individual contracts.

2 Prohibition No Provider staff will provide services to any Customer Competitor.
Obligation Provider will take such measures to prevent these actions.

3 Prohibition Provider is not entitled to suspend this Agreement prior to the lapse
of the fifth year.

4 Oblig./Prohib. List Intro The Supplier shall:
Obligation List Item (a) only process the Personal Data in accordance with Client’s written

instructions;
Prohibition List Item (b) not transfer any Personal Data to any other third parties;

5 Oblig./Prohib. List Intro The Receiving Party will:
Obligation List Item (i) keep the Confidential Information secret and confidential;
Prohibition List Item (ii) not disclose the Confidential Information to any person other than

in accordance with Clauses 13.3; and
Prohibition List Item (iii) not use the Confidential Information other than for the purposes

of this Agreement.

6 Oblig./Prohib. List Intro A Party shall not directly solicit the employment of:
Prohibition List Item (i) in the case of Client, Supplier’s employees engaged in the provision

of the Services,
Prohibition List Item (ii) in the case of Supplier, Client’s employees engaged.
None Nothing in this section will restrict either Party’s right to recruit.

Table 2.8: Examples of sentences and clauses, with human annotations of classes. Terms
that are highly indicative of the classes are shown in bold and underlined here.

2.5 Obligation Extraction

Obligation extraction is a kind of deontic sentence (or clause) classification. Obligations
describe the terms of the contracts that have been agreed upon between the contracting
parties. Different firms may use different or finer deontic classes (e.g., distinguishing
between payment and delivery obligations), but obligations and prohibitions are the most
common coarse deontic classes, thus we experiment with these two.

In Table 2.8, we present examples of obligations and prohibitions. In examples 1-3,
we see common cases, where full sentences have been classified in different categories.
Across examples, we see only a small fraction of the phrasing that is commonly used,
which heavily relies on the use of modal verbs and negation. What is also common in the
contractual language is the extensive use of clause lists describing alternative cases and
exceptions upon the agreed terms (obligations). In examples 4-6, we present sentences
that have been formatted as clause lists, including both obligations and prohibitions. In
these cases, we have to consider the list structure to correctly categorize clauses. Based
on this observation, we consider the following label set:
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• Obligation: Obligations (Table 2.8, examples 1-2) are full sentences defining an
obligatory term, i.e., the party must perform an action.

• Prohibition: Prohibitions (Table 2.8, examples 2-3) are full sentences defining a
prohibited action, i.e., the party shall not perform an action.

• Obligation/Prohibition Intro: These are introductory clauses (Table 2.8, ex-
amples 4-6) for a group of obligations and/or prohibitions.

• Obligation List Item: These are list items (cases) (Table 2.8, examples 4-5 )
referring to obligatory terms.

• Prohibition List Item: These are list items (cases) (Table 2.8, examples 4-6)
referring to prohibited terms.

Gold Class Train Val Test Class Percentage

None 15,401 3,905 4,141 51,2%

Obligation 11,005 2,860 970 32.8%

Prohibition 1,172 314 108 3.5%

Obligation List Intro 828 203 70 2.3%

Obligation List Item 2888 726 255 8,6%

Prohibition List Item 251 28 19 0.6%

Total 31,545 8,036 5,563 100%

Table 2.9: Sentences/clauses statistics on the Obligation Extraction dataset.

2.5.1 Dataset

We experimented with a dataset containing 9,400 sections from the main bodies (exclud-
ing introductions, covers, recitals) of 100 randomly selected English service agreements.
The sections were preprocessed by a custom sentence splitter, which in clause lists (Ex-
amples 4–6 in Table 2.8) treats the introductory clause and each nested clause as separate
sentences, since each nested clause may belong to a different class.11 Table 2.9 shows the
distribution of sentences in the six gold (correct) classes and the number of sentences in
training, validation and test subsets. Each section was annotated by a single law student
(5 students in total). All the annotations were checked and corrected by a single paralegal
expert, who produces annotations of this kind on a daily basis, based on strict guidelines
of the firm that provided the data. The dataset cannot be released publicly due to IPR.

11We use nltk’s splitter (http://www.nltk.org/), with additional post-processing to better handle
legal text based on regular expressions. The splitter produced 31,545 training, 8,036 validation, and
5,563 test sentences/clauses (Table 2.9).

http://www.nltk.org/
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2.5.2 Methods

Across all rnn-based methods, we use in-domain pre-trained 200-dimensional word em-
beddings, 25-dimensional pos tag embeddings, and 25-dimensional token shape embed-
dings, as described in Section 2.4.4. Each token is represented by the concatenation of
its word, pos, and token shape embeddings.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: (a) Vanilla bilstm. (b) bilstm with self-attention used on its own (bilstm-

att) or as the sentence encoder of the hierarchical bilstm (h-bilstm-att). In x-

bilstm-att, the bilstm also considers the words of surrounding sentences.

bilstms: The first classifier we considered processes a single sentence (or clause) at a
time. It feeds the concatenated word, pos, shape embeddings (e1, . . . , en) of the tokens
w1, w2, . . . , wn of the sentence to a forward lstm, and (in reverse order) to a backward
lstm, obtaining the forward and backward hidden states (

−→
h 1, . . . ,

−→
h n and

←−
h 1, . . .

←−
h n).

The concatenation of the last states (h = [
−→
h n;
←−
h 1]) is fed to a multinomial Logistic

Regression (lr) layer, which produces a probability per class (Figure 2.5a).

bilstm-att: When self-attention is added (Figure 2.5b), the sentence (or clause) is
represented by the weighted sum (h) of the hidden states (ht = [

−→
h t;
←−
h t]) of the bilstm,

where a1, . . . , an ∈ R are attention scores and v is a vector used to map ht to a scalar.:

h = a1h1 + · · ·+ atht + · · ·+ anhn (2.16)

a′t = tanh(vTht + b) (2.17)

at = softmax(a′t; a
′
1, . . . , a

′
n) (2.18)

Again, h is then fed to a multinomial lr layer.
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x-bilstm-att: In an extension of bilstm-att, called x-bilstm-att, the bilstm is
fed with the token embeddings (et) not only of the sentence being classified, but also
of the previous (and following) tokens (faded parts of Figure 2.5b), up to K previous
(and K following) tokens. This might allow the bilstm to ‘remember’ key parts of the
surrounding sentences (e.g., a previous clause ending with ‘shall not:’) when producing
the context-aware embeddings (states ht) of the current sentence. The self-attention
mechanism still considers the states (ht) of the tokens of the current sentence only, and
the sentence representation (h) is still computed as in Equation 2.16.

Figure 2.6: The hierarchical bilstm (h-bilstm-att).

h-bilstm-att: The hierarchical bilstm classifier, h-bilstm-att, considers all the
sentences (or clauses) of an entire section (S1, S2, . . . , Sn). Each sentence (or clause) is
first turned into a sentence embedding (h), as in bilstm-att (Figure 2.5b). The sequence
of sentence embeddings is then fed to a second bilstm (Figure 2.6), whose hidden states
(h(2)

t = [
−→
h

(2)
t ;
←−
h

(2)
t ]) are treated as context-aware sentence embeddings. The latter are

passed to a multinomial lr layer, producing a probability per class, for each sentence (or
clause) of the section. We hypothesize that h-bilstm-att would perform better because
it considers an entire section at a time, and salient information about a sentence or clause
(e.g., that the opening clause of a list contains a negation or modal) can be ‘condensed’ in
its sentence embedding and interact with the sentence embeddings of distant sentences or
clauses (e.g., a nested clause several clauses after the opening one) in the upper bilstm

(Figure 2.6).
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2.5.3 Experimental SetUp

Memory constraints did not allow including more than K = 150 previous (and following)
tokens in x-bilstm-att, although in most cases the model considers all section tokens.
All methods were implemented using keras (https://keras.io/).

Across all methods, hyper-parameters were tuned by grid-searching the following sets,
and selecting the values with the best validation loss: lstm hidden units {100, 200, 300},
batch size {8, 16, 32}, and drop-out rate {0.4, 0.5, 0.6}. We used categorical cross-
entropy loss, Glorot initialization (Glorot and Bengio, 2010), Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015), learning rate 0.001, and early stopping on the validation loss. We report precision,
recall, and F1 score per class, as well as micro- and macro-averages.

bilstm bilstm-att x-bilstm-att h-bilstm-att

Gold Class P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

None 0.95 0.91 0.93 0.97 0.90 0.93 0.96 0.90 0.93 0.98 0.96 0.97

Obligation 0.75 0.85 0.79 0.75 0.88 0.81 0.75 0.87 0.81 0.87 0.92 0.90

Prohibition 0.67 0.62 0.64 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.65 0.75 0.70 0.84 0.83 0.84

Obl. List Begin 0.70 0.86 0.77 0.71 0.85 0.77 0.72 0.75 0.74 0.90 0.89 0.89

Obl. List Item 0.53 0.66 0.59 0.48 0.70 0.57 0.49 0.78 0.60 0.85 0.94 0.89

Proh. List Item 0.59 0.35 0.43 0.61 0.55 0.59 0.83 0.50 0.62 0.80 0.84 0.82

Macro-average 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.73 0.78 0.74 0.73 0.76 0.73 0.87 0.90 0.89

Micro-average 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.88 0.89 0.95 0.95 0.95

Table 2.10: Precision, recall and f1 scores, with the best results in bold.

2.5.4 Experiments

Table 2.10 reports the performance across methods. The self-attention mechanism of
bilstm-att leads to clear overall improvements (0.74 vs. 0.70 in macro f1) comparing
to the plain bilstm, supporting the hypothesis that self-attention allows the classifier to
focus on indicative tokens. Allowing the bilstm to consider tokens of neighboring sen-
tences (x-bilstm-att) does not lead to any clear overall improvements. The hierarchical
h-bilstm-att clearly outperforms the other three methods (0.89, macro f1), supporting
the hypothesis that considering entire sections and allowing the sentence embeddings to
interact in the upper bilstm (Figure 2.6) is beneficial. Notice that the three flat methods
(bilstm, bilstm-att, x-bilstm-att) obtain particularly lower F1 scores, compared to
h-bilstm-att, in the classes that correspond to nested clauses (obligation list item, pro-
hibition list item). This is due to the fact that the flat methods have no (or only limited,
in the case of x-bilstm-att) view of the previous sentences, which often indicate if a
nested clause is an obligation or prohibition (examples 4–6 in Table 2.8). Nonetheless,
there are also improvements in the rest of the classes (Obligation, Prohibition).

https://keras.io/
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2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we investigated two applications of information extraction to contracts.
In contract element extraction, we found that bilstm-based models lead to state-of-
the-art results, even comparing to pre-trained transformer-based models, i.e., bert,
that currently dominate the nlp literature. We linked this finding with the lack of
inherent recurrency in the transformers architecture. Moreover, we observed that
in-domain knowledge, as expressed in language and captured by in-domain word2vec

embeddings and legal-bert, leads to performance improvements in two out of three
cases, we considered. In the second task, obligation extraction, we found that proper
modeling of the text structure with hierarchical lstms leads to the best results with vast
performance improvements in the list item categories, but also in the rest of the categories
that correspond to full single sentences. This finding highlights the importance of context
in the form of inter-sentence relations in this sentence classification task.

In future work, we would like to further investigate the impact of the lack of recurrency
in transformer-based models in contract element extraction with a qualitative analysis
by identifying interesting examples to better understand this phenomenon. With respect
to classification performance, an obvious direction would be to pre-train a bert encoder,
specialized solely on contractual text that could possibly benefit the overall performance.
Similarly, it would be interesting to explore the use of transformer-based models in
the second task, obligation extraction, by employing a similar method to hierarchical
bert (hier-bert), discussed in Section 4.4.3 below.



Chapter 3

Large-Scale Multi-Label Classification

for legal documents

3.1 Introduction

Large-scale Multi-label Text Classification (lmtc) is the task of assigning a subset of
labels from a large predefined set (typically thousands) to a given document. lmtc

has a wide range of applications in Natural Language Processing (nlp), such as build-
ing web directories (Partalas et al., 2015), labeling scientific publications with concepts
from ontologies (Tsatsaronis et al., 2015), associating medical records with diagnostic
and procedure labels (Mullenbach et al., 2018; Rios and Kavuluru, 2018), products with
categories (Lewis et al., 2004), and legislation with relevant legal concepts (Mencia and
Fürnkranzand, 2007). Apart from the large label space, lmtc datasets often have skewed
label distributions (e.g., some labels have few or no training examples). Moreover, the
label set and the hierarchies are periodically updated, thus requiring zero- and few-shot
learning to cope with newly introduced labels. On top of the general lmtc challenges,
the extensive size of legal documents (especially for modern pre-trained transformer-
based language models (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019b)) and the peculiarities of
legal language can also be an additional challenge in legal applications.

In the legal domain, there is an overwhelming number of produced documents. From
new legislation, regulations, and policies introduced on a daily basis to contracts shared
and signed between companies and individuals and of course case judgments coming from
various courts. Without technological assistance, there is a great challenge to successfully
cope with the vast amount of information, leading to unexpected inconsistencies and
penalties derived by legal (regulatory, contractual) noncompliance. Thus, employing
supportive automated solutions to accelerate and improve document indexing, searching
and retrieval are particularly crucial for legal professionals. Categorizing legal documents

38
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considering refined categories, usually relying on legal taxonomies, is an important part of
intelligent legal services. A typical case is the indexing of legal documents with eurovoc

concepts in systems of eu institutions, e.g., in web legislative databases, such as eur-lex

(https://eur-lex.europa.eu), the official portal of eu, and cellar, which consists of
a sparql endpoint and an http restful api.1 The automation of the aforementioned
nlp applications, among others could minimize the cost of labeling data, while also benefit
the user experience by improving the quality of labeling, i.e., reduce missing labels, while
searching among thousands.

3.2 Related Work

Mencia and Fürnkranzand (2007) introduced a legal lmtc application and dataset ob-
tained on the eur-lex database, which includes eu laws that have been tagged with
eurovoc concepts. They used multiple binary Perceptrons, one for each label, and
multi-label pairwise Perceptrons on top of Bag-of-Words (bow) representations. While
the methods seem primal and inefficient by today’s standards, the eur-lex dataset is
widely adopted as a notable benchmark in lmtc literature.

Liu et al. (2017) proposed a cnn-based classifier similar to that of Kim (2014) for
lmtc. They reported results on several benchmark datasets, most notably: rcv1 (Lewis
et al., 2004), containing news articles; eur-lex (Mencia and Fürnkranzand, 2007), con-
taining legal documents; amazon13k (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013), containing product
descriptions; and Wiki-30K (Zubiaga, 2012), containing Wikipedia articles. Their pro-
posed method outperformed both tree-based methods (e.g., fastxml (Prabhu and Varma,
2014)) and embedding-based methods (e.g., sleec (Bhatia et al., 2015), fasttext (Bo-
janowski et al., 2016)), relying on similarities given representations (e.g., centroids of
word embeddings) in a latent space. You et al. (2018) used lstms with self-attention
comparing also with tree-based methods and alternative deep learning methods, includ-
ing vanilla lstms and cnns. Their method outperformed the other approaches in three
out of four datasets, demonstrating the effectiveness of attention-based rnns.

Mullenbach et al. (2018) investigated the use of a label-wise attention mechanism in
medical code prediction on the mimic-ii and mimic-iii datasets (Johnson et al., 2017).
mimic-ii and mimic-iii contain over 20,000 and 47,000 documents tagged with approx-
imately 9,000 and 5,000 icd9 code descriptors, respectively. Their best method, Con-
volutional Attention for Multi-Label Classification (caml), includes multiple attention
heads, one for each one of the L labels. caml outperformed logistic regression, vanilla

1https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/sparql-cellar-of-the-publications-off

ice

https://eur-lex.europa.eu
https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/sparql-cellar-of-the-publications-office
https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/sparql-cellar-of-the-publications-office
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bigrus and cnns. Another important fact is that caml was found to have the best
interpretability in comparison with the rest of the methods in human readers’ evaluation.

Rios and Kavuluru (2018) discussed the challenge of few- and zero-shot learning on the
mimic datasets. The same authors proposed a new method, named Zero-Shot Attentive
cnn, called zacnn here, which is similar to caml, but also exploits the provided label
descriptors. While zacnn did not outperform caml overall on mimic-ii and mimic-iii,
it had exceptional results in few-shot and zero-shot learning, being able to identify labels
with few or no instances at all in the training sets. In an extension of zacnn, called
zagcnn here, the authors also applied graph convolutions to hierarchical relations of the
labels, which improved the performance on few- and zero-shot learning.

3.3 Contributions

• We publish a new dataset (eurlex57k) that includes 57,000 eu laws tagged with
4,271 different eurovoc concepts. A former version of the eur-lex dataset, re-
leased by Mencia and Fürnkranzand (2007), included 19,600 documents tagged
with 3,993 different eurovoc concepts. With almost one-third of the size of eu-

rlex57k, this dataset was one of the smallest among lmtc benchmarks.

• Current state-of-the-art lmtc models are based on Label-Wise Attention Networks
(lwans) (Mullenbach et al., 2018) relying on cnn encoders (cnn-lwan). We
study the effect of using rnn-based, plt-based and transformer-based meth-
ods. We show that rnn-based baselines (bigru-att, han) outperform cnn-based
lwans, and we propose a new bigru-based lwan which is even better. More-
over, we show that newly introduced pre-trained transformer-based methods
(bert, roberta) further improve results, without relying on the label-wise atten-
tion mechanism, and we propose a new state-of-the-art method that combines bert

with lwan achieving the best results overall.

• Few-shot and zero-shot learning are vastly understudied in lmtc. Following the
work of Rios and Kavuluru (2018) for few and zero-shot learning on mimic-iii in
the biomedical domain, we investigate the use of structural information from the
label hierarchy in lwan. We propose new zero-shot capable lwan-based models
with improved performance in these settings.

• In a more general perspective, we validate our findings in other non-legal lmtc

benchmark datasets (amazon13k, mimic-iii). We have similar findings for ama-

zon13k, while we interestingly show that transformer-based methods under-
perform in mimic-iii and study the possible reasons for this result.
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Figure 3.1: Council Decision 72/279/EEC. Rounded boxes indicate document zones
(called ‘sections’ in this thesis). The assigned eurovoc concepts are presented in the
bottom. Spans with highly indicative words are highlighted for the purposes of the ex-
ample; the highlighting is not included in the dataset.

3.4 Dataset

3.4.1 EUROVOC Thesaurus

eurovoc is a multilingual thesaurus maintained by the Publications Office of the Eu-
ropean Union (eu). It is used by the European Parliament, the national and regional
parliaments in Europe, some national government departments, and other European or-
ganizations. The current version of eurovoc contains more than 7,000 concepts referring
to various activities of the eu and its Member States (e.g., economics, health-care, trade,
etc.). It has also been used for indexing documents in systems of eu institutions, e.g.,
in web legislative databases, such as eur-lex and cellar. All eurovoc concepts are
represented as tuples called descriptors, each containing a unique numeric identifier and a
(possibly) multi-word description of the concept, for example 〈1309, import〉, 〈693, citrus
fruit〉, 〈192, health control〉, 〈863, Spain〉, 〈2511, agri-monetary policy〉.

3.4.2 The new Dataset: EURLEX57K

Our dataset (eurlex57k) can be viewed as an improved version of the eur-lex dataset
released by Mencia and Fürnkranzand (2007), which included 19,601 documents tagged
with 3,993 different eurovoc concepts. While eur-lex has been widely used in lmtc

research, it is less than half the size of eurlex57k and one of the smallest among
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lmtc benchmarks.2 Over the past years the eur-lex archive has been widely expanded.
eurlex57k is a more up to date dataset including 57,000 pieces of eu legislation from
the eur-lex portal. All documents have been annotated by the Publications Office of
eu with multiple concepts from the eurovoc thesaurus. eurlex57k is split in training
(45,000 documents), development (6,000), and validation (6,000) subsets (Table 3.1).3

All documents are structured in four major zones (Figure 3.1): the header including
the title and the name of the legal body that enforced the legal act; the recitals contain-
ing references in the legal background of the decision; the main body, which is usually
organized in articles; and the attachments that usually include appendices and annexes.
For simplicity, we will refer to each one of header, recitals, attachments and each of the
main body ’s articles as sections. We have pre-processed all documents in order to provide
the aforementioned structure.

Subset Documents (D) Words/D Labels/D

Train 45,000 729 5
Dev. 6,000 714 5
Test 6,000 725 5

Table 3.1: Statistics of eurlex57k

dataset.
Table 3.2: Distribution of eurovoc

concepts across eurlex57k documents.

While eurovoc includes over 7,000 concepts (labels), only 4,271 (59.31%) of them are
present in eurlex57k. Another important fact is that most labels are under-represented;
only 2,049 (47,97%) have been assigned to more than 10 documents. Such an aggressive
Zipfian distribution (Figure 3.2) has also been noted in other domains, like medical ex-
aminations (Rios and Kavuluru, 2018), where lmtc has been applied to index documents
with concepts from medical thesauri. The labels of eurlex57k are divided into three
categories: frequent labels (746), each occurring in more than 50 training documents
(these labels also happen to occur in all three subsets, i.e., training, development, test);
few-shot labels (3,362), each appearing in 1 to 50 training documents; and zero-shot la-
bels (163), which appear in the development and/or test subset, but not in the training
documents.

2The most notable benchmarks can be found at http://manikvarma.org/downloads/XC/XMLRepos
itory.html.

3Our dataset is available at http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/software_and_datasets/EURLEX57K, with
permission of reuse under European Union Copyright, https://eur-lex.europa.eu, 1998–2020.

http://manikvarma.org/downloads/XC/XMLRepository.html
http://manikvarma.org/downloads/XC/XMLRepository.html
http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/software_and_datasets/EURLEX57K
https://eur-lex.europa.eu
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3.5 Methods

3.5.1 Rule-based and linear methods

For completeness, we experiment first with a naive rule-based baseline, dubbed Exact
Match, which assigns only labels whose descriptors can be found verbatim in the docu-
ment. A second baseline uses Logistic Regression with feature vectors containing tf-idf

scores of n-grams (n = 1, 2, . . . , 5).

Figure 3.2: Flat neural methods: bigru-att, han, and bigru-lwan.

3.5.2 Flat neural methods

We experiment with neural methods (Figure 3.2) consisting of: (i) a token encoder (Ew),
which makes token embeddings (wt) context-aware (ht); (ii) a document encoder (Ed),
which turns a document into a single embedding; (iii) an optional label encoder (El),
which turns each label into a label embedding; (iv) a document decoder (Dd), which
maps the document to label probabilities.

bigru-att: The first neural method is a bigru with self-attention (Xu et al., 2015).
This method is very similar to the one presented in Figure 2.5a of the previous chapter,
but uses grus instead of lstms. Each document is represented as the sequence of its
word embeddings, which go through a stack of bigrus (Ew). A document embedding
(h) is computed as the sum of the resulting context-aware embeddings (h =

∑
i aihi),

weighted by the self-attention scores (ai), and goes through a dense layer of L = 4, 271

output units with sigmoids, producing L probabilities, one per label.

han: The Hierarchical Attention Network (Yang et al., 2016) is a strong baseline for text
classification. We use a slightly modified version, where a bigru with self-attention reads
the words of each section (Ew), as in bigru-att but separately per section, producing
section embeddings. A second-level bigru with self-attention (Ed) reads the section
embeddings, producing a single document embedding (h) that goes through a Dd.
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cnn-lwan, bigru-lwan: In the original Label-Wise Attention Network (lwan), Mul-
lenbach et al. (2018) used a cnn token encoder (Ew), while a modified version that we
developed, called bigru-lwan, replaces the cnn encoder with a bigru. In both models,
Ed, contrary to bigru-att, uses one attention head per label to generate L document
representations dl (part (c) of Figure 3.2):

alt =
exp(h>t ul)∑
t′ exp(h>t′ul)

, dl =
1

T

T∑
t=1

altht (3.1)

T is the document length in tokens, ht the context-aware representation of the t-th token,
and ul a trainable vector used to compute the attention scores of the l-th attention
head; ul can also be viewed as a label representation. Intuitively, each head focuses
on possibly different tokens of the document to decide if the corresponding label should
be assigned. In this model, Dd employs L linear layers with sigmoid activations, each
operating on a different label-wise document representation dl, to produce the probability
of the corresponding label:

pl = sigmoid(u>l dl + bl) (3.2)

Here, ol denotes the probability of lth label, given the label-wise document represen-
tation dl, an equally sized trainable vector ul, and bias term bl.

3.5.3 Hierarchical PLT-based methods

In plt-based methods (plt stands for Probabilistic Label Trees), each label is represented
as the average of the feature vectors of the training documents that are annotated with
this label. The root of the plt corresponds to the full label set. The label set is partitioned
into k subsets using k-means clustering, and each subset is represented by a child node
of the root in the plt. The labels of each new node are then recursively partitioned into
k subsets, which become children of that node in the plt. If the label set of a node
has fewer than m labels, the node becomes a leaf and the recursion terminates. During
inference, the plt is traversed top-down. At each non-leaf node, a multi-label classifier
decides which children nodes (if any) should be visited by considering the feature vector
of the document. When a leaf node is visited, the multi-label classifier of that node
decides which labels of the node will be assigned to the document.

parabel, bonsai: We experiment with parabel (Prabhu et al., 2018) and bonsai

(Khandagale et al., 2019), two state-of-the-art plt-based methods. parabel employs
binary plts (k = 2), while bonsai uses non-binary plts (k > 2), which are shallower
and wider. In both methods, a linear classifier is used at each node, and documents are
represented by tf-idf feature vectors.
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Figure 3.3: bert, roberta, bert-lwan and c-bigru-lwan.

attention-xml: Recently, You et al. (2019) proposed a hybrid method that aims to
leverage the advantages of both plts and neural models. Similarly to bonsai, attention-

xml uses non-binary trees. However, the classifier at each node of the plt is now an
lwan with a bilstm token encoder (Ew), instead of a linear classifier operating on tf-idf

document representations.

3.5.4 Transfer learning based LMTC

bigru-lwan-elmo: In this model, we use elmo (Peters et al., 2018) to obtain context-
sensitive token embeddings, which we concatenate with the pre-trained word embeddings
to obtain the initial token embeddings (wt) of bigru-lwan. Otherwise, the model is the
same as bigru-lwan.

bert, roberta: Following Devlin et al. (2019), we feed each document to bert and
obtain the top-level representation h[cls] of bert’s special [cls] token as the (single)
document representation. Dd is now a linear layer with L outputs and sigmoid activations
which operates directly on h[cls], producing a probability for each label (part (d) of
Figure 3.3). The same arrangement applies to roberta (Liu et al., 2019b).4

bert-lwan: Given the large size of the label set in lmtc datasets, we propose a com-
bination of bert and lwan. Instead of using h[cls] as the document representation and
pass it through a linear layer with L outputs (as with bert and roberta), we pass all the
top-level output representations of bert into a label-wise attention mechanism (part (e)
of Figure 3.3). The final document representation (d′l) for each label is the concatenation
of h[cls] with the label-wise representation (dl) for the corresponding label, as computed
in bigru-lwan (d′l = dl + h[cls]). The entire model (bert-lwan) is jointly trained, also
fine-tuning the underlying bert encoder.

4Unlike bert, roberta uses dynamic masking, it eliminates the next sentence prediction pre-training
task, and uses a larger vocabulary. Liu et al. (2019b) reported better results in nlp benchmarks using
roberta.
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3.5.5 Zero-shot LMTC

c-bigru-lwan is a zero-shot capable extension of bigru-lwan. It was proposed by
Rios and Kavuluru (2018), but with a cnn encoder; instead, we use a bigru. In this
method, El creates ul as the centroid of the token embeddings of the corresponding label
descriptor (part (f) of Figure 3.3). The label representations ul are then used by the
attention heads.

vt = tanh(Wht + b) (3.3)

alt =
exp(v>t ul)∑
t′ exp(v>t′ ul)

, dl =
1

T

T∑
t=1

altht (3.4)

Here ht are the context-aware embeddings of Ew, alt is the attention score of the l-
th attention head for the t-th document token, viewed as vt (Equation 3.3), and dl is
the label-wise document representation for the l-th label. Dd also relies on the label
representations ul to produce each label probability pl.

pl = sigmoid(u>l dl) (3.5)

The centroid label representations ul of both encountered (during training) and unseen
(zero-shot) labels remain unchanged, because the token embeddings in the centroids are
not updated. This keeps the representations of unseen labels close to those of sim-
ilar labels encountered during training. In turn, this helps the attention mechanism
(Equation 3.4) and the decoder (Equation 3.5) cope with unseen labels that have similar
descriptors with encountered labels.

gc-bigru-lwan: This model, originally proposed by Rios and Kavuluru (2018), applies
graph convolutions (gcns) to the label hierarchy.5 The intuition is that the gcns will
help the representations of rare labels benefit from the (better) representations of more
frequent labels that are nearby in the label hierarchy. El now creates graph-aware label
representations u3

l from the corresponding label descriptors:

u1
l =f(W 1

s ul +
∑

j∈Np,l

W 1
p uj

|Np,l|
+
∑
j∈Nc,l

W 1
c uj
|Nc,l|

+ b1
l ) (3.6)

u2
l =f(W 2

s u
1
l +

∑
j∈Np,l

W 2
p u

1
j

|Np,l|
+
∑
j∈Nc,l

W 2
c u

1
j

|Nc,l|
+ b2

l ) (3.7)

u3
l =[ul;u

2
l ] (3.8)

where ul is again the centroid of the token embeddings of the descriptor of the l-th label;
W i

s ,W i
p,W i

c are matrices for self, parent, and children nodes of each label; Np,l, Nc,l are the

5The original model uses a cnn token encoder (Ew), whereas we use a bigru encoder, which is a
better encoder.
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sets of parents and children of the the l-th label; and f is the tanh activation. The label-
wise document representations dl are again produced by Ed, as in c-bigru-lwan (Eq. 3.3–
3.4), but they go through an additional dense layer with tanh activation (Eq. 3.9). The
resulting document representations dl,o and the graph-aware label representations u3

l are
then used by Dd to produce a probability pl for each label (Eq. 3.10).

dl,o = tanh(Wodl + bo) (3.9)

pl = sigmoid
(
(u3

l )
>dlo

)
(3.10)

dc-bigru-lwan: The stack of gcn layers in gc-bigru-lwan (Eq. 3.6–3.7) can be
turned into a plain two-layer Multi-Layer Perceptron (mlp), unaware of the label hier-
archy, by setting Np,l = Nc,l = ∅. We call dc-bigru-lwan the resulting (deeper than
c-bigru-lwan) variant of gc-bigru-lwan. We use it as an ablation method to evaluate
the impact of the gcn layers on performance.

dn-bigru-lwan: As an alternative approach to exploiting the label hierarchy, we used
a recent improvement of node2vec (Grover and Leskovec, 2016) by Kotitsas et al.
(2019) to obtain alternative hierarchy-aware label representations. node2vec is similar
to word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b), but pre-trains node embeddings instead of word
embeddings, replacing word2vec’s text windows by random walks on a graph (here the
label hierarchy).6 In a variant of dc-bigru-lwan, dubbed dn-bigru-lwan, we simply
replace the initial centroid ul label representations of dc-bigru-lwan in Eq. 3.6 and 3.8
by the label representations gl generated by the node2vec extension.

dnc-bigru-lwan: In another version of dc-bigru-lwan, called dnc-bigru-lwan,
we replace the initial centroid ul label representations of dc-bigru-lwan by the con-
catenation [ul; gl].

gnc-bigru-lwan: Similarly, we expand gc-bigru-lwan with the hierarchy-aware
label representations of the node2vec extension. Again, we replace the centroid ul label
representations of gc-bigru-lwan in Eq. 3.6 and 3.8 by the label representations gl of
the node2vec extension. The resulting model, gnc-bigru-lwan, uses both node2vec

and the gcn layers to encode the label hierarchy, thus obtaining knowledge from the label
hierarchy both in a self-supervised and a supervised fashion.

6The node2vec extension we used also considers the textual descriptors of the nodes, using an rnn

encoder operating on token embeddings.
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3.6 Experimental set up

3.6.1 Evaluation measures:

Common lmtc evaluation measures are precision (P@K) and recall (R@K) at the top
K predicted labels, averaged over test documents, micro-averaged F1 over all labels, and
nDCG@K (Manning et al., 2009). However, P@K and R@K unfairly penalize methods
when the gold labels of a document are fewer or more than K, respectively. The macro-
averaged versions of R@K and P@K are defined as follows:

R@K =
1

T

T∑
t=1

St(K)

Rt

(3.11) P@K =
1

T

T∑
t=1

St(K)

K
(3.12)

where T is the total number of test documents, K is the number of labels to be selected
per document, St(K) is the number of correct labels among those ranked as top K for the
t-th document, and Rt is the number of gold labels for each document. Although these
measures are widely used in lmtc, we question their appropriateness for the following
reasons:

• R@K leads to excessive penalization when documents have more thanK gold labels.
For example, evaluating at K = 1 for a single document with 5 gold labels returns
R@1 = 0.20, if the system managed to return a correct label. The system is
penalized, even though it was not allowed to return more than one label.

• P@K does the same for documents with fewer than K gold labels. For example,
evaluating at K = 5 for a single document with a single gold label returns P@5 =

0.20. The system is penalized, even though it did not miss any label.

• Both measures over- or under-estimate performance on documents whose number
of gold labels largely diverges from K. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4 considering
the slope of green (R@K) and red (P@K) lines.

Because of these drawbacks, both measures do not correctly single out the best meth-
ods. Similar concerns have led to the introduction of R-Precision (Equation 3.13) and
nDCG@K (Equation 3.15) in Information Retrieval (Manning et al., 2009), which we
believe are also more appropriate for lmtc, leading to a more informative and fair evalu-
ation. Note, however, that R-Precision requires the number of gold labels per document
to be known beforehand, which is unrealistic in practical applications. Instead, the user
will possibly define a hard threshold (K) considering how many labels can be manually
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of number of
labels per document in eurlex57k.

reviewed. Therefore we propose using R-Precision@K (RP@K), where K is a parame-
ter. This measure is the same as P@K if there are at least K gold labels, otherwise K
is reduced to the number of gold labels (Equation 3.14). The macro-averaged versions of
the three measures are defined as follows:

RP =
1

T

T∑
t=1

St(Rt)

Rt

(3.13) RP@K =
1

T

T∑
t=1

St(K)

min (K,Rt)
(3.14)

nDCG@K =
1

T

T∑
t=1

K∑
k=1

2St(k) − 1

log (1 + k)
(3.15)

Again, T is the total number of test documents, K is the number of labels to be
selected, St(K) is the number of correct labels among those ranked as top K for the
t-th document, and Rt is the number of gold labels for each document. Figure 3.4 shows
RP@K for the three best systems, macro-averaged over test documents. Unlike P@K,
RP@K does not decline sharply as K increases, because it replaces K by the number of
gold labels when the latter is lower than K. For K = 1, RP@K is equivalent to P@K,
as confirmed by Figure 3.4. For large values of K that almost always exceed the number
of gold labels, RP@K asymptotically approaches R@K, as also confirmed by Figure 3.4.
In our dataset, there are 5 labels per document on average, while the majority of the
documents (57.7%) have at most 5 labels, hence K = 5 is reasonable. The detailed
distributions can be seen in Figure 3.5. Evaluating at other values of K lead to similar
conclusions.
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3.6.2 Implementation details

Unless otherwise stated, we use binary cross-entropy loss, Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
with learning rate 0.001 and early stopping on the validation loss. For rnn-based and
cnn-based methods, we select values in the following sets: number of bigru layers {1,2},
gru hidden units {100, 200, 300}, batch size {8, 16}, drop-out rate {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}.
The aforementioned hyper-parameters are tuned using the hyperopt library selecting
the values with the best loss on development data. 7 For Logistic Regression and all the
bow plt-based (parabel, bonsai), we apply stop-word filtering and use tf-idf vectors
for n-grams, where n ∈ [1, 2, 3], grid-searching for the optimal vocabulary size of ngrams
{200k, 300k, 400k}. For plt-based methods, we use the code provided by their authors.8

3.7 Results

µwords RP@5 nDCG@5

H 43 74.7 78.2
R 317 73.4 76.5
H+R 360 76.5 79.6
MB 187 64.3 67.4
Full 727 76.6 79.7

Table 3.3: bigru-lwan with different
document zones, as described in Sec-
tion 3.4.2, on development data.

RP@5 nDCG@5

glove 77.1 80.1
law2vec 77.5 80.4
glove + elmo 77.7 80.8
law2vec + elmo 78.1 81.1

Table 3.4: bigru-lwan with glove or
law2vec and their combination with
elmo embeddings on test data.

3.7.1 Overall predictive performance

Document length and in-domain language: In early work, we did an ablation study
to measure the effect of two factors, document length, and in-domain language, that
proved to be critical in our work on Information Extraction (Chapter 2). As we see
in Table 3.1, the average document length in eurlex57k is approximately up to 700
words, while there are documents up to 5,000 words. Table 3.3 compares the perfor-
mance of bigru-lwan on the development set for different combinations of document
sections (zones) (Section 3.4.2): header (H ), recitals (R), main body (MB), full text. Sur-
prisingly H+R leads to almost the same results as full documents, indicating that H+R

7Our code is publicly available at https://github.com/iliaschalkidis/lmtc-eurlex57k.git.
8parabel: http://manikvarma.org/code/Parabel/download.html; bonsai: https://github.c

om/xmc-aalto/bonsai; attention-xml: http://github.com/yourh/AttentionXML

https://github.com/iliaschalkidis/lmtc-eurlex57k.git
http://manikvarma.org/code/Parabel/download.html
https://github.com/xmc-aalto/bonsai
https://github.com/xmc-aalto/bonsai
http://github.com/yourh/AttentionXML
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provides most of the information needed to assign eurovoc labels. Thus, we expect that
transformer-based models (bert, roberta) that are able to use up to 512 sub-word
units, will not be negatively affected by using truncated versions of the documents based
on their initial 512 sub-word units. These truncated versions will be on average larger
than those considering H+R (approximately 360 words), and in many cases, they will be
identical to the original texts, when the document length is less than 512 sub-word units.

In our work on Contract Element Extraction (Section 2.4), we observed that in-
domain word embeddings play an important role as they capture in-domain (contractual)
language. Table 3.4 shows that using word2vec embeddings trained on legal texts
(law2vec) (Chalkidis and Kampas, 2019), including the eur-lex corpus, improves the
performance of bigru-lwan to a much smaller degree compared to glove embeddings
Pennington et al. (2014) and context-aware ELMO embeddings Peters et al. (2018),
which both rely on pre-training on generic corpora. The empirical results highlight that
the language used in eu legislation is not particularly different from the language used
in the generic text (e.g., news articles, Wikipedia) captured in generic embeddings.

bigrus vs. cnns: In Table 3.5, we observe that all bigru-based models, even bigru-

att and han that are not specialized for lmtc tasks, outperform cnn-lwan. This fact
clearly indicates that bigrus is a better word encoder compared to cnns. bigru-lwan

which combines bigrus with the label-wise attention mechanism has the best results
among this group of methods.

plts vs. lwans: Interestingly, the tf-idf-based parabel and bonsai outperform the
best neural lwan-based models, while being comparable to attention-xml, when all
or frequent labels are considered (Table 3.5).

Effects of transfer learning: Adding context-aware elmo embeddings to bigru-lwan

(bigru-lwan-elmo) improves the performance by a small margin, comparing to bigru-

lwan. Larger performance gains are obtained by fine-tuning bert-base and roberta-

base. Our proposed new method (bert-base-lwan) that employs lwan on top of
bert-base has the best results among all methods when all and frequent labels are
considered. However, the results are almost comparable to bert-base, indicating that
the multi-head attention mechanism of bert can effectively handle the large number of
labels, similarly to lwans and plt-based methods, which have been specifically designed
for lmtc. Considering the results for legal-bert, we observe that the effect of domain
adaptation leads to minor improvements, while legal-bert-lwan has similar results
with bert-base-lwan. These findings are in line with the previous results considering
generic (glove) and in-domain (law2vec) word embeddings.
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All Labels Frequent (n >= 50) Few (n < 50)
RP@5 nDCG@5 RP@5 nDCG@5 RP@5 nDCG@5

Naive baselines

Exact Match 09.7 09.9 21.9 20.1 11.1 07.4
Logistic Regression 71.0 74.1 76.7 78.1 50.8 47.0

Flat neural methods

bigru-att Xu et al. (2015) 75.8 78.9 79.9 81.3 63.1 58.0
han Yang et al. (2016) 74.6 77.8 78.9 80.5 59.7 54.4
cnn-lwan Mullenbach et al. (2018) 71.6 74.6 76.1 77.2 61.3 55.7
bigru-lwan (new) 77.1 80.1 81.0 82.4 65.6 61.7
bigru-lwan (law2vec) (new) 77.5 80.4 81.5 82.8 66.2 61.8

Hierarchical plt-based methods

parabel (Prabhu et al., 2018) 78.1 80.6 82.4 83.3 59.9 57.3
bonsai (Khandagale et al., 2019) 79.3 81.8 83.4 84.3 65.0 61.6
attention-xml (You et al., 2019) 78.1 80.0 81.9 83.1 68.9 64.9

Transfer learning

bigru-lwan-elmo (new) 78.1 81.1 82.1 83.5 66.8 61.9
bert-base (Devlin et al., 2019) 79.6 82.3 83.4 84.6 69.3 64.4
roberta-base (Liu et al., 2019b) 79.3 81.9 83.4 84.4 67.5 62.4
bert-base-lwan (new) 80.3 82.9 84.3 85.4 69.9 65.0

+ domain adaptation

legal-bert (new) 80.0 82.6 84.0 85.0 68.9 64.6
legal-bert-lwan (new) 80.4 82.9 84.6 85.4 70.0 65.1

Table 3.5: Results (%) of experiments across base methods for all, frequent, and few label
groups. All base methods are incapable of zero-shot learning. The best overall results
are shown in bold. The best results in each zone are shown underlined.

Few-shot (n < 50) Zero-shot

RP@5 nDCG@5 RP@5 nDCG@5

bigru-lwan (Chalkidis et al., 2019b) 65.6 61.7 - -

c-cnn-lwan (Rios and Kavuluru, 2018) 49.7 45.7 36.1 29.9
c-bigru-lwan (new) 55.7 51.0 46.1 33.5
dc-bigru-lwan (new) 64.3 62.1 46.2 41.5

dn-bigru-lwan (new) 56.9 52.2 34.3 23.8
dnc-bigru-lwan (new) 66.9 62.0 51.7 39.3

gc-cnn-lwan (Rios and Kavuluru, 2018) 52.3 48.4 37.1 29.6
gc-bigru-lwan (new) 66.2 61.8 48.9 42.6

gnc-bigru-lwan (new) 67.7 62.6 45.2 36.3

Table 3.6: Results (%) of experiments performed with zero-shot capable extensions of
bigru-lwan. Best results shown in bold. Best results in each zone shown underlined. n
is the number of training documents assigned with a label.

3.7.2 Few-shot and Zero-shot Learning

In Table 3.5, we intentionally omitted zero-shot labels, as the methods discussed so far,
except gc-bigru-lwan, are incapable of zero-shot learning. In general, any model that
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relies solely on trainable vectors to represent labels cannot cope with unseen labels, as it
eventually learns to ignore unseen labels, i.e., it assigns them near-zero probabilities. In
this section, we discuss the results of the zero-shot capable extensions of bigru-lwan,
that have been described in Section 3.5.5, presented in Table 3.6.

bigrus vs. cnns: Similarly to the non zero-shot capable lwans, we observe that
bigrus is a better encoder compared to cnns with a large impact in zero-shot capable
models. Both bigru-lwan and gc-bigru-lwan have better performance compared to
c-cnn-lwan and gc-cnn-lwan proposed by Rios and Kavuluru (2018). Thus we use
bigrus in the rest of our proposed models (dc-bigru-lwan, dn-bigru-lwan, dnc-

bigru-lwan, gnc-bigru-lwan).

c-bigru-lwan vs. gc-bigru-lwan: In line with the experiments of Rios and Kavu-
luru (2018), Table 3.6 shows that gc-bigru-lwan (with gcns) performs better than
c-bigru-lwan in zero-shot labels, while gc-bigru-lwan is also comparable to bigru-

lwan in few-shot learning on eurlex57k. The superior few-shot performance of bigru-

lwan highlights that given the proposed threshold n = 50, lwans do not need zero-shot
generalization and end-to-end fine-tuned models are capable of few-shot learning.

Are graph convolutions a key factor? In the work of Rios and Kavuluru (2018), it was
unclear if the gains of gc-cnn-lwan are due to the gcn encoder of the label hierarchy,
or the increased depth of gc-cnn-lwan compared to c-cnn-lwan. Table 3.6 shows that
dc-bigru-lwan, which has the same depth as gc-bigru-lwan, is competitive to gc-

bigru-lwan, indicating that the latter benefits mostly from its increased depth, and to a
smaller extent from its awareness of the label hierarchy encoded by gcn layers (Equations
3.6-3.8). This motivated us to search for alternative ways to exploit the label hierarchy.

Exploiting label hierarchy with node2vec: Table 3.6 shows that dn-bigru-lwan,
which replaces the centroids of token embeddings of the label descriptors of dc-bigru-

lwan with label embeddings produced by the node2vec extension, is actually inferior
to dc-bigru-lwan. In turn, this suggests that although the node2vec extension we
employed aims to encode both topological information from the hierarchy and information
from the label descriptors, the centroids of word embeddings still capture information
from the label descriptors that the node2vec extension misses. This also indicates
that exploiting the information from the label descriptors is probably more important
than the topological information of the label hierarchy for few and zero-shot learning
generalization.

dnc-bigru-lwan, which combines the centroids with the label embeddings of the
node2vec extension, is better than dc-bigru-lwan in the few-shot group. This possibly
indicates that leveraging topological information of the label hierarchy can benefit few-
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shot labels that are represented in the training set, even to a small degree. This is not
the case for zero-shot labels.

Combining the gcn encoder and the node2vec extension (gnc-bigru-lwan) leads
to comparable performance with both dnc-bigru-lwan and gc-bigru-lwan, which en-
code the label hierarchy either with node2vec or gcns, in few-shot labels. Furthermore,
gnc-bigru-lwan has worse zero-shot performance compared to both gc-bigru-lwan

and dc-bigru-lwan. This fact further highlights that zero generalization is heavily
driven by encoding information from the label descriptors rather than topological infor-
mation from the label hierarchy.

Overall, we conclude that the gcn label hierarchy encoder does not always improve lwans
in zero-shot settings, compared to equally deep lwans, and that it may be preferable to
use additional or no hierarchy-aware encodings for zero-shot learning.

All Labels Frequent Few

RP@K nDCG@K RP@K nDCG@K RP@K nDCG@K

mimic-iii (LAVG = 15.45,K = 15)

bigru-lwan 66.2 70.1 66.8 70.6 21.7 14.3
gc-bigru-lwan (Rios and Kavuluru, 2018) 64.9 69.1 65.6 69.6 35.9 21.1

parabel (Prabhu et al., 2018) 58.7 63.3 59.3 63.7 9.6 6.0
bonsai (Khandagale et al., 2019) 59.4 64.0 60.0 64.4 11.8 7.9
attention-xml (You et al., 2019) 69.3 73.4 70.0 73.8 26.9 19.5

bert-base (Devlin et al., 2019) 52.7 58.1 53.2 58.4 18.2 10.0
bert-base-lwan (new) 50.1 55.2 50.6 55.5 15.3 9.1

amazon13k (LAVG = 5.04,K = 5)

bigru-lwan 83.9 85.4 84.9 86.1 80.0 73.6
gc-bigru-lwan (Rios and Kavuluru, 2018) 77.4 79.8 79.1 81.0 53.7 45.8

parabel (Prabhu et al., 2018) 85.1 86.7 86.3 87.4 76.8 71.9
bonsai (Khandagale et al., 2019) 85.1 86.6 86.2 87.3 78.3 73.2
attention-xml (You et al., 2019) 84.9 86.7 86.0 87.4 76.0 69.7

bert-base (Devlin et al., 2019) 86.8 88.5 88.5 89.6 70.3 62.2
bert-base-lwan (new) 87.3 88.9 88.8 90.0 77.2 68.9

Table 3.7: Results (%) of experiments across base methods for all, frequent, and few label
groups. The best overall results are shown in bold. The best results in each zone are
shown underlined. We show results for K close to the average number of labels LAV G.

3.7.3 Results in other lmtc benchmark datasets

In parallel work, we also experimented with mimic-iii (Johnson et al., 2017) and ama-

zon13k (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013)) to get a broader view in lmtc and validate our
findings in eurlex57k. mimic-iii contains approximately 52k English discharge sum-
maries from us hospitals. Each summary has one or more codes (labels) from 8,771 leaves
of the icd-9 hierarchy, which has 8 levels (Figure 3.6). amazon13k contains approx.
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1.5M English product descriptions from Amazon. Each product is represented by a title
and a description, which are on average 250 words when concatenated. Products are
classified into categories (labels) from a set of approx. 14k.

Overall performance: As we observe in Table 3.7, the overall results in amazon13k are
similar to eurlex57k, i.e., plt-based methods are comparable to bigru-lwan; trans-

former-based methods further improve the results; and bert-lwan has the best results.
This is not the case with mimic-iii, where bigru-lwan and attention-xml have far
better results compared to tf-idf-based plt-based methods and transformer-based
methods. The poor performance of the two tf-idf-based plt-based methods on mimic-

iii seems to be due to the fact that their tf-idf features ignore word order and are
not contextualized, which is particularly important in this dataset. To confirm this, we
repeated the experiments of bigru-lwan on mimic-iii after shuffling the words of the
documents, and performance dropped by approx. 7.7% across all measures, matching
the performance of plt-based methods. By contrast, the drop was less significant in
the other datasets (4.5% in eurlex57k and 2.8% in amazon13k). The dominance
of attention-xml in mimic-iii further supports our intuition that word order is par-
ticularly important in this dataset, as the core difference of attention-xml with the
rest of the plt-based methods is the use of rnn-based classifiers that use word embed-
dings and are sensitive to word order, instead of linear classifiers with tf-idf features,
which do not capture word order. Meanwhile, in both eurlex57k and amazon13k, the
performance of attention-xml is competitive with both tf-idf-based plt-based meth-
ods and bigru-lwan, suggesting that the bag-of-words assumption holds in these cases.
Thus, we can fairly assume that word order and global context (long-term dependencies)
do not play a drastic role when predicting labels (concepts) in these datasets.

Method T̂ F̂ nDCG@15

attention-xml (You et al., 2019) full-text - 73.4

bert-base (Devlin et al., 2019) 512 1.51 58.1

roberta-base (Liu et al., 2019b) 512 1.45 58.9

clinical-bert (Alsentzer et al., 2019) 512 1.60 58.6

sci-bert (Beltagy et al., 2019) 512 1.35 60.5

hier-sci-bert (new) 4096 1.35 61.9

Table 3.8: Performance of bert and its variants compared to attention-xml on mimic-

iii. T̂ is the maximum number of (possibly sub-word) tokens used per document. F̂ is
the fragmentation ratio, i.e., the number of tokens (bpes or wordpieces) per word.

Poor performance of bert on mimic-iii: Quite surprisingly, all three bert-based
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models perform poorly on mimic-iii (Table 3.8), so we examined two possible reasons.
First, we hypothesized that this poor performance is due to the distinctive writing
style and terminology of biomedical documents, which are not well represented in the
generic corpora these models are pre-trained on. To check this hypothesis, we employed
clinical-bert (Alsentzer et al., 2019), a version of bert-base that has been further
fine-tuned on biomedical documents, including discharge summaries. Table 3.8 shows
that clinical-bert performs slightly better than bert-base on the biomedical dataset,
partly confirming our hypothesis. The improvement, however, is small and clinical-

bert still performs worse than roberta-base, which is pre-trained on larger generic
corpora with a larger vocabulary. Examining the token vocabularies (Gage, 1994) of the
bert-based models reveals that biomedical terms are frequently over-fragmented; e.g.,
‘pneumonothorax’ becomes [‘p’, ‘##ne’, ‘##um’, ‘##ono’, ‘##th’, ‘##orax’], and
‘schizophreniform becomes [‘s’, ‘##chi’, ‘##zo’, ‘##ph’, ‘##ren’, ‘##iform’]. This
is also the case with clinical-bert, where the original vocabulary of bert-base was
retained. We suspect that such long sequences of meaningless sub-words are difficult
to re-assemble into meaningful units, even when using deep pre-trained transformer-
based models. Thus we also report the performance of sci-bert (Beltagy et al., 2019),
which was pre-trained from scratch (including building the vocabulary) on scientific ar-
ticles, mostly from the biomedical domain. Indeed sci-bert performs better, but still
much worse than attention-xml.

A second possible reason for the poor performance of bert-based models on mimic-iii

is that they can process texts only up to 512 tokens long, truncating longer documents.
This is not a problem in eurlex57k, because the first 512 tokens contain enough in-
formation to classify eurlex57k documents (Section 3.7.1). It is also not a problem in
amazon13k, where texts are short (250 words on average). In mimic-iii, however, the
average document length is approx. 1.6k words, and documents are severely truncated.
In bpes, the average document length is approx. 2.1k, as many biomedical terms are
over-fragmented, thus on average only the 1/4 of a document’s text actually fits in bert-
based models. To check the effect of text truncation, we employed a hierarchical version
of sci-bert, dubbed hier-sci-bert, similar to h-bilstm-att used in Obligation Ex-
traction (Section 2.5.2). This model encodes consecutive segments of text (each up to
512 tokens) using a shared sci-bert encoder, then applies max-pooling over the segment
encodings to produce a final document representation. hier-sci-bert outperforms sci-

bert, confirming that truncation is an important issue, but it still performs worse than
attention-xml.

In another interesting direction, Kassner and Schütze (2020) recently showed that
bert struggles with both negation and misprimes, both important on event-based pre-
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diction, where bert falls short. By manually inspecting some of the discharge summaries,
we observe that the hospitalization events are documented in a chronological order and a
patient’s medical conditions may change quickly over time during hospitalization. For ex-
ample, in a single case, we see that a drug addict was admitted to the hospital for hepatitis
with zero heart issues and rapidly, in a few days, ended up with a deadly heart failure.
Thus, different parts of the text can potentially lead to different conclusions regarding
the correct labels (topics) of the text. Also, the correct labels are mostly described pe-
riphrastically, in long quite complicated sentences. Hence mimic-iii is potentially much
more context-sensitive than both eurlex57k and amazon13k, thus transformer-
based methods may fail for similar reasons, as those highlighted in Section 2.4.

Figure 3.6: Examples from lmtc label hierarchies. ∅ is the root label. Yellow nodes
denote gold label assignments. In eurlex57k, documents have been tagged with both
leaves and inner nodes. In mimic-iii, only leaf nodes can be used. In amazon13k,
documents are tagged with leaf nodes, but it is assumed that all the parent nodes are
also assigned.

Few-shot and zero-shot learning: In mimic-iii and amazon13k label hierarchies
(Figure 3.6) are used with different labeling guidelines (e.g., they may require documents
to be tagged only with leaf nodes, or they may allow both leaf and other nodes to be
used). The latter affects graph-aware annotation proximity, i.e., the proximity of the
gold labels in the label hierarchy, thus it also affects the impact of graph-aware zero-shot
capable methods. When gold label assignments are dense, neighboring labels co-occur
more frequently, thus models can leverage topological information and learn how to better
cope with neighboring labels, which is what both gcns and node2vec do. The denser
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mimic-iii amazon13k

Few (n < 5) Zero Few (n < 100) Zero

bigru-lwan (Chalkidis et al., 2019b) 21.7 - 80.0 -

c-cnn-lwan (Rios and Kavuluru, 2018) 21.2 37.3 8.6 19.5
c-bigru-lwan (new) 26.9 52.6 13.8 29.9
dc-bigru-lwan (new) 33.6 63.9 47.0 57.1

dn-bigru-lwan (new) 19.5 43.9 27.1 36.9
dnc-bigru-lwan (new) 41.3 59.4 50.2 59.6

gc-cnn-lwan (Rios and Kavuluru, 2018) 23.7 38.2 41.3 45.6
gc-bigru-lwan (new) 35.9 56.6 53.7 56.1
gnc-bigru-lwan (new) 31.6 57.5 53.8 63.4

Table 3.9: Results (%) of experiments performed with zero-shot capable extensions of
bigru-lwan. Best results in each zone shown underlined. n is the number of training
documents assigned with a label.

the gold label assignments, the more we can rely on more distant neighbors, and the better
it becomes to include graph embedding methods that conflate larger neighborhoods, like
node2vec (included in gnc-bigru-lwan) on amazon13k, when predicting unseen
labels. When label assignments are sparse, as in mimic-iii, where only non-neighboring
leaf labels are assigned in the same document, leveraging the topological information (e.g.,
knowing that a rare label shares an ancestor with a frequent one) is not always helpful,
which is why encoding the label hierarchy shows no advantage in zero-shot learning in
mimic-iii; however, it can still be useful when we have at least a few training instances,
as the few-shot results of mimic-iii indicate.

3.7.4 Attention Heat-Maps as Explanation

Attention mechanisms do not only lead to performance improvements in text classifica-
tion tasks but might also provide useful evidence for the predictions (i.e., assisting in
human decision-making). In Figures 3.7 and 3.8, we demonstrate such indicative results
by visualizing the attention heat-maps of bigru-att and bigru-lwan for eur-lex doc-
uments. Recall that bigru-lwan uses a separate attention head per label. This allows
producing multi-color heat-maps (a different color per label) separately indicating which
words the system attends most when predicting each label. By contrast, bigru-att uses
a single attention head and, thus, the resulting heat-maps include only one color.

We observe in practice that the multi-color heat-maps of bigru-lwan are more intu-
itive (discrete highlighting per label) and sharp, i.e., use less, more specific words, com-
pared to those of bigru-att. In other words, bigru-att distributes attention scores
more equally across many contextualized bigru representations associated with input
tokens, while some of those seem irrelevant or trivial. On the contrary, lwan has more
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picky attention heads, as those only target a single label. Based on these observations,
we hypothesize that label-wise attention mechanisms do not suffer from information leak
across tokens to the same degree as BIGRU-ATT, because the multiple attention heads
of lwan can rely on more sparse label-specific information (tokens) across the text. In
general, legal topic classification can benefit from these supportive explanations, for exam-
ple, consider a human actor validating (approving) the predicted labels. Unfortunately,
we do not have the resources to annotate the indicative words that support gold label
assignments in order to perform a formal human evaluation.
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Figure 3.7: Attention heat-maps for bigru-att and bigru-lwan on COMMISSION
REGULATION (EEC) No 3517/84. Gold labels (concepts) are shown at the top, while
the top 5 predicted labels are shown at the bottom. Correct predictions are shown in
bold.
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Figure 3.8: Attention heat-maps for bigru-att and bigru-lwan on COMMISSION
DIRECTIVE (EEC) No 82/147. Gold labels (concepts) are shown at the top, while the
top 5 predicted labels are shown at the bottom. Correct predictions are shown in bold.
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3.8 Conclusions

We presented an extensive study of lmtc considering the task of tagging eu legislation
with eurovoc concepts, to answer three understudied questions on (1) the competitive-
ness of plt-based methods against neural models, (2) the use of the label hierarchy, and
(3) the benefits from transfer learning. A condensed summary of our findings is that: (1)
tf-idf plt-based methods are definitely worth considering, but are not always compet-
itive, while attention-xml, a neural plt-based method that captures word order, is
robust across datasets; (2) transfer learning (via pre-trained models) leads to state-of-the-
art results, especially combined with the label-wise attention mechanism. Considering
datasets from other domains (mimic-iii, amazon13k), we find that no single method is
best across all domains and label groups (all, few, zero) as the language, the size of docu-
ments, and the label assignment strongly vary with direct implications in the performance
of each method.

In future work, we would like to further exploit information from the label hierarchy
in transformer-based methods. In follow up work (Manginas et al., 2020), we found
that mapping label hierarchy levels across bert layers further improves the classification
performance in eurlex57k. In another direction, we would like to further investigate
few and zero-shot learning in lmtc, especially in bert models that are currently unable
to cope with zero-shot labels. bert uses sub-word units, instead of full tokens, which are
contextualized and probably richer than typical word2vec word embeddings; thus, they
could benefit zero-shot capable lwans. In a completely different set-up, one could follow
the recent work of Wenpeng Yin and Roth (2019) that models zero-shot classification as
a natural language inference task, considering a document-label pair at the time.



Chapter 4

Legal Judgment Prediction and

Explainability

4.1 Introduction

Legal judgment prediction is the task, where given a text describing the facts of a legal
case, the goal is to predict the court’s outcome (Aletras et al., 2016; Şulea et al., 2017; Luo
et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018). Such models may assist legal practitioners
and citizens, while reducing legal costs and improving access to justice (Lawlor, 1963;
Katz, 2012; Stevenson andWagoner, 2015). Given the gravity that legal outcomes have for
individuals, explainability, i.e., justification for a model’s decision, is essential to increase
the trust of both legal professionals and laypersons on system decisions and promote the
use of supportive tools (Barfield, 2020). Justifying decisions is crucial for the legal domain
but is also applicable in other domains (e.g., financial, biomedical), where justifications
of automated decisions are essential components of both legitimacy and acceptability.
Considering the above, in the legal domain we can classify the most prominent use cases
into two categories:

AI-assisted judicial decision making: Lawyers and judges can use predictive models
to estimate the likelihood of winning a case and come to more consistent and informed
judgments, respectively (Katz, 2012).1 In this direction, nlp models can provide valuable
insights by predicting the outcome of the case considering historical data, i.e., previous
cases and decisions, but also provide evidence (justification) for their predictions in the
form of identifying key parts of the case facts or relevant precedent cases (case law) with
respect to the facts and the legal questions.

1“Why a computer could help you get a fair trial”, Naughton, 2017, Guardian, https://www.thegua
rdian.com/technology/commentisfree/2017/aug/13/why-a-computer-could-help-you-get-a-f
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https://www.theguardian.com/technology/commentisfree/2017/aug/13/why-a-computer-could-help-you-get-a-fair-trial
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/commentisfree/2017/aug/13/why-a-computer-could-help-you-get-a-fair-trial
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/commentisfree/2017/aug/13/why-a-computer-could-help-you-get-a-fair-trial
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Fairness and Ethics research: Human rights organizations and legal scholars can
employ nlp models to scrutinize the fairness of judicial decisions unveiling if they correlate
with biases (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2017; Binns et al., 2018). nlp models can support
legal scholars and researchers to faster analyze case law or even expose bias to specific
types of information, i.e., a model relies, to a smaller or larger degree, on demographics
(e.g., racial, gender or other characteristics) to predict the outcome, etc.

4.2 Related Work

Legal judgment prediction: Initial work on legal judgment prediction in English used
linear models with features based on bags of words and topics, applying them to European
Court of Human Rights (ecthr) cases (Aletras et al., 2016; Medvedeva et al., 2018).

In all previous work, legal judgment prediction is tackled in an over-simplified exper-
imental setup where only textual information from the cases themselves is considered,
ignoring many other important factors that judges consider, more importantly, general
legal argument and past case law. Also, Aletras et al. (2016) and Medvedeva et al. (2018)
treat ecthr judgment prediction as a single binary classification task per case (any arti-
cle violation or not) and train linear classifiers (svms with tf-idf features). In fact, the
ecthr actually considers and rules on the violation of individual articles of the European
Convention of Human Rights (echr). In reality, the Court considers only alleged vio-
lations of particular articles, i.e., violations argued by applicants. Establishing for each
case which articles are allegedly violated can be also an important preliminary task to
identify an applicant’s claims. Thus, in the later part of our study, we take a step back
and focus on the preliminary task. While the newly introduced task could assist in legal
judgment prediction, we use it as a testbed for generating paragraph-level rationales in
multi-label text classification tasks.

More sophisticated neural models have been considered only in Chinese. Luo et al.
(2017) use hans (Yang et al., 2016) to encode the facts of a case and a subset of relevant
law articles to predict criminal charges that have been manually annotated. In their
experiments, the importance of few-shot learning (Section 3.5.5) is not taken into account
since the criminal charges that appear fewer than 80 times are filtered out. However, in
reality, a court is able to judge even under rare conditions. Hu et al. (2018) focused on
few-shot charges prediction using a multi-task learning scenario, predicting in parallel a
set of annotated discriminative attributes, which are tailored and dependent on the court,
as an auxiliary task. Zhong et al. (2018) decompose the problem of charge prediction
into different subtasks that are tailored to the Chinese criminal courts using multi-task
learning. Similarly to the literature on legal judgment prediction for ecthr cases, the
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aforementioned approaches ignore the crucial aspect of justifying the models’ predictions.

Explainability: Model interpretability (or explainability) is an emerging field of research
in nlp (Lei et al., 2016; DeYoung et al., 2020; Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020). From a
model-centric point of view, the main focus is to demystify a model’s inner workings,
for example targeting self-attention mechanisms (Jain and Wallace, 2019; Serrano and
Smith, 2019; Wiegreffe and Pinter, 2019), and more recently Transformer-based language
models (Clark et al., 2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2020).

From a user-centric point of view, the main focus is to study a model’s reasoning in
a post-hoc manner or build models that learn to provide proper justification for their
decisions, similar to those of humans. Contrary to earlier work that required supervision
in the form of human-annotated rationales (Zaidan et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2016), Lei
et al. (2016) introduced an unsupervised methodology to extract rationales (that sup-
ported aspect-based sentiment analysis predictions), i.e., gold rationale annotations were
used only for evaluation. Furthermore, models were designed to produce rationales by
construction, contrary to work studying saliency maps (generated by a model without ex-
plainability constraints) using gradients or perturbations at inference time (Ribeiro et al.,
2016; Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2017; Murdoch et al., 2018). Lei et al. (2016) aimed to
produce short coherent rationales that could replace the original full texts, maintaining
the model’s predictive performance. The rationales were extracted by generating binary
masks indicating which words should be selected. To this end, Lei et al. (2016) introduced
two additional loss regularizers, which penalize long rationales and sparse masks (that
would select non-consecutive words).

Yu et al. (2019) proposed another constraint to ensure that the rationales would
contain all the relevant information. They formulated this constraint through a minimax
game, where two players, one using the predicted binary mask and another using the
complement of this mask, aim to correctly classify the text. If the first player fails to
outperform the second, the model is penalized.

Chang et al. (2019) use a Generative Adversarial Network (gan) (Goodfellow et al.,
2014), where a generator producing factual rationales competes with a generator pro-
ducing counterfactual rationales to trick a discriminator. The gan was not designed to
perform classification. Given a text and a label it produces a rationale supporting the
label. Hence, it can justify the label prediction of a classifier in a post-hoc manner.

Jain et al. (2020) decoupled the model’s predictor from the rationale extractor to
produce ‘faithful’ explanations, ensuring that the predictor considers only the rationales
and not other parts of the text. Faithfulness refers to how accurately an explanation
reflects the true reasoning of a model (Lipton, 2018; Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020).

All the aforementioned work conceives rationales as selections of words, targeting bi-
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nary classification tasks even when this is inappropriate. For instance, DeYoung et al.
(2020) and Jain et al. (2020) over-simplified the task of the multi-passage reading compre-
hension (MultiRC) dataset (Khashabi et al., 2018) turning it into a binary classification
task with word-level rationales, while sentence-level rationales seem more suitable. By
contrast, we focus on paragraph-level rationale extraction in a realistic multi-label setting
of alleged violation prediction.

Responsible AI: Our work complies with the ecthr data policy.2 By no means, we
aim to build a ‘robot’ lawyer or judge and we acknowledge the plausible harmful impacts
(Angwin et al., 2016; Dressel and Farid, 2018) of irresponsible deployment. Instead,
we support fair and explainable AI-assisted judicial decision making and empirical legal
studies considering critical research on responsible AI (Irani et al., 2021) that aim to
provide explainable, and fair supportive systems.

4.3 Contributions

• We release two new datasets including 11,000 ecthr cases. For reference, the
dataset published by Aletras et al. (2016) includes 600 cases, while a more recent
dataset published by Medvedeva et al. (2018) includes approximately 2,500 cases.
The first dataset supports multi-label judgment prediction, not considered in pre-
vious work. We also introduce the task of allegation prediction, a supportive task
for judgment prediction, where models have to identify alleged violations that can
be raised by plaintiffs, in our case in echr cases. For this reason, we publish an-
other second dataset of equal size, which also includes annotations with allegation
prediction rationales from both the court judges and lawyers.

• We propose the use of the Hierarchical Attention Network (Yang et al., 2016) to
capture the document structure of echr cases. Further on, we proposed a hier-
archical variation of bert (hier-bert). While both methods have been recently
used by several researchers in various classification tasks, we were among the first
who proposed and used hierarchical neural networks.

• We study model bias by investigating how sensitive our models are to demographic
information (e.g., ethnicity, locations, etc.) appearing in the facts of a case.

• We study explainability in the legal domain, introducing a new legal task accompa-
nied by paragraph-level rationales. While we adopt and compare various rationale

2https://www.echr.coe.int/Pages/home.aspx?p=privacy

https://www.echr.coe.int/Pages/home.aspx?p=privacy
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constraints, in the form of regularizers, from the literature in the new paragraph-
level setting, we also propose new rationale constraints that produce state-of-the-art
results by improving rationale quality, while also improving faithfulness.

4.4 Legal Judgment Prediction

4.4.1 ECtHR Dataset

ecthr hears allegations that a state has breached human rights provisions of the Euro-
pean Convention of Human Rights (echr).3 Our dataset contains approximately 11.5k
cases from echr’s public database.4 For each case, the dataset provides a list of facts
extracted using regular expressions from the case description, as in Aletras et al. (2016).5

Each case is also related to articles of the Convention that were violated (if any). An
importance score is also assigned by echr signifying the importance of this case with
respect to case law (see Section 4.4.2). The dataset is split into training, development,
and test sets (Table 4.1). The training and development sets contain cases from 1959
through 2013, and the test set from 2014 through 2018.

Subset Cases (C) Avg. words/C Avg. facts/C Avg. violated articles/C

Train 7,100 2,421 43 0.71
Dev. 1,380 1,931 30 0.96
Test 2,998 2,588 45 0.71

Table 4.1: Statistics of the ecthr dataset. The size of the label set (echr articles) per
case (C) is L = 66.

4.4.2 Legal Prediction Tasks

We consider three tasks in the legal judgment prediction part of this chapter:

Binary Violation Given the facts of a case, we aim to classify it as positive if any
human rights article or protocol has been violated and negative otherwise.

Multi-label Violation Similarly, the second task is to predict which specific human
rights articles have been violated (if any). The total number of articles and protocols of

3An up-to-date copy of the European Convention of Human Rights is available at https://www.ec
hr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf.

4See https://hudoc.echr.coe.int.
5Using regular expressions to segment legal text from echr is usually trivial, as the text has a specific

structure. An example can be found at http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-193071.

https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf
https://hudoc.echr.coe.int
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-193071
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the European Convention of Human Rights are currently 66. For that purpose, we define
a multi-label classification task where no labels are assigned when there is no violation.

Case Importance We also predict the importance of a case on a scale from 1 (key case)
to 4 (unimportant) in a regression task. These scores, provided by the echr, denote a
case’s contribution to the development of case-law allowing legal practitioners to identify
pivotal cases. Overall in the dataset, the scores are: 1 (1096 documents), 2 (904), 3
(2,982) and 4 (6,496), indicating that approx. 10% are landmark cases, while the vast
majority (83%) are considered more or less unimportant for further review.

4.4.3 Methods

bigru-att: The first model is a bigru with self-attention (Xu et al., 2015) where the
facts of a case are concatenated into a word sequence. This model is identical to the
one used in Chapter 3. Words are mapped to embeddings and passed through a stack of
bigrus. A single case embedding (h) is computed as the sum of the resulting context-
aware embeddings (

∑
i aihi) weighted by self-attention scores (ai). The case embedding

(h) is passed to the output layer using a sigmoid for binary violation, softmax for multi-
label violation, or no activation for case importance regression.

han: The Hierarchical Attention Network (Yang et al., 2016) is a strong baseline for
text classification, already presented in Chapter 3 for legal topic classification. First,
a bigru with self-attention reads the words of each fact, as in bigru-att, producing
fact embeddings. A second-level bigru with self-attention reads the fact embeddings,
producing a case embedding that goes through a similar output layer as in bigru-att.

bert: For each task, a task-specific layer has to be added on top of bert (Devlin et al.,
2019) and trained jointly by fine-tuning on task-specific data, as we already presented in
Chapters 2 and 3. We add a linear layer on top of bert, with a sigmoid, softmax, or no
activation, for binary violation, multi-label violation, and case importance, respectively.
bert can process texts up to 512 wordpieces, whereas our case descriptions are up to 2.6k
words, thus we truncate them to bert’s maximum length, which affects its performance.
This also highlights an important limitation of bert in processing long documents, a
common characteristic in legal text processing, as previously mentioned in Chapter 3.

hier-bert: To surpass bert’s maximum length limitation, we also propose a hierar-
chical version of bert (hier-bert). Firstly bert-base reads the words of each fact,
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producing fact embeddings. Then a self-attention mechanism reads fact embeddings,
producing a single case embedding that goes through a similar output layer as in han.

4.4.4 Experiments

Experimental Setup

Hyper-parameters: We use pre-trained glove (Pennington et al., 2014) embeddings
(d = 200) for all experiments. Hyper-parameters are tuned by random sampling 50
combinations and selecting the values with the best development loss in each task in the
following sets: gru hidden units {200, 300, 400}, number of stacked bigru layers {1,
2}, batch size {8, 12, 16}, and dropout rate {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. Given the best hyper-
parameters, we perform five runs for each model reporting mean scores and standard
deviations on the test set. We use categorical cross-entropy loss for the classification
tasks and mean absolute error for the regression task, Glorot initialization (Glorot and
Bengio, 2010), Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with default learning rate 0.001, and early
stopping on the development loss. For bert-based methods, we set the dropout rate to
0.1 and grid-search for learning rate {2e-5, 3e-5, 4e-5, 5e-5}, as suggested by Devlin et al.
(2019). In the case of hier-bert, we were able to use up to 25 paragraphs of 128 words.

Baselines: A majority-class (majority) classifier is used in binary violation, where all
cases are auto-classified as positives (violation, the majority class in the training set); for
case importance, we assign to all cases the most frequent score (4) across cases. A second
baseline (coin-toss) randomly predicts violation or not in the binary violation task.
We also compare our methods against a linear svm with bag-of-words features (most
frequent [1, 5]-grams across all training cases weighted by tf-idf), dubbed bow-svm,
similar to Aletras et al. (2016) and Medvedeva et al. (2018) for the binary task, multiple
one-vs-rest classifiers for the multi-label task, and Support Vector Regression (bow-svr)
for the case importance prediction.6

Binary Violation Results: Table 4.2 (upper part) shows the results for binary viola-
tion. We evaluate models using macro-averaged precision (P), recall (P), F1. The weak
baselines (majority, coin-toss) are widely outperformed by the rest of the methods.
bigru-att outperforms in F1 (79.5 vs. 71.8) the previous best performing method, bow-

svm, in English judicial prediction (Aletras et al., 2016). This is aligned with results in
Chinese (Luo et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018). han slightly improves

6We tune the hyper-parameters of bow-svm/svr and select kernel (rbf, linear) with a grid search
on the development set.
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P R F1

majority 32.9 ± 0.0 50.0 ± 0.0 39.7 ± 0.0
coin-toss 50.4 ± 0.7 50.5 ± 0.8 49.1 ± 0.7

Non-Anonymized

bow-svm 71.5 ± 0.0 72.0 ± 0.0 71.8 ± 0.0
bigru-att 87.1 ± 1.0 77.2 ± 3.4 79.5 ± 2.7
han 88.2 ± 0.4 78.0 ± 0.2 80.5 ± 0.2
bert 24.0 ± 0.2 50.0 ± 0.0 17.0 ± 0.5
hier-bert 90.4 ± 0.3 79.3 ± 0.9 82.0 ± 0.9

Anonymized

bow-svm 71.6 ± 0.0 70.5 ± 0.0 70.9 ± 0.0
bigru-att 87.0 ± 1.0 76.6 ± 1.9 78.9 ± 1.9
han 85.2 ± 4.9 78.3 ± 2.0 80.2 ± 2.7
bert 17.0 ± 3.0 50.0 ± 0.0 25.4 ± 0.4
hier-bert 85.2 ± 0.3 78.1 ± 1.3 80.1 ± 1.1

Table 4.2: Macro precision (P), recall (R), F1 for the binary violation prediction task
(± std. dev.).

over bigru-att (80.5 vs. 79.5), while being more robust across runs (0.2% vs. 2.7% std.
dev.). bert’s poor performance is due to the truncation of case descriptions, as indicated
by the fact that hier-bert, which uses the full text of the case, leads to the best results.
We omit bert from the following tables, since it performs poorly.

Figure 4.1: Attention over words (colored words) and facts (vertical heat bars) as pro-
duced by han.

Figure 4.1 shows the attention scores over words and facts of han for a case that echr

found to violate Article 3, which prohibits torture and ‘inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment’. Although fact-level attention wrongly assigns high attention to the first
fact, which seems irrelevant, it then successfully focuses on facts 2–4, which report that
police officers beat the applicant for several hours, that the applicant complained, was
referred for forensic examination, diagnosed with concussion, etc. Word attention also
successfully focuses on words like ‘concussion’, ‘bruises’, ‘damaged’, but it also highlights
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overall (all labels)

P R F1

bow-svm 56.3 ± 0.0 45.5 ± 0.0 50.4 ± 0.0
bigru-att 62.6 ± 1.2 50.9 ± 1.5 56.2 ± 1.3
han 65.0 ± 0.4 55.5 ± 0.7 59.9 ± 0.5
hier-bert 65.9 ± 1.4 55.1 ± 3.2 60.0 ± 1.3

frequent (≥50)
bow-svm 56.3 ± 0.0 45.6 ± 0.0 50.4 ± 0.0
bigru-att 62.7 ± 1.2 52.2 ± 1.6 57.0 ± 1.4
han 65.1 ± 0.3 57.0 ± 0.8 60.8 ± 1.3
hier-bert 66.0 ± 1.4 56.5 ± 3.3 60.8 ± 1.3

few ([1,50))

bow-svm - - -
bigru-att 36.3 ± 13.8 03.2 ± 23.1 05.6 ± 03.8
han 30.2 ± 35.1 01.6 ± 01.2 02.8 ± 01.9
hier-bert 43.6 ± 14.5 05.0 ± 02.8 08.9 ± 04.9

Table 4.3: Micro precision, recall, F1 in multi-label violation for all, frequent, and few
training instances.

entities like ‘Kharkiv’, its ‘District Police Station’, and ‘City Prosecutor’s office’, which
may be indications of bias.

Models Biases: We next investigate how sensitive our models are to demographic in-
formation appearing in the facts of a case. Our assumption is that an unbiased model
should not rely on information about nationality, gender, age, etc. To test the sensitivity
of our models to such information, we train and evaluate them in an anonymized version
of the dataset. The data is anonymized by using spacy’s (https://spacy.io) Named
Entity Recognizer, replacing all recognized entities with type tags (e.g., ‘Kharkiv’ →
location). While neural methods seem to exploit named entities among other informa-
tion, as in Figure 4.1, the results in Table 4.2 indicate that performance is comparable
even when this information is masked, with the exception of hier-bert that has quite
worse results (2%) compared to using non-anonymized data, suggesting a mild model
bias. We speculate that hier-bert is more prone to over-fitting compared to the other
neural methods that rely on frozen glove embeddings because the embeddings of bert’s
sub-word embeddings are trainable and thus can freely adjust to the vocabulary of the
training documents including demographic information. The results of bert are im-
proved on anonymized data because the anonymization causes longer text to fit in.

https://spacy.io
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MAE spearman’s ρ

majority .369 ± .000 N/A*

bow-svr .585 ± .000 .370 ± .000

bigru-att .539 ± .073 .459 ± .034

han .524 ± .049 .437 ± .018

hier-bert .437 ± .018 .527 ± .024

Table 4.4: Mean Absolute Error and Spearman’s ρ for case importance. Importance
ranges from 1 (most important) to 4 (least). * Not Applicable.

Multi-label Violation Results:

Table 4.3 reports micro-averaged precision (P), recall (R), and F1 results for all methods
in multi-label violation prediction. The results are also grouped by label frequency for all
(overall), frequent, and few labels (articles), counting frequencies on the training
subset. We observe that predicting specific articles that have been violated is a much
more difficult task than predicting if any article has been violated in a binary setup (cf.
Table 4.2). Overall, hier-bert outperforms bigru-att, while being comparable with
han (60.0 vs. 59.9 micro-F1). All models under-perform in labels with few training
examples, demonstrating the difficulty of few-shot learning in echr legal judgment pre-
diction. The main reason is that labels in the few group, 11 in total, are extremely rare
and have been assigned in 1.25% of the documents across all datasets, while the most
frequent 4 labels overall (Articles 3, 5, 6 and 13) have been assigned in approx. 42% of
the documents.

Case Importance Results: Table 4.4 shows the mean absolute error (mae) obtained
when predicting case importance. Surprisingly, majority outperforms the rest of the
methods. As already noted in Section 4.4.2, the distribution of importance scores is highly
skewed in favour of the majority class, thus majority can correctly predict the score in
most cases cases, which leads to a lower mean absolute error (mae), comparing to the
other methods. bow-svr performs worse than bigru-att, while han is slightly better
compared to the bigru-att. hier-bert further improves the results, outperforming
han and the rest of the methods.

While majority has the lowest mean absolute error, it cannot distinguish important
from unimportant cases, thus it is practically useless. To evaluate the methods on that
matter, we measure the correlation between the gold scores and each method’s predictions
with spearman’s ρ. hier-bert has the best ρ (.527), indicating a moderate positive
correlation (> 0.5), which is not the case for the rest of the methods. The overall results
indicate that a case’s importance cannot be predicted solely by the case facts and possibly
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also relies on background knowledge (e.g., judges’ experience, court’s history, rarity of
article’s violation).

Discussion: We can only speculate that han’s fact embeddings distill importance-
related features from each fact, allowing its second-level gru to operate on a sequence of
fact embeddings that are being exploited by the fact-level attention mechanism and pro-
vide a more concise view of the entire case. The same applies to hier-bert, which relies
on bert’s fact embeddings and the same fact-level attention mechanism. By contrast,
bigru-att operates on a single long sequence of concatenated facts, making it more dif-
ficult for its bigru to combine information from multiple, especially distant, facts. This
may explain the good performance of han and hier-bert across all tasks.

binary multi-label

P R F1 P R F1

hier-bert 90.4 ± 0.3 79.3 ± 0.9 82.0 ± 0.9 65.9 ± 1.4 55.1 ± 3.3 60.0 ± 1.3
hier-legal-bert 85.7 ± 0.7 80.8 ± 0.5 82.4 ± 0.4 65.4 ± 1.2 59.3 ± 2.5 62.2 ± 1.5

Table 4.5: Results for hier-legal-bert in binary and multi-label violation.

Domain adaptation Table 4.5 shows the results of both hier-bert and hier-legal-

bert in binary and multi-label violation prediction. We observe small differences in
performance on the binary classification task (0.4% improvement). On the contrary, we
observe a more substantial improvement in the more difficult multi-label task (1.4%)
indicating that the legal-bert model benefits from in-domain knowledge.

4.5 Allegation Prediction and Rationale Extraction

4.5.1 Explaining model decisions

While legal judgment prediction has been studied in the past for cases ruled by the
European Court of Human Rights (Aletras et al., 2016; Medvedeva et al., 2018), including
our work (see Section 4.4), and for Chinese criminal court cases (Luo et al., 2017; Hu
et al., 2018; Zhong et al., 2018), there is no precedent of work investigating the justification
of the models’ decisions. Reviewing attention heat-maps in our initial experiments on
legal judgment prediction (Section 4.4 and Figure 4.1), we observed several limitations.
First of all, providing word-level saliency maps is not particularly helpful from a practical
perspective for legal practitioners given the complexity of the task and document length;
thus extracting explanation on paragraph level seems a better alternative. Further on,
based on the current paragraph-level saliency maps we observe that the reasoning of the
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Figure 4.2: A depiction of the ecthr process: With respect to the facts, the applicant(s)
(plaintiff(s)) request a hearing from ecthr considering specific accusations (alleged viola-
tions of echr articles) against the defendant state(s). The Court (panel of judges) access
the facts and the rest of the parties’ submission, and rules its decision for the violation or
not of the allegedly violated echr articles. Prominent facts (rationales) are highlighted.

current models is far from human reasoning, i.e., high attention in trivial paragraphs
or paragraphs including only demographic information. The use of saliency maps as an
explanation has been criticized in recent literature (Wiegreffe and Pinter, 2019), raising
important questions on the faithfulness (Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020) of the produced
explanations, while recent studies (Lei et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2019; Jain et al., 2020)
focus on methods that aim to extract faithful explanations by-design.

Given the importance of the legal domain, similarly to other domains (e.g., financial,
biomedical), explainability is a key feature that may potentially improve the trustworthi-
ness of systems. Thus, we investigate the explainability of the decisions of state-of-the-art
models that aim to extract rationales by-design. To formally evaluate the rationale qual-
ity of these models, we compare the rationale paragraphs they select to those of legal
professionals, both litigants and lawyers, in the much simpler task of alleged violation
prediction that can be resolved given only the text of the facts of each case, as explained
by legal experts with experience in ecthr literature. By contrast, legal judgment predic-
tion vastly relies on case law and subjective interpretation of facts.

The new classification task (alleged violation prediction) and its justification (ratio-
nale extraction) can be used as a part of a broader system that aims to assist the judicial
process (Figure 4.2). The most prominent use-cases, as highlighted by the legal experts,
are the following: (a) support legal scholars/researchers to faster analyze case law (Katz,
2012); (b) AI-assisted judicial decision making, i.e., more informed judicial decision mak-
ing (Zhong et al., 2020; Naughton, 2017); and (c) support applicants to prepare their case
by identifying alleged violations that fit their case (facts).
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Cases (C) Sparsity #Allegations

Train 9K 24% 1.8
Dev, 1K 30% 1.7
Test 1K 31% 1.7

Table 4.6: Statistics of the new ecthr dataset. ‘Sparisty’ is the average percentage of
paragraphs included in the silver rationales. ‘#Allegations’ is the average number of
allegedly violated articles.

4.5.2 The new augmented ECtHR Dataset

The court (ecthr) hears allegations regarding breaches in human rights provisions of
the European Convention of Human Rights (echr) by European states (Figure 4.2).7

The court rules on a subset of all echr articles, which are predefined (alleged) by the
applicants (plaintiffs). Our dataset comprises 11k ecthr cases and can be viewed as
an enriched version of the ecthr dataset presented in the previous section, which did
not provide ground truth for alleged article violations (articles discussed) and rationales
(Table 4.6). The new dataset includes the following:

Facts: Each judgment includes a list of paragraphs that represent the facts of the case,
i.e., that describe the main events that are relevant to the case, in numbered paragraphs.
We hereafter call these paragraphs facts for simplicity. Note that the facts are presented
in chronological order. Not all facts have the same impact or hold crucial information
with respect to alleged article violations and the court’s assessment; i.e., facts may refer to
information that is trivial or otherwise irrelevant to the legally crucial allegations against
defendant states.

Allegedly violated articles: Judges rule on specific accusations (allegations) made
by the applicants (Harris, 2018). In ecthr cases, the judges discuss and rule on the
violation, or not, of specific articles of the Convention. The articles to be discussed
(and ruled on) are put forward (as alleged article violations) by the applicants and are
included in the dataset as ground truth. We identify 40 violable articles in total.8 In
our experiments, however, the models are not aware of the allegations. They predict the
Convention articles that will be discussed (the allegations) based on the case’s facts, and
they also produce rationales for their predictions. Models of this kind could be used by
potential applicants to help them formulate future allegations (articles they could claim
to have been violated) based on case facts, but here we mainly use the task as a test-bed
for rationale extraction.

7The Convention is available at https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf.
8The rest of the articles are procedural, i.e., the number of judges, criteria for office, election of judges,

etc.

https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf
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Violated articles: The court decides which allegedly violated articles have indeed been
violated. These decisions are also included in our dataset and could be used for legal
judgment prediction experiments. However, they are not used in the experiments of this
section, as we did in the previous one.

Silver allegation rationales: Each decision of the ecthr includes references to facts
of the case (e.g., “See paragraphs 2 and 4.”) and case law (e.g., “See Draci vs. Russia
(2010).”). We identified references to each case’s facts and retrieved the corresponding
paragraphs using regular expressions. These are included in the dataset as silver allegation
rationales, on the grounds that the judges refer to these paragraphs when ruling on the
allegations.

Gold allegation rationales: A legal expert with experience in echr cases annotated a
subset of 50 test cases to identify the relevant facts (paragraphs) of the case that support
the allegations (alleged article violations). In other words, each identified fact justifies
(hints) one or more alleged violations.

Task definition: In this work, we investigate alleged violation prediction, a multi-label
text classification task where, given the facts of a ecthr case, a model predicts which
articles, among 40 echr articles, were alleged by the applicant(s). In addition, a model
needs to identify which facts are most prominent to assist the classification task.

4.5.3 Methods

We first describe a baseline model that we use as our starting point. It adopts the frame-
work proposed by Lei et al. (2016), which generates rationales by construction in two
steps: first a rationale extraction sub-network produces a binary mask indicating the
most important words of the text; and subsequently a prediction sub-network classifies a
hard-masked version of the text. We then discuss additional constraints that have been
proposed to improve word-level rationales, which can be added to the baseline as regu-
larizers. We argue that some of them are not appropriate for paragraph-level rationales
and multi-label classification tasks. We also consider variants of previous constraints and
introduce a new one.

Baseline Model

Our baseline is a hierarchical variation of bert (Devlin et al., 2019), dubbed hierbert-

ha, which is similar to hier-bert described in Section 4.4.3, although it uses hard
attention instead of (soft) self-attention. Each case (document) D is viewed as a list of
facts (paragraphs)D = [P1, . . . , PN ]. Each paragraph is a list of tokens Pi = [w1, . . . , wLi

].
We first pass each paragraph independently through a shared bert encoder (Figure 4.3)
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of hierbert-ha. The shaded parts operate only when when Lg

(comprehensiveness loss) or Lr (sigularity loss) are used.

to extract context-unaware paragraph representations P [cls]
i , using the [cls] embed-

ding of bert. Then, a shallow encoder with two Transformer layers (Vaswani et al.,
2017) produces contextualized paragraph embeddings, which are in turn projected to two
separate spaces by two different fully-connected layers, K and Q, with selu activations
(Klambauer et al., 2017). K produces the paragraph encoding PK

i , to be used for classi-
fication; and Q produces the paragraph encoding PQ

i , to be used for rationale extraction.
The rationale extraction sub-network passes each PQ

i encoding independently through a
fully-connected layer with a sigmoid activation to produce soft attention scores ai ∈ [0, 1].
The attention scores are then binarized using a 0.5 threshold, leading to hard attention
scores zi (zi = 1 iff ai > 0.5). The hard-masked document representation DM is obtained
by hard-masking paragraphs and max-pooling:

DM = maxpool
(
[z1 · PK

1 , . . . , zN · PK
N ]
)

DM is then fed to a dense layer with sigmoid activations, which produces a probability
estimate per label, Ŷ = [ŷ1, . . . , ˆy|A|], in our case per article of the Convention, where |A|
is the size of the label set. For comparison, we also experiment with a model that masks
no facts, dubbed hierbert-all.

The thresholding that produces the hard (binary) masks zi is not differentiable. To
address this problem, Lei et al. (2016) used reinforcement learning (Williams, 1992),
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while Bastings et al. (2019) proposed a differentiable mechanism relying on the re-
parameterization trick (Louizos and Welling, 2017). We follow a simpler trick, originally
proposed by Chang et al. (2019), where during back-propagation the thresholding is de-
tached from the computation graph, allowing the gradients to bypass the thresholding
and reach directly the soft attentions ai.

Rationale Constraints as Regularizers

Sparsity: Modifying the word-level sparsity constraint of Lei et al. (2016) for our
paragraph-level rationales, we hypothesize that good rationales include a small number
of facts (paragraphs) that sufficiently justify the allegations; the other facts are trivial
or secondary. For instance, an introductory fact like “The applicant was born in 1984
and lives in Switzerland.” does not support any allegation, while a fact like “The appli-
cant contended that he had been beaten by police officers immediately after his arrest and
later during police questioning.” suggests a violation of Article 3 “Prohibition of Torture”.
Hence, we use a sparsity loss to control the number of selected facts:

Ls =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

N∑
i=1

zi − T

∣∣∣∣∣ (4.1)

where T is a predefined threshold expressing the percentage (e.g., 20%) of selected facts
per case. For example, we can approximate T considering silver rationales (Table 4.6).

Continuity: In their work on word-level rationales, Lei et al. (2016) also required the
selected words to be contiguous, to obtain more coherent rationales. In other words, the
transitions between selected (zi = 1) and not selected (zi = 0) words in the hard mask
should be minimized. This is achieved by adding the following continuity loss:

Lc =
1

N − 1

N∑
i=2

|zi − zi−1| (4.2)

In paragraph-level rationale extraction, where entire paragraphs are masked, the conti-
nuity loss forces the model to select contiguous paragraphs. In ecthr cases, however,
the facts are self-contained and internally coherent paragraphs (or single sentences). The
facts are usually ordered chronologically, but, apart from temporal order, there are usu-
ally no other clear inter-paragraph discourse relations. Hence, we hypothesize that the
continuity loss is inappropriate in our case. Nonetheless, we empirically investigate its
effect.

Comprehensiveness: We also adapt the comprehensiveness loss of Yu et al. (2019),
which was introduced to force the hard mask Z = [z1, . . . , zN ] to (ideally) keep all the
words (in our case, paragraphs about facts) of the document D that support the correct
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decision Y . In our task, Y = [y1, . . . , y|A|] is a binary vector indicating the Convention
articles the court discussed (gold allegations) in the case ofD. Intuitively, the complement
Zc of Z, i.e., the hard mask that selects the words (in our case, facts) that Z does not
select, should not select sufficient information to predict Y . Given D, let DM , D

c
M be the

representations of D obtained with Z,Zc, respectively; let Ŷ , Ŷ c be the corresponding
probability estimates; let Lp, L

c
p be the classification loss, typically total binary cross-

entropy, measuring how far Ŷ , Ŷ c are from Y . In its original form, the comprehensiveness
loss requires Lc

p to exceed Lp by a margin h.

Lg = max(Lp − Lc
p + h, 0) (4.3)

While this formulation may be adequate in binary classification tasks, in multi-label
classification it is very hard to pre-select a reasonable margin, given that cross-entropy
is unbounded, that the distribution of true labels (articles discussed) is highly skewed,
and that some labels are easier to predict than others. To make the selection of h more
intuitive, we propose a reformulation of Lg that operates on class probabilities rather
than classification losses. The Equation 4.3 becomes:

Lg =
1

|A|

|A|∑
i=1

yi(ŷi
c−ŷi+h)+(1−yi)(ŷi−ŷic+h) (4.4)

The margin h is now easier to grasp and tune. It encourages the same gap between the
probabilities predicted with Z and Zc across all labels (articles).

We also experiment with a third variant of comprehensiveness, which does not compare
the probabilities we obtain with Z and Zc, comparing instead the two latent document
representations:

Lg = |cos(DM , D
c
M)| (4.5)

where cos denotes cosine similarity. This variant forces DM and Dc
M to be as dissimilar

as possible, without requiring a preset margin.

Singularity: A limitation of the comprehensiveness loss (any variant) is that it only
requires the mask Z to be better than its complement Zc. This does not guarantee that
Z is better than every other mask. Consider a case where the gold rationale identifies
three articles and Z selects only two of them. The model may produce better predictions
with Z than with Zc, and DM may be very different than Dc

M in Equation 4.5, but Z is
still not the best mask. To address this limitation, we introduce the singularity loss Lr,
which requires Z to be better than a mask Zr, randomly generated per training instance
and epoch, that selects as many facts as the sparsity threshold T allows:

Lr = γ · Lg(Z,Z
r) (4.6)

γ = 1− cos(Zr, Z)
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Here Lg(Z,Z
r) is any variant of Lg, but now using Zr instead of Zc; and γ regulates the

effect of Lg(Z,Z
r) by considering the cosine distance between Zr and Z. The more Z

and Zr overlap, the less we care if Z performs better than Zr.
The total loss of our model is computed as follows. Again Lp is the classification loss;

Lc
p, L

r
p are the classification losses when using Zc, Zr, respectively; and all λs are tunable

hyper-parameters.

L = Lp + λs · Ls + λc · Lc

+ λg (Lg + Lc
p) + λr (Lr + Lr

p) (4.7)

We include Lc
p in Equation 4.7, because otherwise the network would have no incentive

to make Dc
M and Ŷ c competitive in prediction; and similarly for Lr

p.

Rationales supervision: For completeness we also experimented with a variant that
utilizes silver rationales for noisy rationale supervision (Zaidan et al., 2007). In this case
the total loss becomes:

L = Lp + λns ·mae(Z,Zs) (4.8)

where mae is the mean absolute error between the predicted mask, Z, and the silver
mask, Zs, and λns weighs the effect of mae in the total loss.

4.5.4 Experiments

Experimental Setup

For all methods, we conducted grid-search to tune the hyper-parameters λ∗. We used the
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) across all experiments with a fixed learning rate
of 2e-5. In preliminary experiments, we tuned the baseline model on development data
as a stand-alone classifier and found that the optimal learning rate was 2e-5, searching
in the set {2e-5, 3e-5, 4e-5, 5e-5}. The optimal drop-out rate was 0. All methods rely on
legal-bert-small, a variant of bert (Devlin et al., 2019), with 6 layers, 512 hidden
units and 8 attention heads, trained on legal corpora. Based on this model, we were able
to use up to 50 paragraphs of 256 words each in a single 32gb gpu.

Preliminary experiments In preliminary experiments, we found that the proposed
model (41.9M parameters) (Table 4.7, third row), relying on a shared paragraph encoder
(hier-bert) to produce both context-aware representations and rationales, has compara-
ble classification performance and better rationale quality compared to: (i) a model with
two independent paragraph encoders (82.8M parameters) (Table 4.7, first row), similar
to the one used in the literature (Lei et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2019; Jain et al., 2020); (ii) a
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model that omits the Q and K projection layers (41.4M parameters) (Table 4.7, second
row). Recall that Lei et al. (2016), Yu et al. (2019), and Jain et al. (2020) extract ra-
tionales at the word-level, and their encoders, either bilstms (Lei et al., 2016; Yu et al.,
2019) or bert (Jain et al., 2020), operate on that level of granularity.

Method
Training classification Silver rationales

parameters micro-F1 mRP F1

2x hier-bert 82.8M 73.4 ± 0.6 35.1 ± 7.9 29.3 ± 8.7
1x hier-bert excl. (Q,K) 41.4M 73.5 ± 0.7 29.2 ± 7.9 26.4 ± 7.9
1x hier-bert + (Q,K) 41.9M 73.2 ± 0.5 35.9 ± 4.7 39.0 ± 4.9

Table 4.7: Classification performance and rationale quality on development data.

Evaluation Measures

We evaluate: (a) classification performance, (b) faithfulness (Section 4.2), and (c) ratio-
nale quality, while respecting a given sparsity threshold (T ).

Classification performance: Given the label skewness, we evaluate classification per-
formance using micro-F1, i.e., for each Convention article, we compute its F1, and micro-
average over articles.

Faithfulness: Recall that faithfulness refers to how accurately an explanation reflects
the true reasoning of a model. To measure faithfulness, we report sufficiency and com-
prehensiveness (DeYoung et al., 2020). Sufficiency measures the difference between the
predicted probabilities for the gold (positive) labels when the model is fed with the whole
text (Ŷ+

f
) and when the model is fed only with the predicted rationales (Ŷ+). Com-

prehensiveness (not to be confused with the homonymous loss of Equations 4.3–4.5)
measures the difference between the predicted probabilities for the gold (positive) labels
obtained when the model is fed with the full text (Ŷ+

f
) and when it is fed with the com-

plement of the predicted rationales (Ŷ+

c
). We also compare classification performance

(again using micro-F1 ) in both cases, i.e., when considering masked inputs (using Z) and
complementary inputs (using Zc).

Rationale quality: Faithful explanations (of system reasoning) are not always appropri-
ate for users (Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020), thus we also evaluate rationale quality from a
user perspective. The latter can be performed in two ways. Objective evaluation compares
predicted rationales with gold annotations, typically via Recall, Precision, F1 (compar-
ing system-selected to human-selected facts in our case). In subjective evaluation, human
annotators review the extracted rationales. We opt for an objective evaluation, mainly
due to lack of resources. As rationale sparsity (number of selected paragraphs) differs
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across methods, which affects Recall, Precision, F1, we evaluate rationale quality with
mean R-Precision (mRP) (Manning et al., 2009). That is, for each case, the model ranks
the paragraphs it selects by decreasing confidence, and we compute Precision@k, where
k is the number of paragraphs in the gold rationale; we then average over test cases. For
completeness, we also report F1 (comparing predicted and gold rationale paragraphs),
although it is less fair, because of the different sparsity of different methods, as noted.

echr article Training instances Classification F1

2 - Right to life 623 78.3 ± 2.3
3 - Prohibition of torture 1740 85.9 ± 0.9
5 - Right to liberty and security 1623 81.1 ± 1.5
6 - Right to a fair trial 5437 80.1 ± 1.0
8 - Right to respect for private and family life 1056 72.5 ± 1.8
10 - Freedom of expression 441 77.4 ± 1.6
11 - Freedom of assembly and association 162 72.1 ± 3.3
13 - Right to an effective remedy 1665 29.2 ± 3.3
14 - Prohibition of discrimination 444 44.8 ± 7.4
34 - Individual applications 547 10.0 ± 5.0
46 - Binding force and execution of judgments 187 2.6 ± 3.2
P1-1 - Protection of property 1558 77.9 ± 1.3

Rest of the articles < 100 < 50.0

Overall performance (micro-F1) 72.7 ± 1.2

Table 4.8: Classification performance of hierbert-all (no mask) across echr articles
on development data; with respect to the number of training cases (instances), where the
corresponding article has been discussed.

Initial Classification Performance

Table 4.8 reports the classification performance of hierbert-all (no masking, no ratio-
nales), across echr articles. We observe that F1 is 75% or greater for most of the articles
with 1,000 or more training instances. The scores are higher for articles 2, 3, 5, and 6,
because (according to the legal expert who provided the gold allegation rationales), (i)
there is a sufficient number of cases regarding these articles, and (ii) the interpretation
and application of these articles is more fact-dependent than those of other articles, such
as articles 10 or 11 (Harris, 2018). On the other hand, although there is a fair amount
of train occurrences for articles 13, 34, and 46, these articles are triggered in a variety of
ways, many of which turn on legal procedural technicalities.

Tuning the λ Hyper-parameters

Instead of tuning simultaneously all the λ∗ hyper-parameters of Equation 4.7, we adopt a
greedy, but more intuitive strategy: we tune one λ at a time, fix its value, and proceed to
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the next. We begin by tuning λs, aiming to achieve a desirable level of sparsity without
harming classification performance. We set the sparsity threshold of Ls to T = 0.3 (select
approx. 30% of the facts), which is the average sparsity of the silver allegation rationales.
We found λs = 0.1 achieves the best overall results (classification F1 and sparsity) on
development data, thus we use this value for the rest of the experiments. To check our
hypothesis that continuity (Lc) is inappropriate in our task, we tried different values of
λc on development data, confirming that the best overall results are obtained for λc = 0.
Thus we omit Lc in the rest of the experiments.

Lg classification sparsity rationale quality

variant micro-F1 (aim for 30%) F1 mRP

Equation 4.3 73.0 ± 0.5 31.4 ± 1.9 35.4 ± 5.8 38.4 ± 5.9

Equation 4.4 73.1 ± 0.7 31.9 ± 1.4 30.3 ± 3.0 32.6 ± 2.6

Equation 4.5 72.8 ± 0.8 31.8 ± 1.3 38.3 ± 2.3 41.2 ± 2.1

Table 4.9: Development results for variants of Lg (comprehensiveness) and varying λg
values (omitted).

Comprehensiveness/Singularity Variants

Next, we tuned and compared the variants of the comprehensiveness loss Lg (Table 4.9).
Targeting the label probabilities (Equation 4.4) instead of the losses (Equation 4.3) leads
to lower rationale quality. Targeting the document representations (Equation 4.5) has the
best rationale quality results, retaining the original classification performance (micro-F1)
of Table 4.8. Hence, we keep the Lg variant of Equation 4.5 in the remaining experiments
of this section, with the corresponding λg value (1e-3).

Lr classification sparsity rationale quality

variant micro-F1 (aim for 30%) F1 mRP

Equations 4.3, 4.6 73.4 ± 0.8 32.8 ± 2.8 36.9 ± 3.6 39.0 ± 3.9

Equations 4.4, 4.6 72.5 ± 0.7 32.0 ± 1.0 39.7 ± 3.1 42.6 ± 3.8

Equations 4.5, 4.6 72.8 ± 0.3 31.5 ± 0.9 33.0 ± 2.7 35.5 ± 2.6

Table 4.10: Development results for variants of Lc (singularity) and varying λr values.

Concerning the singularity loss Lr (Table 4.10), targeting the label probabilities
(Equations 4.4, 4.6) provides the best rationale quality, comparing to all the methods
considered. Interestingly Equation 4.5, which performed best in Lg (Table 4.9), does not
perform well in Lr, which uses Lg (Equation 4.6). We suspect that in Lr, where we use a
random mask Zr that may overlap with Z, requiring the two document representations
DM , D

r
M to be dissimilar (when using Equation 4.5, 4.6) may be a harsh regularizer with

negative effects.
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Method
sparsity classification Complementary Input Masked Input

(aim: 30%) micro-F1 micro-F1 Comp. ↑ micro-F1 Suff. ↓
random classifier - 30.8 ± 0.3 -
hierbert-all (no masking) - 73.4 ± 1.2 -

hierbert-ha + Ls (Eq. 4.1) Lei et al. (2016) 31.7 ± 1.1 73.1 ± 0.6 58.8 ± 1.5 0.181 69.5 ± 2.4 0.063
hierbert-ha + Ls + Lg (Eq. 4.3) Yu et al. (2019) 31.4 ± 1.9 72.8 ± 0.6 59.0 ± 1.5 0.171 68.1 ± 4.4 0.069
hierbert-ha + Ls + Lg (Eq. 4.5) (ours) 31.4 ± 1.3 72.6 ± 1.5 59.6 ± 2.7 0.156 69.8 ± 0.8 0.043
hierbert-ha + Ls + Lr (Eq. 4.4, 4.6) (ours) 31.5 ± 0.8 72.8 ± 0.5 55.9 ± 2.8 0.204 70.5 ± 0.8 0.040

hierbert-ha + rationale supervision (Eq. 4.8) 33.1 ± 6.0 73.1 ± 0.5 56.7 ± 6.6 0.191 69.2 ± 1.1 0.053

Table 4.11: Classification performance (classification micro-F1) and faithfulness results
on test data. Faithfulness is measured by considering Sufficiency (Suff.) and Comprehen-
siveness (Comp.), i.e., how close the label probabilities of the model are when using the
rationales (masked input) or the complements of the rationales (complementary input),
respectively, as opposed to using the full input. Lower Suff. and higher Comp. scores are
better. We also report micro-F1 for the masked and complementary input; higher and
lower F1, respectively, are better.

Task Performance and Faithfulness

Table 4.11 presents results on test data. The models that use the hard attention mech-
anism and are regularized to extract rationales under certain constraints (hierbert-ha

+ L∗) have comparable classification performance to hierbert-all. Furthermore, al-
though paragraph embeddings are contextualized and probably have some information
leak for all methods, our proposed extensions in rationale constraints better approximate
faithfulness, while also respecting sparsity. Our proposed extensions lead to low suffi-
ciency (lower is better, ↓), i.e., there is only a slight deterioration in label probabilities
when we use the predicted rationale instead of the whole input. They also lead to high
comprehensiveness (higher is better, ↑); we see a 20% deterioration in label probabilities
when using the complement of the rationale instead of the whole input. Interestingly, our
variant with the singularity loss (Equation 4.4, 4.6) is more faithful than the model that
uses supervision on silver rationales (Equation 4.8).

Rationale Quality

We now consider rationale quality, focusing on hierbert-ha variants without rationale
supervision. Similarly to our findings on development data (Tables 4.9, 4.10), we observe
(Table 4.12) that using (a) our version of comprehensiveness loss (Equation 4.5) or (b) our
singularity loss (Equations 4.4, 4.6) achieves better results compared to former methods,
and (b) has the best results. The singularity loss is better in both settings (silver or gold
test rationales), even compared to a model that uses supervision on silver rationales. The
random masking of the singularity loss, which guides the model to learn to extract masks
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Method
Silver rationales (31%) Gold rationales (36%)

mRP F1 mRP F1

random rationale 30.2 ± 1.1 27.8 ± 1.1 35.1 ± 1.7 30.2 ± 2.2

hierbert-ha + Ls (Equation 4.1) 43.1 ± 6.5 37.3 ± 5.4 51.9 ± 5.7 45.7 ± 5.4
hierbert-ha + Ls + Lg (Equation 4.3) 41.0 ± 5.1 37.5 ± 6.7 48.9 ± 6.5 44.5 ± 6.8
hierbert-ha + Ls + Lg (Equation 4.5) 43.0 ± 1.5 38.5 ± 1.9 50.9 ± 3.2 45.8 ± 3.3
hierbert-ha + Ls + Lr (Equations 4.4, 4.6) 45.1 ± 2.1 40.9 ± 2.5 53.6 ± 2.3 48.3 ± 1.2

hierbert-ha + supervision (Equation 4.8) 43.1 ± 5.0 39.1 ± 7.1 51.4 ± 6.7 46.8 ± 0.5

Table 4.12: Rationale quality results on the 50 test cases that have both silver and gold
allegation rationales. Avg. silver/gold rationale sparsity (%) in brackets.

that perform better than any other mask, proved to be particularly beneficial in rationale
quality. Similar observations are derived given the results on the full test set considering
silver rationales. In general, however, we observe that the rationales extracted by all
models are far from human rationals, as indicated by the poor results (mRP, F1) on both
silver and gold rationales. Hence, there is ample scope for further research.

Qualitative Analysis

Quality of silver rationales: Comparing silver rationales with gold ones, annotated by
the legal expert, we find that silver rationales are not complete, i.e., they are usually fewer
than the gold ones. They also include additional facts that have not been annotated by the
expert. According the expert, these facts do not support allegations, but are included for
technical reasons (e.g., “The national court did not accept the applicant’s allegations.”).
Nonetheless, ranking methods by their rationale quality measured on silver rationales
produces the same ranking as when measuring on gold rationales in the common subset
of cases (Table 4.12). Hence, it may be possible to use silver rationales, which are
available for the full dataset, to rank systems participating in ecthr rationale generation
challenges.

Model bias: Low mRP with respect to gold rationales means that the models rely
partially on non causal reasoning, i.e., they select secondary facts that do not justify
allegations according to the legal expert. In other words, the models are sensitive to
specific language, e.g., they misuse (are easily fooled by) references to health issues and
medical examinations as support for Article 3 alleged violations, or references to appeals in
higher courts as support for Article 5, even when there is no concrete evidence. Manually
inspecting the predicted rationales, we did not identify bias on demographics. Although
such spurious features may be buried in the contextualized paragraph encodings (P [cls]

i ).
In general, de-biasing models could benefit rationale extraction and we aim to investigate
this direction in future work (Huang et al., 2020).
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Plausibility: Plausibility refers to how convincing the interpretation is to humans (Ja-
covi and Goldberg, 2020). While the legal expert annotated all relevant facts with respect
to allegations, according to his manual review, allegations can also be justified by sub-
selections (parts) of rationales. Thus, although a method may fail to extract all the
available rationales, the provided (incomplete) set of rationales may still be a convinc-
ing explanation. To properly estimate plausibility across methods, one has to perform a
subjective human evaluation which we did not conduct due to lack of resources.

Manual review of extracted rationales vs. gold rationales: In this section (Fig-
ures 4.4-4.8), we present examples of ecthr cases that have been highlighted (green
background color) with gold rationales and marked (green dot on the left) with the ones
extracted by our best model.

Figure 4.4: Automatically extracted (dots) and gold (highlighted text) allegation predic-
tion rationales in ecthr case no. 001-177696.
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In Figure 4.4 The model extracted most of the relevant facts indicating a possible
violation of Article 5. Note that 67% (10 of 15) the facts were considered relevant by the
legal expert. Our model has a disadvantage in this case because, being trained to operate
at a predefined sparsity level (30%), it extracted only 5 of the 15 facts (33%).

Figure 4.5: Automatically extracted (dots) and gold (highlighted text) allegation predic-
tion rationales in ecthr case no. 001-178361.

In Figure 4.5, paragraphs 9, 11, 13 and 20 clearly indicate possible violation of the
right to liberty (Article 5), as they refer to continuous extension of applicant detention
but our model was unable to extract them, thus it is unable to predict this allegation.
The model targeted only paragraphs that indicate ill-treatment, which is connected to
plausible violation of Article 3 (Prohibition of Torture).

In Figure 4.6, paragraphs 16 and 19 clearly indicate that the applicant’s health (life)
was at risk and authorities did not pay attention, although these paragraphs were not
selected by the model. Instead, paragraph 10 states that the applicant initially informed
the authorities for his medical history and they provided medication. This is an indication
for model sensitivity in language describing health issues in general (tuberculosis) and
not specific well-defined accusations.

In Figure 4.7, a causal inference would connect paragraph 8 (initial trial) with para-
graphs 20-22 (next trials) to infer mistrial because there was no verdict after a reasonable
period of time. Instead, the model seems to be sensitive to references for the implication
of higher courts as justification of mistrial (paragraphs 10, 13, 18, and 21). This suggests
that the model probably follows poor (greedy) reasoning.
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Figure 4.6: Automatically extracted (dots) and gold (highlighted text) allegation predic-
tion rationales in ecthr case no. 001-178748.

Figure 4.7: Automatically extracted (dots) and gold (highlighted text) allegation predic-
tion rationales in ecthr case no. 001-180500.
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Figure 4.8: Automatically extracted (dots) and gold (highlighted text) allegation predic-
tion rationales in ecthr case no. 001-181279.

In Figure 4.8, similarly to the case presented in Figure 4.7, the main argument, in
this case, is mistrial because there was no verdict after a reasonable period of time
(paragraphs 5 and 18-19). The model selected paragraph 11, which does not indicate
possible violations. Given the model’s prediction for allegations with respect to Article
1 of the 1st Protocol on the protection of property, we believe that this paragraph was
conceived as justification on that matter.
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4.6 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we discussed the challenging application of legal judgment prediction.
Contrary to our findings in lmtc with eurlex57k dataset (Section 3.6), in ecthr

cases, we have to consider the full text of the documents (court cases). As court cases are
extremely long and modern pre-trained transformer-based are limited to processing up to
512 tokens at most, we proposed a new state-of-art method hier-bert to tackle this issue,
while effectively modeling the natural document structure, i.e., list of paragraphs. For the
first time, we considered three downstream tasks (binary and multi-label classification,
case importance prediction), highlighting the escalated difficulties in the latter two cases
that have not been considered in the literature. Further on, we studied the extent of model
bias in demographic information, where both quantitative (classification performance
drop) and qualitative (attention to demographics) evidence highlighted that model bias
exists, but only slightly affects the predictions of the models on average. Considering the
limitations of studying soft attention scores as a means for explainability, we followed
recent work in rationale extraction and introduced a new task, paragraph-level rationale
extraction, where a model has to extract the most relevant paragraphs of a court case with
respect to the alleged violations in this case. For this purpose, we rely on a similar model
to hier-bert, using hard attention masking with additional regularizers (hierbert-

ha). We study several alternatives following the literature (Lei et al., 2016; Yu et al.,
2019), and propose a new regularizer, which leads to state-of-the-art performance in both
faithfulness and rationale quality measures proposed by DeYoung et al. (2020).

In the future, we would like to consider a pipe-lined framework, where alleged violation
prediction could be a first module, providing primary information for the more difficult
task of judgment prediction in the realistic and challenging multi-label setup. In the
same direction, additional modules (systems) trained to predict the relevant case law to
a given case, could also provide valuable information for the aforementioned task, which
is also part of the court reasoning considering the facts, the law and the case law on par.
In the case of explainability, which is a core feature to provide formal explanations of
the overall system’s decisions, more structured explanations closer to human reasoning
shall be constructed. In this direction, modeling the inter-paragraph relations is a crucial
characteristic to provide factual patterns, i.e., paragraph X1 in light of paragraph X2 and
X3 leads to conclusion Y, instead of factual masks that are currently extracted by the
methods described in Section 4.5.3. Last but not least, a more extensive in-depth analysis
on model bias identification and model de-biasing would be an important step towards
improving fairness, which may also lead to improvements in faithfulness and rationale
quality, as the model will then be unable to rely in this kind of spurious information.



Chapter 5

Legal Document to Document

Information Retrieval

5.1 Introduction

Figure 5.1: Number of legislative acts is-
sued by the eu per year. The gold color
of the bars indicates how many of the pub-
lished acts are amendments to older ones

Figure 5.2: The percentage of eu direc-
tives transposed by uk legislation per year.
Over 98% of the published eu directives
have been transposed.

Major scandals in corporate history, from Enron to Tyco International, Olympus,
and Tesco,1 have led to the emergence of stricter regulatory mandates and highlighted
the need for regulatory compliance where organizations need to ensure that they comply
with relevant regulations (Lin, 2016). However, keeping track of the constantly changing
legislation (Figure 5.1) is hard, thus organizations are increasingly adopting Regulatory
Technology (RegTech) to facilitate the process.

1www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/21/the-worlds-biggest-accounting-scandals-to

shiba-enron-olympus
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www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/21/the-worlds-biggest-accounting-scandals-toshiba-enron-olympus
www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/21/the-worlds-biggest-accounting-scandals-toshiba-enron-olympus
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Dataset Domain q̃ d̃

IR datasets in the literature

trec robust (Voorhees, 2005) News 3 / 14 254

bioasq (Tsatsaronis et al., 2015) Biomedical 9 197

IR datasets with verbose queries

gov2 (Clarke et al., 2004) Web 11 / 57 682

wt10g (Chiang et al., 2005) Web 11 / 35 457

Regulatory Compliance datasets

eu2uk (ours) Law 2,642 1,849

uk2eu (ours) Law 1,849 2,642

Table 5.1: Statistics for query and document length (counted in words) for IR datasets
used in literature.

Typically, a compliance regimen includes three distinct but related types of measures,
corrective, detective, and preventive Sadiq and Governatori (2015). Corrective measures
are usually undertaken when new regulations are introduced to update existing policies.
Detective measures, ensure “after-the-fact” compliance, i.e., following a procedure, a man-
ual or automated check is carried out, to ensure that every step of the procedure complied
with the corresponding regulations. Finally, preventive measures ensure compliance “by
design”, i.e., during the creation of new policies. All types of measures include an un-
derlying information retrieval (ir) task, where relevant regulations need to be retrieved
given a policy or vice versa. We identify two use cases:

1. Given a new regulation retrieve all the policies of the organization affected by this
law. The organization can then apply corrective measures to ensure compliance for
these policies.

2. Given a policy retrieve all relevant laws the control should comply with. This is
useful for ensuring compliance after a procedure has been carried out (detective
measures) or when creating new policies (preventive measures).

Regulatory information retrieval (reg-ir), similarly to other applications of document-
to-document (doc2doc) ir, for example, case law rerieval, is much more challenging
than traditional ir where the query typically contains a few informative words and the
documents are relatively short (Table 5.1), often documents abstracts only. In doc2doc

ir the query is a long document (e.g., a regulation) containing thousands of words, most
of which are uninformative. Consequently, matching the query with other long documents
where the informative words are also sparse, becomes extremely difficult.

Although legislation is publicly available, organizations’ policies are private and very
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hard to obtain. Fortunately, the European Union (eu) has a legislation scheme analogous
to regulatory compliance for organizations. According to the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union (tfeu),2 all published eu directives must take effect at the national
level. Thus, all eu member states must adopt a law to transpose a newly issued directive
within the period set by the directive (typically 2 years). Notably, the United Kingdom
(uk) having a high compliance level with the eu (Figure 5.2),3 is a good test-bed for reg-

ir. Thus we compile and release two datasets for reg-ir, eu2uk and uk2eu, containing
eu directives and uk regulations, which can serve both as queries and documents under
the ground truth assumption that a uk law is relevant to the eu directives it transposes
and vice versa.4

5.2 Related Work

ir in the legal domain is widely connected with the Competition on Legal Information
Extraction/Entailment (coliee). From 2015 to 2017 (Kim et al., 2015a, 2016a; Kano
et al., 2017) the task was to retrieve Japanese Civil Code articles given a question, while
in coliee 2018 and 2019 (Kano et al., 2018; Rabelo et al., 2019) the task was to retrieve
supporting cases given a short description of an unseen case. However, the texts of these
competitions are short compared to our datasets. Also, most submitted systems do not
consider recent advances in ir, i.e, neural ranking models (Guo et al., 2016; Hui et al.,
2017; McDonald et al., 2018; MacAvaney et al., 2019) which have recently managed to
improve rankings of conventional ir, or end-to-end neural models which have recently
been proposed (Fan et al., 2018; Khattab and Zaharia, 2020).

In the first phase of coliee 2015, the proposed systems needed to extract a subset of
Japanese Civil Code articles relevant to a given question. The proposed system of Kim
et al. (2015b) won this competition by retrieving the most similar documents (articles)
to the question according to TF-IDF scores and then re-ranking those documents using
the ranking SVMs model. Three types of features were used for this method: binary rep-
resentations of lemmas and dependency pairs, TF-IDF scores, and a Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) (Gado et al., 2016) score. Kim et al. (2016b) also won the first phase of
coliee 2016 proposing an ensemble to compute similarity using a Least Squares Regres-
sion method (LSR) and LDA based on a variety of features, including lexical similarity,
syntactic similarity, and semantic similarity.

In phase one of coliee 2017, the methodology that Morimoto et al. (2017), the
2Articles 291 (1) and 288 paragraph 3.
3Data for Figures 5.1 and 5.2 obtained from ec.europa.eu/internal_market/scoreboard/perfo

rmance_by_governance_tool/eu_pilot.
4The work of this chapter was carried out before the uk left the eu.

ec.europa.eu/internal_market/scoreboard/performance_by_governance_tool/eu_pilot
ec.europa.eu/internal_market/scoreboard/performance_by_governance_tool/eu_pilot
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winners of this competition, followed to identify the similarity of a query to a civil law
article, comprised the extraction of the requirement (condition), the effect (conclusion) in
law articles and the examined query Q. The authors extracted the legal requirement and
effect parts from queries and articles using rule-based (pattern-matching) methods. The
distance between a query Q and an article T was calculated as the sum of the distances
of the requirement parts of Q and T and the distance between the effect parts of Q and
T. The articles to be retrieved should not exceed a pre-defined distance threshold. Word
Mover’s Distance (WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015) was used for all distances.

In coliee 2018, Vu Tran and Nguyen (2018) proposed the best system for the case
law retrieval task, meaning extracting supporting cases given a new case. They explored
benefits from analyzing the summaries of legal documents and logical structures. They
extended the summary of both the query and the candidates to include more attributes
from factual paragraphs (Chapter 4). They obtained document and query embeddings
from the corresponding summaries computing word embedding centroids. This informa-
tion is used to estimate the score of each document given the summaries and factual
paragraphs of the document and the query.

5.3 Contributions

• We introduce regulatory information retrieval (reg-ir), an application of document-
to-document ir, which belongs in a new family of ir tasks, where both queries and
documents are long, typically containing thousands of words.

• We compile and release the two first publicly available datasets, eu2uk and uk2eu,
suitable for reg-ir and doc2doc ir in general.

• We show that fine-tuning bert on an in-domain classification task produces the
best document representations with respect to ir and improves pre-fetching results
compared to various methods including the traditional bm25 and generic bert mod-
els (bert-base of Devlin et al. (2019), s-bert of Reimers and Gurevych (2019)).

5.4 Datasets

5.4.1 Data sources

EU/UK Legislation: We have downloaded approximately 56K pieces of eu legislation
(approx. 3.9K directives), from the eur-lex portal (eur-lex.europa.eu). eu laws are
2,642 words long on average and are structured in three major parts: the title (Table 5.3,

eur-lex.europa.eu
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Dataset
Documents Train Development Test
in pool Queries Avg. relevant Queries Avg. relevant Queries Avg. relevant

eu2uk 52,515 1,400 1.79 300 2.09 300 1.74
uk2eu 3,930 1,500 1.90 300 1.46 300 1.29

Table 5.2: Detailed statistics for eu2uk and uk2eu. Both datasets have a relatively
small number of relevant documents per query. eu2uk has a much larger document
pool, which which may impose extra difficulties in the retrieval.

query), the recitals consisting of references in the legal background of the act, and the
main body. We have also downloaded approx. 52K uk laws, publicly available from the
official uk legislation portal.5 uk laws are 1,849 words long on average and contain the
title (Table 5.3, document title) and the main body.

Transpositions: We have retrieved all transposition relations (approx. 3.7K) between
eu directives and uk laws from the cellar database (Chapter 3). cellar only provides
the mapping between the cellar ids of eu directives and the title of each uk law.
Therefore we aligned the cellar ids with the official uk ids based on the law title. One
or more uk laws may transpose one or more eu directives.

5.4.2 Datasets compilation

Let E , U be the sets of eu directives and uk laws, respectively. We define reg-ir as
the task where the query q is a document, e.g, an eu directive, and the objective is to
retrieve a set of relevant documents, Rq, from the pool of all available documents, e.g.,
all uk laws. We create two datasets:

eu2uk: q ∈ E , Rq = {ri : ri ∈ U , ri
transposes−−−−−→q}.

uk2eu: q ∈ U , Rq = {ri : ri ∈ E , q
transposes−−−−−→ri}.

Table 5.2 shows the statistics for the two datasets, which are split in three parts, train,
development, and test, retaining a chronological order for the queries (i.e., all develop-
ment queries were published later than all training queries). eu2uk has a much larger
pool of available documents than uk2eu (52.5K vs. 3.9K), which may impose an extra
difficulty during retrieval. More importantly, the average number of relevant documents
per query is small (at most 2) for both datasets, as our ground truth assumption is strict,
i.e., relevant documents are those linked to the query with a transposition relation. In
addition, eu legislation is frequently amended (Figure 5.1) which also increases the diffi-
culty in the retrieval task. Let d1 ∈ E be a directive transposed by u1 ∈ U and d2 ∈ E be

5legislation.gov.uk

legislation.gov.uk
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Query: DIRECTIVE 2006/66/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 6
September 2006 on batteries and accumulators and waste batteries and accumulators and repealing Directive
91/157/EEC

bm25 rank Relevant Document title

1 No The Batteries and Accumulators (Placing on the Market) (Amendment) Regulations 2012
2 No The Batteries and Accumulators (Containing Dangerous Substances) (Amendment) Regulations 2000
3 No The Batteries and Accumulators (Placing on the Market) (Amendment) Regulations 2015
4 No The Batteries and Accumulators (Containing Dangerous Substances) Regulations 1994
5 No The Waste Batteries and Accumulators (Amendment) Regulations 2015
6 Yes The Waste Batteries and Accumulators Regulations 2009
12 Yes The Batteries and Accumulators (Placing on the Market) Regulations 2008

Table 5.3: Example from the eu2uk dataset where the retrieved uk laws are ranked by
bm25. The top-5 documents seem similar to the query but are not relevant (not linked by
transposition). The documents ranked 1st, 3rd, and 5th are amendments of the relevant
documents, i.e., they are amendments of the uk laws that actually transpose (are relevant
to) the query.

a directive amending d1. The uk must adopt a law, u2, to transpose d2. Both d2 and u2

cover similar concepts to those of d1 (d2 is an amendment and u2 must comply with d2),
but, strictly speaking u2 is relevant only to d2. In the rest of this chapter, as we already
defined above, we consider two documents d ∈ E , u ∈ U to be relevant if and only if u
transposes d. Table 5.3 shows an example from eu2uk, where the top-5 documents seem
very similar to the query but are not considered relevant, in the sense the term has in
this chapter. Note that the documents ranked 1st, 3rd and 5th, are amendments of the
relevant documents.

5.5 Methods

Since reg-ir is a new task, our starting point is the two-step pipeline approach followed
by most modern neural information retrieval systems (Guo et al., 2016; Hui et al., 2017;
McDonald et al., 2018). First, a conventional ir system (pre-fetcher) retrieves the k most
prominent documents. Then a neural model attempts to rank relevant documents higher
than irrelevant ones. While this configuration is widely adopted in literature, the re-
ranking step could be omitted, provided an effective pre-fetching mechanism is available,
i.e., the pre-fetcher would then act as an end-to-end ir system. In Sections 5.5.1-5.5.2,
we describe the examined methods for both pre-fetching and re-ranking steps.
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5.5.1 Document pre-fetching

Okapi bm25 (Robertson et al., 1995) is a bag-of-words scoring function estimating the
relevance of a document d to a query q, based on the query terms appearing in d, regardless
their proximity within d:

n∑
i=1

idf(qi) ·
tf(qi, d) · (k1 + 1)

tf(qi, d) + k1 ·
(

1− b+ b · L
L̄

) (5.1)

where qi is the i-th query term, with idf(qi) being the inverse document frequency and
tf(qi, d) the term frequency. L is the length of d in words, L̄ is the average length of
the documents in the collection, k1 is a parameter that favors high tf scores and b is a
parameter penalizing long documents.6

w2v-cent: Following Brokos et al. (2016), we represent query/document terms with
pre-trained embeddings. For each query/document we calculate the tf-idf weighted cen-
troid of its embeddings:

cent(t) =

∑l
i=1 xi · tf(xi, t) · idf(xi)∑l

i=1 tf(xi, t) · idf(xi)
(5.2)

where t is a text (query or document) and xi is the i-th text term with embedding xi.
The documents are ranked, with respect to the query, by a k nearest neighbours (kNN)
algorithm with cosine distance:

cosd(q, d) = 1− cent(q) · cent(d)

‖cent(q)‖ · ‖cent(d)‖
(5.3)

bert (Devlin et al., 2019) similarly to w2v-cent, relies on pre-trained token represen-
tations, which now are extracted from bert, thus being context-aware.7 A text can be
represented by its [cls] token embedding or by the centroid of its token embeddings.
In the latter case, the embeddings can be extracted from any of the 12 layers of bert.8

Note that the texts in our datasets do not entirely fit in bert. We thus split them into c
chunks (1 to 3 per text) and pass each chunk through bert to obtain a list of token em-
beddings per layer (i.e, the concatenation of c token embeddings lists) or c [cls] tokens.
The final representation is either the centroid of the token embeddings or the centroid of
the [cls] tokens.

sentence-bert (s-bert) (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) is a bert model fine-tuned
for Natural Language Inference (nli) in STS-B dataset (Cer et al., 2017). According

6We use elastic, a widely used ir engine with the bm25 scoring function. See www.elastic.co/.
7All models with a bert encoder use the -base version, i.e., 12 layers, 768 hidden units, 12 attention

heads.
8bert is not fine-tuned during this process.

www.elastic.co/
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to the authors, training s-bert results in better representations than bert for tasks
involving text comparison, like ir. We use the same setting as in bert.

eu-bert: We will also use a bert model further pre-trained on eu legislation, dubbed
here eu-bert. The goal is to estimate the impact of in-domain language, similar to our
work in the rest of the legal nlp tasks; comparing its performance with the two previous
generic models (bert, s-bert). We use the same setting as in bert.

concept-bert (c-bert): eu laws are also annotated with eurovoc concepts (Chap-
ter 3) covering the main subjects of the laws (e.g., trade, energy, etc.). Our intuition
is that a uk law transposing an eu directive will most probably cover the same core
subjects, as the eu directive. Thus we expect that a bert model, fine-tuned to predict
eurovoc concepts, will learn rich representations describing these concepts which may
be useful for pre-fetching. We fine-tune bert similarly to our work in Chapter 3. We use
all eu laws excluding eu directives and use the resulting model to extract representations
for documents and queries similarly to the previous bert-based methods.

ensemble: This method is simply a linear combination of our best two pre-fetchers,
c-bert and bm25:

ens(q, d) = α · cb(q, d) + (1− α) · bm25(q, d) (5.4)

where cb is the score of c-bert, α is an importance weight, which is tuned on de-
velopment data. The scores of the pre-fetchers are normalized in [0, 1] using min-max
normalization.

5.5.2 Document re-ranking

Modern neural re-rankers operate on pairs of the form (q, d) to produce a relevance score,
rel(q, d), for a document d with respect to a query q. Note, however that the main
objective is to rank relevant documents higher than irrelevant. Thus, during training a
max marginal loss is usually calculated as:

L = max(0, 1− rel(q, d+) + rel(q, d−)) (5.5)

where d+ is a relevant document and d− is an irrelevant document. The loss of Equa-
tion 5.5 requires the relevance score between the query and a relevant document to be
higher than the score between the query and an irrelevant document by a margin of 1. We
have experimented with several neural re-ranking methods, each having a function that
produces a relevance score sr for each of the top-k documents returned by the best pre-
fetcher. The final relevance score of a document is calculated as: rel(q, d) = wr ·sr+wp ·sp,
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where sp is the normalized score of the pre-fetcher and ws, wp are learned during train-
ing. Given the concerns on the strictness of the ground truth assumption raised in Sec-
tion 5.4.2, we hypothesize that re-rankers will eventually over-utilize the pre-fetcher score,
sp, when calculating document relevance, rel(q, d). As shown in Table 5.3, in many cases
both relevant and irrelevant documents may have high similarity with the query. This
in turn may confuse and therefore degenerate the re-ranker’s term matching mechanism,
i.e., mlps or cnns over term similarity matrices.

drmm (Guo et al., 2016) uses pre-trained word embeddings to represent query and
document terms. A histogram (with each bar showing the frequency of each cosine
similarity bucket) capture the cosine similarities of a query term, qi, with all the terms
of a particular document. Then an mlp is fed with the histogram of each query term qi

to produce a document-aware score for each qi, which is weighted by a gating mechanism
assessing the importance of qi based on its embedding. The sum of the weighted weighted
document-aware qi scores of all the query terms is the relevance score of the document.
A caveat of drmm is that it completely ignores the context of the terms which could be
of particular importance in our datasets where texts are long.

pacrr (Hui et al., 2017) represents query and document terms with pre-trained embed-
dings and calculates a matrix S containing the cosine similarities of all query-document
term pairs. A row-wise k-max pooling operation on S keeps the highest similarities per
query term (matrix Sk). Then, wide convolutions of different kernel (filter) sizes (n× n)
with multiple filters per size are applied on S. Each filter of size n×n attempts to capture
n-gram similarities between queries and documents. A max-pooling operation keeps the
strongest signals across filters and a row-wise k-max pooling keeps the strongest signals
per query n-gram, resulting in the matrix Sn,k. Subsequently, a row-wise concatenation
of Sk with all Sn,k matrices (for different values of n) is performed and a column contain-
ing the softmax-normalized idf scores of the query terms is concatenated to the resulting
matrix (Ssim). In effect, each row of the matrix contains different n-gram based similarity
views of the corresponding query term, qi, along with an idf-based importance score. The
relevance score is produced as the last hidden state of an lstm with one hidden unit,
which consumes the rows of Ssim. pacrr tries to take into account the context of the
query and document terms using n-grams but this context-sensitivity is weak and we do
not expect much benefits in our datasets that contain long texts.

bert-based re-rankers: Recent work tries to exploit bert to improve re-ranking.
Following MacAvaney et al. (2019), we use drmm and pacrr on top of contextualized
bert embeddings derived from bert. Based on the results of Figure 5.5, discussed below,
we use c-bert as the most promising bert model. We call these two models c-bert-
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drmm and c-bert-pacrr. We also experiment with two settings depending on whether
c-bert weights are updated (tuned) or not (frozen) during training.

5.6 Experimental setup

5.6.1 Pre-processing - document denoising

One of the major challenges in doc2doc ir, as opposed to traditional ir, is the length
of the queries and the documents, which may induce noise (many uninformative words)
during retrieval. Thus we applied several filters (stop-word, punctuation, and digits
elimination) on both queries and documents and reduce their length by approx. 55%
(778 words for uk laws and 1,222 words for eu directives on average). Further on, we
filtered both queries and documents by eliminating words with idf score less than the
average idf score of the stop-words. Our intuition is that words (e.g., ‘regulation’, ‘eu’,
‘law’, etc.) with such a small idf score are uninformative. Still, the texts are much longer
(387 words for uk laws and 631 words for eu directives on average) than the queries used
in traditional ir (Table 5.1). As an alternative to drastically decrease the query size, we
experimented with using only the title of a legislative act as a query but the results were
worse, i.e., approx. 5-20% lower R@100 on average across datasets, indicating that the
full-text is more informative, although the information is sparse.

Figure 5.3: Recall@k, where k ∈ [0, 2000], across the three best pre-fetchers (i.e., bm25,
c-bert and ensemble) on the development dataset.

5.6.2 Evaluation measures

Pre-fetching aims to bring all the relevant documents in the top-k. Thus we report R@k

with k = 100. We observe that after k = 100 the best pre-fetchers have no significant gains
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in performance in development data, thus we select k = 100, as a reasonable threshold.
For re-ranking we report R@20, nDCG@20 and R-Precision (RP) following the literature
Manning et al. (2009).9 We report the average and standard deviation across three runs
on the test set, using the best set of hyper-parameters on development data for neural
re-rankers.

5.6.3 In-domain pre-trained word embeddings

As several methods rely on word embeddings, we trained a new word2vec model
(Mikolov et al., 2013a) in both corpora (eu and uk legislation) to better accommodate le-
gal language. Preliminary experiments with the w2v-cent pre-fetcher on validation data
showed that domain-specific embeddings perform better than generic 200-dimensional
glove embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) (eu2uk: 66.5 vs. 59.3 R@100 and uk2eu:
72.6 vs. 69.8 R@100).

5.6.4 Pre-trained BERT models

All bert (pre-fetching) encoders and bert-based re-rankers use the -base version, i.e.,
12 layers, 768 hidden units and 12 attention heads, similar to the one of Devlin et al.
(2019). All bert variants (bert, s-bert, legal-bert) are publicly available from
Hugging Face (http://huggingface.co/models).

Figure 5.4: Heatmaps showing R@100 for different values of k1 and b on eu2uk (left)
and uk2eu (right). The selected optimal values (green boxes) are outside the proposed
ranges in the literature (blue boxes).

9The measures have been already defined in Chapter 3

http://huggingface.co/models
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5.6.5 Tuning BM25: The case of doc2doc IR

The effectiveness of bm25 is highly dependant on properly selecting the values of k1 and
b (Equation 5.1). In traditional (ad-hoc) ir, k1 is typically evaluated in the range[0, 3]

(usually k1 ∈ [0.5, 2.0]); b needs to be in [0, 1] (usually b ∈ [0.3, 0.9]) (Taylor et al., 2006;
Trotman et al., 2014; Lipani et al., 2015). As a general rule of thumb, bm25 with k1=1.2
and b=0.75 seems to give good results in most cases (Trotman et al., 2014). We observe
that in the case of doc2doc ir, where the queries are much longer, the optimal values
are outside the proposed ranges (Figure 5.4). In both datasets the optimal values for k1

and b are relatively high, favoring terms with high tf, while penalizing long documents.
In effect bm25 uses k1 and b as a denoising regularizer to over-utilize highly frequent query
terms normalized by document length.

Figure 5.5: Heatbars showing R@100 (on development data) for text representations
extracted from different layers of the various bert-based pre-fetchers we experimented
with.

5.6.6 Extracting representations from BERT

Recently there has been a lot of research on understanding the effectiveness of the different
layers of bert across several tasks (Liu et al., 2019a; Hewitt and Manning, 2019; Jawahar
et al., 2019; Goldberg, 2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019). Figure 5.5 shows heat-
bars comparing representations extracted from different layers of the various bert-based
pre-fetchers we experimented with.10 eu-bert and c-bert, which have been adapted
for the legal domain, perform much better than bert and s-bert, which were trained
on generic corpora. An interesting observation is that the [cls] token is a powerful
representation only in c-bert where it was trained to predict eurovoc concepts. Also,
in uk2eu the embedding layer produces the best representations in all bert variants

10Recall that a text can be represented by its [cls] token embedding or by the centroid of its token
embeddings, which can be extracted from any of the 12 layers of bert.
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except c-bert, where the embedding layer achieves comparable results to the top-2
representations ([cls], Layer-12). This is an indication that the context in this dataset
is not as important as in eu2uk.

5.6.7 Implementation details for neural methods

All neural models were implemented using the tensorflow 2 framework, as in the pre-
vious chapter. Hyper-parameters were tuned on development data, using early stopping
and the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a fixed learning rate of 1e-3. For
neural re-rankers (drmm, pacrr, and their variants), hyper-parameters were selected by
grid-searching the following sets, and selecting the values: cnn hidden units {16, 32},
mlp units {10, 20}, batch size {8, 16, 32}. Concerning c-bert, we set the dropout rate
to 0.1 and grid-search for learning rate {2e-5, 3e-5, 4e-5, 5e-5}, as suggested by Devlin
et al. (2019), while batch size was set to 4 due to gpu memory limitations.

5.7 Experimental results

5.7.1 Pre-fetching results

Table 5.4 shows R@100 on the test datasets for the various pre-fetchers considered. On
eu2uk, c-bert is the best method by a large margin, followed by s-bert and eu-bert,
verifying our assumption that the concept classification task is a good proxy for obtaining
rich representations with respect to ir. Both s-bert and eu-bert are better than bert

for different reasons. eu-bert was adapted to the legal domain and is, therefore, able to
capture the nuances of the legal language. s-bert was trained to produce representations
suitable for comparing texts with cosine similarity, a task highly related to ir. Nonethe-
less, having been trained on generic corpora with small texts it performs much worse
than c-bert. Interestingly, bm25 is comparable to both s-bert and eu-bert despite
its simplicity. As expected, combining c-bert with bm25 further improves the results.
In uk2eu R@100 is much higher compared to eu2uk probably because of the shortest
queries. Also, as discussed in Section 5.6.6, the contextual information is not so critical in
this dataset, thus we expect the context unaware bm25 and w2v-cent to perform well.
Indeed, bm25 achieves the best results followed closely by c-bert and eu-bert, while
w2v-cent outperforms s-bert and bert. Again the ensemble improves the results.
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Method
eu2uk uk2eu

R@100 R@100

bm25 (Robertson et al., 1995) 57.5 93.7
w2v-cent (Brokos et al., 2016) 50.6 88.2
bert (Devlin et al., 2019) 54.0 85.1
s-bert (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) 57.7 84.8
eu-bert (ours) 57.6 90.1
c-bert (ours) 83.8 92.9

ensemble (bm25 + c-bert) 86.5 95.0

Table 5.4: Pre-fetching results across test datasets.

5.7.2 Re-ranking results

Table 5.5 shows the ranking results on test data for eu2uk and uk2eu. We also report
results for bm25, c-bert, ensemble and an oracle, which re-ranks the top-k docu-
ments returned by the pre-fetcher placing all relevant documents at the top. On eu2uk

ensemble performs better than the other two pre-fetchers. Interestingly, neural re-
rankers fall short on improving performance and are comparable (or even identical) with
ensemble in most cases, possibly because very similar documents may be relevant or
not (Section 5.4.2, Table 5.3), leading to contradicting supervision.11 As we hypothesized
(Section 5.5.2), re-rankers over-utilize the pre-fetcher score when calculating document
relevance, as a defense mechanism (bias) against contradicting supervision, which even-
tually leads to the degeneration of the re-ranker’s term matching mechanism. Inspecting
the corresponding weights of the models, we observe that indeed wp >> ws across all
methods. This effect seems more intense in bert-based re-rankers (c-bert + drmm or
pacrr), especially those that fine-tune c-bert, possibly because these models perform
term matching considering sub-word units, instead of full words. In other words, relying
on the neural relevance score (sr) is catastrophic. Similar observations can be made for
uk2eu. In both datasets all methods have a large performance gap compared to the
oracle, indicating that there is still large room for improvement, possibly utilizing in-
formation beyond text, such as the time of publication or relations between regulations
and law.

Filtering by year: We have already highlighted the difficulties imposed to our datasets
by the frequently amended eu directives (Section 5.4.2, Table 5.3). Also, recall that each
eu directive defines a deadline (typically 2 years) for the transposition to take place. On
the other hand, as we observe in Figure 5.6, eu directives may already be transposed by
earlier legislative acts of member states (the member states act in a proactive manner),
or the states may delay the transposition for political reasons. In effect, the relevance of

11By contradicting supervision we mean similar training query-document pairs with opposite labels.
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Method
eu2uk uk2eu

wp ws R@20 nDCG@20 RP wp ws R@20 nDCG@20 RP

bm25 - - 45.8 34.4 25.5 - - 87.5 66.8 49.4

c-bert (ours) - - 55.7 37.9 21.8 - - 79.7 53.0 33.1

ensemble (bm25 + c-bert) - - 54.1 43.1 29.6 - - 88.0 67.7 49.3
+ drmm +1.1 -0.8 59.9 (± 3.2) 41.7 (± 2.4) 24.3 (± 2.9) +1.3 -0.8 86.3 (± 1.1) 61.6 (± 1.1) 40.1 (± 1.5)
+ pacrr +4.2 +0.6 54.3 (± 0.2) 43.3 (± 0.2) 30.1 (± 0.4) +4.0 +0.1 88.0 (± 0.0) 67.7 (± 0.0) 49.3 (± 0.0)
+ c-bert-drmm (frozen) +3.3 -1.6 57.9 (± 3.4) 43.1 (± 0.3) 27.3 (± 2.2) +3.5 -1.0 88.3 (± 0.4) 67.3 (± 0.6) 48.5 (± 1.3)
+ c-bert-pacrr (frozen) +4.6 +0.9 54.1 (± 0.0) 43.1 (± 0.0) 29.6 (± 0.0) +2.9 -0.9 89.6 (± 0.4) 66.5 (± 0.5) 46.0 (± 0.9)
+ c-bert-drmm (tuned) +1.9 -0.5 54.1 (± 0.0) 43.1 (± 0.0) 29.6 (± 0.0) +1.2 +0.5 88.0 (± 0.0) 67.7 (± 0.0) 49.3 (± 0.0)
+ c-bert-pacrr (tuned) +1.8 -0.6 54.1 (± 0.0) 43.1 (± 0.0) 29.6 (± 0.0) +2.0 +2.1 88.0 (± 0.0) 67.7 (± 0.0) 49.3 (± 0.0)

+ oracle - - 86.5 87.7 86.5 - - 95.0 95.3 95.0

Applying date filtering on top of predictions

Year range ±5 years ±15 years

ensemble (bm25 + c-bert) - - 76.6 54.6 37.1 - - 86.2 68.2 50.0

+ drmm (pre-filtering) +1.1 -0.8 81.4 56.5 35.4 +1.3 -0.8 85.3 62.6 42.3
+ drmm (post-filtering) +1.1 -0.8 75.7 49.2 31.1 +1.3 -0.8 83.6 63.5 44.2

+ pacrr (pre-filtering) +4.2 +0.6 76.6 54.8 37.6 +4.0 +0.1 86.2 68.2 50.0

+ pacrr (post-filtering) +4.2 +0.6 74.2 52.9 36.5 +4.0 +0.1 85.5 67.6 49.6

Table 5.5: Re-ranking results across test datasets. The upper zone shows the results of
neural re-rankers on top of the best pre-fetchers with respect to (ws, wp). It also reports
re-ranking results of the best pre-fetchers. The lower zone reports the re-ranking results
after applying temporal filtering.

a document to a query depends both on the textual content and the time the laws were
published. Thus, we filter out documents that are outside a predefined distance (in years)
from the query in two ways, pre-filtering and post-filtering. Pre-filtering is applied to the
pre-fetcher, i.e., prior to re-ranking, while post-filtering is applied after the re-ranking.
Note that our main goal is to improve re-ranking. We thus apply the filtering scheme
to the ensemble, drmm and pacrr. The lower zone of Table 5.5 shows the results of
the whole process. In eu2uk, the hardest out of the two datasets, the time filtering has
a positive impact, improving the results by a large margin. On the other hand, filtering
seems to have a minor effect in uk2eu.

5.7.3 eu2uk 6= uk2eu

Across experiments, we observe that best practices vary between the eu2uk and uk2eu

datasets. eu2uk benefits from c-bert representations, while in uk2eu context-unaware
and domain-agnostic bm25 has comparable or better performance than c-bert. Similarly,
we observe that time filtering further improves the performance in eu2uk, while we have
a contradicting effect in uk2eu. Given the overall results, we conclude the two datasets
have quite different characteristics. Thus, it is important to consider both eu2uk and
uk2eu independently, although one may initially consider them to be symmetric.
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Figure 5.6: Relevant documents according to their chronological difference (in years) with
the query.

5.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we discussed the challenging application of regulatory information re-
trieval (reg-ir), a document-to-document information retrieval (doc2doc ir) task,
where both queries and documents are extremely long, comparing to standard ir bench-
marks. Given the nature of the data (long documents), we showed that bm25, a standard
pre-fetching method, needs careful tuning, choosing parameters out of the current stan-
dards of conventional ad-hoc retrieval. Considering various bert-based models as pre-
fetching alternatives, we also found that fine-tuning bert in an in-domain classification
task leads to a vast improvement in one out of two datasets. Alongside bm25, these are
the two best pre-fetchers, that can be further exploited with an ensemble to provide the
best pre-fetching document retrieval performance. Interestingly, we showed that neural
re-rankers improve performance only marginally, if at all, while they vastly rely on the
pre-fetching scores, provided by the ensemble method. Based on these findings, we
hypothesize that document relevance is affected also by other factors, thus we examined
and empirically confirmed that the time dimension is also a very important aspect in one
out of two datasets.

In future work, we would like to experiment with more tasks and datasets to have
a better and more universal understanding of different aspects in doc2doc ir. In this
direction, we would like to experiment with the interesting task of case law retrieval in
ecthr cases (Chapter 4). Moreover, as we identified the limitations of current neural re-
ranking methods, we believe that there are three very interesting directions: (a) document
de-noising, where sentence selections methods, like those described in Section 4.5.3, could
be employed to replace naive statistical methods, like tf-idf scores; (b) neural re-rankers
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comparing paragraph instead of word embeddings; and (c) consideration of additional
information, such as the relations (e.g., amendments, references, etc.) between documents
or better use of information like the time dimension, which was used in a naive fashion
in our study.



Chapter 6

Conclusions, Limitations and Future

Work

We presented a thorough analysis of several legal tasks (contract element extraction, obli-
gation extraction, neural judgment prediction and rationale extraction, legal information
retrieval) across contracts, legislation, and court cases from various jurisdictions, namely
us, eu and uk, in English.

Our project targeted two main research questions; first and foremost on the adaptabil-
ity of neural methods that have been proposed for relevant nlp tasks in other domains
and how they are affected by legal language, writing, and structure; and second on
providing explanations of the decisions(predictions) of neural models. Considering the
first research question, we highlighted several cases where either legal language affects
a model’s performance (Chapter 2.4) or suitable modeling of the document structure is
needed (Chapters 2.5 and 4.4). To this end, we pre-trained and used in-domain word
representations and neural language models, while we also proposed new methods with
state-of-the-art performance, e.g., x-bilstm-att for obligation extraction (Chapter 2.5),
bert-lwan for legal topic classification (Chapter 3), and hier-bert for legal judgment
prediction (Chapter 4). With respect to model explainability, we initially experimented
with saliency (attention) heat-maps and highlighted their limitation as a means for the
explanation of a model’s decisions in legal judgment prediction, where we further studied
rationale extraction techniques as a prominent methodology for explainability (Chap-
ter 4). In lack of publicly available annotated datasets, in order to experiment with deep
learning methods, we curated and published five datasets for various legal tasks (contract
element extraction, legal topic classification, legal judgment prediction and rationale ex-
traction, legal information retrieval), while we also published legal word embeddings
(law2vec) and a legal pre-trained language model (legal-bert) for further re-use to
assist legal text processing research.
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In the following paragraphs, we present our detailed conclusions, limitations and di-
rections for future work per chapter.

In Chapter 2, we investigated two applications of information extraction for contracts.
In contract element extraction, we found that bilstm-based models lead to state-of-the-
art results, even comparing to pre-trained transformer-based models, e.g., bert, that
currently dominate the nlp literature. We linked this finding with the lack of inhered
re-currency in the transformers architecture. Moreover, we observed that in-domain
knowledge, as expressed in language and captured by in-domain word2vec embeddings
and legal-bert, leads to performance improvements in two out of three cases we con-
sidered. In the second task, obligation extraction, we found that correct modeling of
the text structure with hierarchical lstms leads to the best results with vast perfor-
mance improvements in the list item categories, but also in the rest of the categories
(stand-alone sentences). This finding highlights the importance of context in the form
of inter-sentence relations in this sentence classification task. In future work, we would
like to further investigate the impact of the lack of recurrency in transformer-based
models in contract element extraction with a qualitative analysis by identifying examples
to better understand this phenomenon. With respect to classification performance, an
obvious direction would be to train a bert encoder, specialized solely on contractual
text that could possibly benefit the overall performance. Similarly, it would be interest-
ing to explore the use of transformer-based models in the second task of obligation
extraction by employing a similar method to hierarchical bert (hier-bert), discussed
in Section 4.4.3.

In Chapter 3, we presented an extensive study of Large Scale Multi-label Text Clas-
sification (lmtc) considering the task of tagging eu legislation with eurovoc concepts,
to answer three understudied questions on (1) the competitiveness of plt-based meth-
ods against neural models, (2) the use of the label hierarchy in neural methods, and
(3) the benefits from neural transfer learning. A condensed summary of our findings
is that (1) tf-idf plt-based methods are definitely worth considering, but are not al-
ways competitive, while attention-xml, a neural plt-based method that captures word
order, is robust across datasets; (2) transfer learning leads to state-of-the-art results, es-
pecially combined with a label-wise attention mechanism. Considering datasets from
other domains (mimic-iii, amazon13k), we found that no single method is best across
all domains and label groups (all, few, zero) as the language, the size of documents, and
the label assignment strongly vary with direct implications in the performance of each
method. In future work, we would like to further exploit information from the label
hierarchy in transformer-based methods. In follow up work (Manginas et al., 2020),
we found that mapping label hierarchy levels across bert layers further improves the
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classification performance in eurlex57k. In another direction, we would like to fur-
ther investigate few and zero-shot learning in lmtc, especially in bert models that are
currently unable to cope with zero-shot labels. bert uses sub-word units, instead of
full tokens, and its sub-word units are contextualized and probably richer than typical
word2vec word embeddings; thus, they could benefit zero-shot capable lwans. In a
completely different set-up, one could follow the recent work of Wenpeng Yin and Roth
(2019) that models zero-shot classification as a natural language inference task, consid-
ering a document-label pair at the same time.

In Chapter 4,we discussed the challenging application of legal judgment prediction.
Contrary to our findings in lmtc with the eurlex57k dataset (Section 3.6), in ecthr

cases one has to consider the full text of the documents (court cases). As court cases are
extremely long and modern pre-trained transformer-based are limited to processing up to
512 tokens at most, we proposed a new state-of-art method hier-bert to tackle this issue,
while effectively modeling the natural document structure, i.e., list of paragraphs. For the
first time, we considered three downstream tasks (binary and multi-label classification,
case importance prediction), highlighting the escalated difficulties in the latter two cases
that have not been considered in the literature. Further on, we studied the extent of model
bias in demographic information, where both quantitative (classification performance
drop) and qualitative (attention to demographics) evidence highlighted that model bias
exists, but only slightly affects the predictions of the models on average. Considering the
limitations of studying soft attention scores as a means for explainability, we followed
recent work in rationale extraction and introduced a new task, paragraph-level rationale
extraction, where a model has to extract the most relevant paragraphs of a court case
with respect to the alleged violations in the case. For this purpose, we proposed a new
model, similar to hier-bert, using hard attention masking with additional regularizers
(hierbert-ha). We studied several alternatives following the literature (Lei et al., 2016;
Yu et al., 2019), and proposed a new regularizer, which led to state-of-the-art performance
in both faithfulness and rationale quality measures proposed by DeYoung et al. (2020).
In the future, we would like to consider a pipe-lined framework, where alleged violation
prediction could be a first module, providing primary information for the more difficult
task of judgment prediction in the realistic and challenging multi-label setup (predicting
particular article violations). In the same direction, additional system modules trained
to predict case law relevant to a given case, could also provide valuable information
for the aforementioned task, which is also part of the court reasoning considering the
facts, the law and the case law on par. In the case of explainability, which is a core
feature, to provide formal explanations of the overall system’s decisions, more structured
explanations closer to human reasoning should be constructed. In this direction, modeling
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the inter-paragraph relations is a crucial characteristic to provide factual patterns, i.e.,
paragraph X1 in light of paragraph X2 and X3 leads to conclusion Y, instead of factual
masks that are currently extracted by the methods described in Section 4.5.3. Last but
not least, a more extensive in-depth analysis on model bias identification and model de-
biasing would be an important step towards improving fairness, which may also lead to
improvements in faithfulness and rationale quality, as the model will then be unable to
rely on biased spurious information.

In Chapter 5, we discussed the challenging application of regulatory information re-
trieval (reg-ir), a document-to-document information retrieval (doc2doc ir) task,
where both queries and documents are extremely long, comparing to standard ir bench-
marks. Given the nature of the data (long documents), we showed that bm25, a stan-
dard pre-fetching method, needs careful tuning, choosing parameters out of the current
standards of conventional ad-hoc retrieval. Considering various bert-based models as
pre-fetching alternatives, we also found that fine-tuning bert in an in-domain classifica-
tion task leads to a vast improvement in the most difficult of the two datasets. Alongside
bm25, these are the two best pre-fetchers, that can be further exploited with a linear com-
bination of their scores (ensemble) to provide the best pre-fetching document retrieval
performance. Interestingly, we showed that neural re-rankers improve performance only
marginally, if at all, while they vastly rely on the pre-fetching scores, provided by the
ensemble method. Based on these findings, we hypothesize that document relevance
is affected also by other factors, thus we examined and empirically confirmed that the
time dimension is also a very important aspect in the most difficult of the two datasets,
where the document pool is much larger and temporal filtering substantially reduces can-
didate relevant documents. In future work, we would like to experiment with more tasks
and datasets to have a better and more universal understanding of different aspects in
doc2doc ir. In this direction, we would like to experiment with the interesting task of
case law retrieval in ecthr cases. Moreover, as we identified the limitations of current
neural re-ranking methods, we believe that there are three very interesting directions:
(a) document de-noising, where sentence selections methods, like those described in Sec-
tion 4.5.3, could be employed to replace naive statistical methods, like tf-idf scores; (b)
neural re-rankers comparing paragraph instead of word embeddings; and (c) considera-
tion of additional information, such as the relations (e.g., amendments, references, etc.)
between documents or better use of information like the time dimension, which was used
in a naive fashion in our study.
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